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ABSTRACT 

This thesis investigates and describes the experience of three individuals in the process of 

being diagnosed and treated for a mental illness, Essentially, the study was interested in 

how one defines and understands his or her 'life-worid' within the context of a mental 

illness and how this affects one personally and professionally. Three individuals, one 

female and two males, ranging in age from 1s- 34 years were recruited into the study by 

contacting locai psychiatrists. A qualitative methodological framework combined 

phenomenology, which explores lived human expenences, with hermeneutics, which 

seeks to explain how meaning is constructed, in exarnining the phenornenon of mental 

illness. A senes of tape-recorded interviews using a serni-structured interview format 

provided the participant's data. Ln describing the experience of diagnoses and treatment 

of a mental illness, participants identified a number of issues: self-concept; sti,ma; fears; 

losses and frustrations; isolation and relationship dynamics; and insights and awareness. 

In personal reflections regarding the interview process, participants described the 

interviews as a positive experience, gaining benefits such as new insights, awareness, and 

a sense of closure with their illness. Implications regarding a phenomenological 

approach to the practice of counseling are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Within the medical model, the phenomenology of adolescent mental illness has 

focused on clinical characteristics, epidemiology, comorbidity and treatrnent factors 

(Carlson, 198 1; Geller & Luby, 1997; Homstein & Putnarn, 1992; Lewinsohn, Klein, & 

Seeley, 1995; Riddle, Scahill, King & Hardin, 1990). The identification, prevdence, 

syrnptomatology (e-g, depression, suicide, substance abuse, conduct disorders) and 

associated problems (Le., such as poor acadernic performance, irnpaired social relations 

and social functioning) obsented in adolescent mental illness are well documented in the 

literature (Kutcher & Marton, 1989; Pinto & Whisman, 1996; Stein, Elliott, & 

McKeough, 1982). 

Another theory on the development and presence of adolescent mental ilIness, or 

psychiatric illness (these terms 'mentai illness' and 'psychiatnc illness' will be used 

interchangeably) focuses on adolescent psychiatry as a response to mental illness 

produced by cultural and societai factors (Fabrega & Miiler, 1995; Hill, & Fortenberry, 

1992). This perspective sees adolescent psychiatry as a response to hurnan problems 

caused by social, political, and econornic factors culrninating in stresses specific to 

adolescence (Fabrega & Miller 1995). 

Irrespective of the different theories (Le., medical and social) and focus of 

adolescent psychiatry, the "phenornenological experience" of those diagnosed and treated 

with a psychiatric illness is limited in the research. The concept of "phenomenological 

experience" has been described as a means of helping a person ". . .understand what it 
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means to be who they are in the world [and] fulfillment of a person's humari nature [so 

they] c m  become fully who they are" (Van Manen, 1990, p. 12). 

Understanding oneself and one's place in the world is closely related to the 

concept of identity formation in adolescents. This is considered a major developmental 

task for adolescents who are questioning who they are and how they fit into their world 

LI . . .attempting to achieve independent status of a young adult" (Arnstein, 1986, p. 797). 

This penod of identify formation (by means of self- exploration) in punuit of 

understanding one's place in the world is often descnbed as a transitionai period for 

adolescents that can result in much ambivalence and uncertainty about one's role and 

place in society (Hughes & Brand, 1993). 

Consider the aforementioned facts: adolescent mental illness is associated with 

detnmental consequences such as suicide and impaired social functioning; adolescence is 

a transitional period of identity formation and self -exploration that can result in much 

turmoil and role confusion; and Iirnited research on the phenomenological experience of 

adolescent mental iilness al1 warrant investigation of how mental illness is experienced 

by a youth population. 

The practical significance and purpose of this study is that investigation of 

participants' phenomenological expenence of mental illness can result in a positive 

expenence or possible change (if desired) for participants. The experience of sharing the 

participants stories and interpretations of mental iliness may lead to new and helpful 

insights such as ". . . hope, increased awareness, moral stimulation, insight, a sense of 

liberation, [or a] certain thoughtfulness.. ." (Van Manen, 1990, p. 162). 
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Participants may expenence increased awareness of their mentül illness through 

redefining their original views, adding meaning to their Lives, and understanding the role 

that mental illness has played in their lives. Furthemore, increased awareness of the 

impact of a psychiatrie diagnosis on career aspirations, familial relations, and ultimately 

their place in the world, may prompt participants to critically examine the possible need 

for acceptance, or change, in their understanding of what it means to experience and live 

with a mental illness. 

From a theoretical stance, fùrther research on adolescent mentai illness is needed 

if gains are to be made in the practice and delivery of adolescent mental health. This c m  

occur by examining knowledge and insight offered by youths regarding their own 

mental illness experience. Ultimately, successful diagnoses and treatment of a mental 

iliness must be studied from an experiential perspective since experience is the first place 

for any human investigation. 

THESIS STATEMENT 

The primary purpose of this thesis was to investigate and describe the experience 

of three individuals in the process of being diagnosed and treated for a mentai ilhess by a 

licensed practicing psychiatrist. The investigator examined participants' experience of a 

mental illness in the context of their daily life or "life world7' with respect to both their 

personal and professional selves. Investigation of this phenornenon provides a better 

understanding of the experience of diagnoses and treatment for a mental illness from the 

perspective of the three individuals who participated in tkis study. Essentiaily, the study 

was interested in how one defines and understands themselves within the context of their 

illness and their "life world." The experience of a mental illness in terms of its impact on 
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one's self-concept, personal relationships, professional development and everyday social 

functioning are al1 points of interest in examining the phenornenon of mental illness. 
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LITERATURE REVLEW 

Mental illness, in the form of depressive symptomatology (Le., sad affect, sleep 

and or appetite disturbance, negative or self-cntical attitudes) is a common psychological 

disturbance experienced in youth and adult populations alike (Beck, 1976; KarideIl& 

Watson, 1989). The past decade or so has witnessed an increase in the identification of 

adoIescent depressive symptoms and suicide (Dr. V. Kusumakar, personal 

communication, October 2 1, 1998). Depressive symptomatology in a youth population 

has been associated with deficits in academic performance, interpersonal relations, social 

functioning and difficulties with family relations (Barnett & Gotlib, 1988; Harrington, 

Fudge, Rutter, Pickles, & HU, 1990; Kandel & Davies, 1986; Kutcher & Marton, 1989). 

Other detrimental consequences of depressive disorders in youths include conduct 

disorders, substance abuse, and suicide (Kutcher & Marton, 1989; Pinto & Whisman, 

1996). Furthemore, depressive symptomatology is a risk factor for the development and 

chronicity of future depressive disorders (Chess, Thomas, & Hassibi, 1983; Harrington et 

al., 1990; Stein, Elliot, & Mckeough, 1982). 

Within the medical model, the phenornenology of adolescent mental illness has 

focused mainly on clinicai characteristics, epiderniology, comorbidity and treatment 

factors (Carlson, 198 1 ; Geller & Luby, 1997; Hornstein & Putnam, 1992; Lewinsohn, 

EUein, & Seeley, 1995; Riddie, Scahill, King & Hardin, 1990) often attributed to 

biological and genetic factors (Duman, Heninger, & Nestler, 1997). Other theories 

influencing the development and presence of adolescent psychiatry include cultural and 

societai factors (Fabrega & Miller, 1995; Hill & Fortenberry, 1992). 
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Fabrega and Miller (1995) argue that the surge of adolescent psychiatric illness 

over the past two decades is more a product of historical and cultural factors inherent in a 

contemporary industrial Anglo-Amencan society than a product of genetic or bio-genetic 

causes. They purport that adolescent psychiatry evolved partly in response to human 

problerns being seen as influenced by social, political, and econornic factors that 

culrninated in stresses specific to adolescence (1995). This view has resulted in a 

heightened awareness of adolescent psychiatry as a distinct and prevalent area in need of 

research and treatrnent by the medicd field (1995). 

SirniIar to Fabrega and Miller's (1995) account of adolescent psychiatry, Hill and 

Fortenberry (1992) argue that the apparent emotional and psychological turmoil 

experienced by adolescents is a product of what Rittenbaugh (1982) defines as a "culture- 

bound syndrome: a constellation of symptoms which has been categorized as a diseasey7 

(1982, p. 347). Characteristics associated with the identification of this syndrome 

inchde: 1) it cannot be understood apart from its specific cultural or sub- cultural 

context; 2) the etiology summarizes and symbolizes core meanings and behavioral norms 

of the culture; 3) diagnosis relies on culture-specific technology, ideology, and successful 

treatment is experienced only by participants in that culture (Rittenbaugh, 1982, p. 347). 

Hill and Fortenberry (1992) attribute the medicalization of adolescence in 

Arnerican society, which has resulted in pathologizing the turmoil associated with this 

developmental stage, to an ". . .apparent epidernic of adolescent psychiatric illness" 

(1992, p. 78). They suggest ". ..that the creation of adolescence as an age-based 

pathological condition contributes to a masking of factors that contribute to threats to 

health in a highly differentiated complex society" (1992, p. 78). Along with Fabrega and 



Miller (1995), Hill and Fortenberry attribute much of adolescent mental illness to the 

influence of cultural and social phenomenon rather than strictly to biogenetic factors. 

There are opposing views, for example, Offer and Schonert- Reichi (1992) argue 

against the theory that sees adolescence as a penod of enhanced psychopathology- They 

challenge a number of commonly held myths associated with the developmental stage of 

adolescence, including the myth that adolescence is a tirne of 'severe emotional 

upheaval'. They cite the fact that 80% of adolescents do not experience emotional 

turmoil and, thus manage this deveIopmenta1 stage quite effectively (p. 1003). Other 

myths debunked by Offer and Schonert-Reichl include: 1) normal adolescent 

development is tumultuous; 2) puberty is experienced as a negative event; 3) adolescence 

is a time of increased risk for suicide; and 4) adolescent thought is childlike 

(p. 1004- 1005). 

However, Hughes and Brand in 'letters to the editor' (Hughes & Brand, 1993) 

daim that Offer and Schonert-Reichi (1992) overstated their case about the "myths of 

adolescence." Hughes and Brand assert that there is a lot of truth in these "myths." They 

state that 1) severe turmoil is inherent and therefore to be expected in normal adolescent 

development; 2) extreme emotionality is a normal part of al1 adolescent development; 3) 

puberty is nearly always a negative event for adolescents; 4) adolescent suicide continues 

to increase at an alarrning rate; and 5) adolescent thought remains very childlike until 

adolescents achieve adulthood (1993, p. 1077). 

The phenomenon of adolescence as a developmental stage of emotional and 

psychological turmoil and the prevdence of adolescent syrnptornatoIogy such as 

depression and suicidality have been weI1 addressed by the literature (Kutcher & Marton, 
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1989; Pinto & Whisman, 1996). We know a lot about the epidemiology, natural course, 

cornorbidity, neurobiology and treatment of adolescents with a psychiatric illness. What 

we do not know, and what is ill-treated within the literature, is the actual expenence of 

diagnosis and treatrnent of a psychiatric illness as experienced by a youth population. 

Only a few studies have addressed the use of a phenomenological approach in the 

research of psychopathology or mental illness, and none of these address adolescent 

mental illness specificaily (Jaspers, 1968; Stein et al., 1982; Varghese, 1988). 

In a paper titled Phenornenology of Psychotherupy, Jaspers (1968) discussed the 

difference between the subjective and objective experience of "psychic events," claiming 

that the subjective expenence of psychopathology is best studied by a phenomenological 

approach. He purports that this approach is "...one which will isolate [and] make 

abstractions from related observations, [and] present as realities only the data themselves 

without attempting to understand how they have arisen." (1968, p. 13 18). Jaspers further 

States this as "...an approach which only wants to see, not to explain" (p. 13 18). 

Psychopathological symptoms studied within a phenomenological frarnework include 

hallucinations, delusions, and emotional disturbance; however, a framework in the study 

of mental illness is still lacking. More specifically, there is little said of 

phenomenological work exarnining the expenence of adolescent mental illness. 

Varghese (1968) also examined the efficacy of a phenornenological approach in 

psychotherapy. He concluded that a Husserlian phenomenological approach to 

psychopathology and psychotherapy allowed for a phenomenological understanding of 

the essence of one's being and existence (p. 401). This is believed to occur as a result of 

the therapeutic relationship between a client and therapist whereby the therapist remains 
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open-minded, relinquishing ". . . preconceived ideologicai notions.. . by getting into the 

patient's [mind], be where he is, and indeed share his paradigm" (p. 401). The 

"corrective emotionai expenence" of psychotherapy that allows clients to expenence 

themselves differently, resulting in therapeutic change, is a function of the therapist's 

ability to maintain this open, non-ideological frarne of mind. He States that "...change 

results not merely from experiencing anew but rather in the experience of error" 

(1988, p. 401)- 

In consideration of the different theories of adolescent mental illness, the personal 

impact of a psychiatrie illness, and the absence of phenomenological research on 

adolescent mental illness, investigation of this phenomenon from the perspective of the 

consumer, those individuals diagnosed and treated for a mental illness, is warranted. The 

current study adopts a phenomenologicai hermeneutic methodology to investigate 

participants' experience of diagnoses and treatrnent of a mental illness. 

The researcher's original intent was to interview an adolescent population; 

however, recruitrnent complications arose which prevented the execution of this plan. 

The alternative offered and employed here was to interview individuals who had had 

experience with a mental illness during their youth (Le., adolescence). Consequently, 

participants recruited for this study ranged in age from 18 to 33 years old. The 

participants' mental illness, as experienced in their youth, composes the data in this 

study. Follow-up data for two participants who still exhibited illness symptoms, during 

and after the research interviews is also included. 

It was hoped that implementation of a phenomenological methodology would 

result in a deeper understanding and appreciation of the experience of mental illness for 
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participants, the current investigator and future examiners. Although it is not the main 

purpose of the study, an additionai outcome would be the ernmcipation of the 

stigmatizing effects of adolescent mental illness. Having presented the literature in 

support of the current study, 1 now present the rnethodological frarnework, 

phenomenology and herrneneutics, used to investigate participants' experience of the 

diagnosis and treatment of a psychiatrie illness with a focus on the rneaning of this 

expenence for the participants. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

As a methodology framework, phenomenology and hermeneuûcs were used to 

examine study participants' experience of mental illness. An examination of the 

assumptions that underlie a phenomenological research methodology will help to 

elucidate the rationale for adopting this approach in the current study. Before elaborating 

on these assumptions it is necessary to be aware of the distinction between the 

"phenomenology" and "hermeneutics." 

Introducing Phenomenology 

Edmund Husserl, a "pioneer" in the philosophy of science; was influenced by 

philosophers such as Descartes and Hegel in developing a phenomenologicai approach to 

studying and understanding human science. Although Husserl's radicai approach to 

science was badly received in his tirne, his works are now widely accepted as an 

appropriate framework for researching social human phenomenon (Moustakas, 1994). 

Moustakas quotes Husserl: "this being 'in love with philosophy' captures me also and 

evokes a desire to employ phenomenology in discoveries of knowiedge and in theones 

and applications of human science" (1994, p. 25). 

Kockelmans (as cited in Moustakas, 1994) purports that the term 

"phenomenology" was used as early as 1765 in the writings of Kant, but that it was Hegel 

who was responsible for a well constmcted definition. According to Hegel, 

". . .phenomenological referred to knowledge as it appears to consciousness, the science 

of describing what one perceives, senses, and knows in one's immediate awareness and 

expenence" (1994, p. 26). 
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Husserl developed the concept of Epoche, a Greek term that means ". . . to stay 

away from or abstain" (Moustakas, 1994, p. 85) inherent in phenomenoIogicai 

philosophy. In the practice of phenomenological research, Epoche rneans to be free of 

suppositions, prejudgments, biases, or preconceived ideas, and to value the intuitions and 

knowledge of the self in discovenng the nature and meaning of phenornena as they 

appear in their own essence (1994, p- 26). 

The phrase "phenomenon" originates from the Greek word phaenesthai meaning 

".. .to flare up, to show itself, to appeaf' (Moustakas, 1994, p. 26). Taken from phaino, 

"phenomenon rneans to bring to light, to place in brightness, to show itself in itself, the 

totality of what lies before us in the light of day" (Heidegger, as cited in Moustakas, 

1994, p. 26). The maxim of phenomenology has been described as "to the things 

themselves" and as "that which appears provides the impetus for experience and for 

generating new knowledge" (1994, p. 26). In other words, "phenornena are the building 

blocks of human science and the basis for al1 knowledge" (p. 26). 

Phenomenology is concerned more with how one ". ..experiences the world" (Van 

Manen, 1990, p. 5) and less concerned with analytical interpretation. This is not to say 

that phenomenology is not interested in understanding the social reality experienced by 

persons; however, phenomenology says that these social realities need not be interpreted 

beyond interpretations offered by those studied. 

Introducing Hermeneutics 

In contrast to phenomenology, hermeneutics is defined as the study of the 

interpretation of texts whereby an understanding and meaning of the "object" being 

defined can be obtained (Kvale, 1996). Relevant to the study of social inquiry, 
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herrneneutics attempts to make sense of dialogue and text produced out of research with 

the intent of understanding it "from the inside" (Van Manen, 1990). It is concerned with 

an understanding and interpretation of both the text (dialogue) and the process by which 

particular text has been derived. 

Hermeneutic interpretation purposes that rneaning is constructed by a concept 

known as the hermeneutical circle, which includes seven canons of interpretation (Kvale, 

1996, pp. 47-50). The first canon of interpretation, called "circulus fi-uctuosis" or 

"spiral," involves a continuous back and forth of exploration of one's data, in which one 

pieces the parts together with the whole in an attempt to eventually arrive at some 

meaningful interpretation. With respect to research interviews, for example, one would 

first read and analyze interviews to gain some general meaning, then progress to more 

specific themes or meanings, and end by examining a more global meaning of the parts. 

The second canon, good gestalt, ". . .is an inner unity of text free of logical 

contradictions" (1996, p. 48) that results from a completed interpretation of meaning. 

Relevant to research interviews, interpretations of meaning halt when some meaning or 

sensible pattern arises within the data. The third canon involves a "testing" of part 

interpretations against the more global meanings of the data. In research interview data, 

this would translate into a cornparison between interpretations gained from single 

statements and more global meanings derived from part interpretations. 

The fourth canon is concerned with the "autonomy of the text," which means to 

be understood in its own essence, free of any prejudgments or biases destructive to the 

original framework in which the themes were developed. The fifth canon is concerned 

with "knowledge about the theme" of the text. In conducting qualitative research 
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interviews like those in the current snidy, one must be farniliar with the major 

themehhernes to avoid rnissing any underlying or hidden meanings. This requires 

sensitivity to the "nuances" of memïngs expressed and the different contexts in which 

meanings arise, 

The sixth canon of interpretation requires that the text is not presuppositionless. 

Although this is in direct contradiction to the concept of Epoche, the hemeneutic circIe 

of canons States that the interpreter "cannot jump outside the tradition of understanding 

he or she lives in" (Kvale, 1996, p- 49). Nonetheless, efforts should be made to be aware 

and make known any presuppositions so as to @ard against any bias in the interpretations 

of m e a n i n a l  text. Kvale (1996) warns about the need for a consciousness of 

presuppositions when using the interview as a research method, so that interviewer and 

interviewee do not 'CO-determine the results" (1996, p. 49). The seventh canon purports 

". . . that every interpretation involves innovation and creativity" (p. 49). In other words, 

"every understanding is a better understanding" (1996, p. 49). This involves a constant 

going between the irnrnediate and not so irnrnediate interpretations searching for deeper 

and different meanings buned within the data. 

Having defined phenomenology and hermeneutics, 1 will now discuss the use of 

these two concepts as a single rnethodological approach employed in this study. 

Phenomeno1op.v and Hermeneutics: Methodolo~ical Approach 

Van Manen (1990) discusses the assumptions of phenomenological hermeneutic 

research of human science in terrns of what it is and is not. In terms of what it is, 

"phenomeno1ogical research is the study of lived experience" as expenenced by persons. 

(1990, p. 9). Being concerned with the depth and meaning of experience, 
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phenomenological research asks, "what is this or  that kind of experience like?" (p. 9). 

Phenomenology is the "explication of phenomenon as they present themselves to 

consciousness" (p. 9). Anything that presents itself to a person's consciousness, whether 

it is "real or imaginer ,  is of value to phenomenological research. There is a belief that 

consciousness is the only path accessible to humans in order to be connected within their 

world. 

Another assumption of phenomenological hermeneutic research is the study of the 

"essence" of hurnan experience. One perspective of the concept of "essence" is its 

concern with the essential quality or substance of a person's experience. Knowledge of 

the very essence of a hurnan being is believed to occur if it ". . .reawakens or shows us the 

Iived quality and significance of the experience in a fuller or deeper rnanner" (Van 

Manen, 1990, p. 10). Phenomenological research is also ". . . the description of the 

experiential meanings we Iive as we live them" (p. 11). There is an attempt to 

". . .describe and interpret.. .meanings.. ." [as they are lived and experienced] in Our 

everyday existence [and] life world" (p. 11). 

Phenomenological research is the "human scientific study of phenomenon." It is 

a systematic, explicit, self-critical and intersubjective snidy of how particular phenomena 

are experienced (Van Manen, 1990, p. 13). It is "systematic" in that it utilizes specific 

types of questions and communication patterns to elicit the lived experience of its 

subjects. It is "explicit" in that it attempts to elucidate the process by which meaning is 

stmctured within a person's lived experience. Phenomenological research is self-critical 

in that it continuously appraises its own 'goals and methods" in an effofi to cntically 

examine the robustness or weakness of its "approaches and achievernents" (p. 1 1). 
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Lastly, "it is 'intersubjective' in that it appreciates the need for the other [e.g., the reader 

or researcher] in forming a 'dialogic relation' with the phenomenon [of study], and thus 

validates the phenomenon as described b y  a participant]" (p. I 1). Since the content of 

phenomenological research is about the structure of meaning of the lived hurnan world, it 

has been given the term "human science", and thus can be studied within a human 

scientific (phenomenologicai) paradiop ( 1990). 

Phenomenological research has also been described as the attentive practice of 

thoughtfülness (Van Manen, 1990, p. 12). Heidegger descnbes thoughtfulness as "...a 

rninding, a heeding, a caring attunement-a heedful, rnindful wondering about the project 

of Life, of living, of what it means to live a life" (1962, p. 1 1). Another assumption of 

phenomenologicd research is its "search for what it means to be human." It is concerned 

with helping a person ",. .understand what it means to be who they are in the world" 

(1990. p. 12). Its overall goal in research is fülfillment of a person's human nature so that 

they can "...becorne hl ly  who they are." (p. 12) 

One last assumption of phenomenological research outlined by Van Manen 

(1990) is its "poetizing activity." Like poetry, phenomenological research is without a 

specific conclusion or 'summative results7 gathered by data analyses as in logical- 

ernpirical research. Merleau- Ponty (1973) descnbed phenomenologicai research as a 

". . .poetizing project: [that] tries an incantative, evocative speaking, a prima1 telling, 

wherein we aim to involve the voice in an original singing of the world" (p. 12). 

Another way of thinking about what constitutes phenomenological research is to 

consider what it is not. 1 will briefly present four nondescriptive qualities of 

phenomenological research as outlined by Van Manen (1990). First, it is not an empincal 
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analyticd science concerned with facts that are generalizable to a particular phenomenon 

or population. Secondly, phenomenological research is "not mere specutative inquiry in 

the sense of unworldly reflection" since it studies phenomenon from the perspective of 

lived experience that goes beyond "sheer universaiity" (p. 23). Thirdly, it is "neither 

mere particularity, nor sheer universaiity" in that it mediates between an interest in 

"concreteness", differences, and uniqueness (i.e., particularity) and an interest in the 

"essentiality" or "difference that rnakes a difference" (Van Manen, 1990, p. 23)- Lastly, 

phenomenological research "does not problem-solve" in the same sense that quantitative 

research does to establish norms, solutions, and generaiizability. Phenomenological 

research is concemed with questions of "experience and meaning" versus questions of 

problem solving, and thus, is unique and different from the purpose and design of logical 

empirical research. 

Concepts such as "expenence" and "meaning" originates out of Schutz's 

phenomenologicai sociological frarnework for understanding human experience, The 

phenomenological definition of "experience" h a  been described as: 

The basic starting point of al1 phenomenological consideration is the essential 

actual, or irnrnediately vivid, experience, that is, the subjective, spontaneously 

flowing strearn of experience in which the individual lives and which, as a Stream 

of consciousness, cames with it spontaneous linkages, memory traces, ect., of 

other, pnor, experiences. Expenences become subjectively meaningful 

experience o d y  by an act of reflection in which an essentiaily actuai experience, 

in retrospect, is consciously apprehended and cognitively constituted. In the 

course of his Iife, a person compiles a stock of experience, which enables him to 
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define the situations in which he finds himself and to guide his conduct in them 

(Wagner, 7970, p. 3 18). 

The phenomenological definition of meaning has been descnbed as: 

Established, in retrospect, through interpretation. Subjective meaning is that 

meaning which a person ascribes to his own experiences and actions. Objective 

meaning is the meaning imputed to the conduct of another person by an observer. 

Ail human conduct appears in a subjective meaning context. The meaningful self 

-interpretation of conduct consists in relating specific expenences to other 

experiences in the light of one's interest and motives involved. By contrat, 

interpretation of the conduct of another person consists in relating the observed 

conduct to an objective meaning context, consisting of preestablished generalized 

and typified conception. (Wagner, 1970, p. 320). 

The phenomenological term, "life world" originates in the works of Alfred Schutz 

and describes and defines lived human experiences. Simply put, life world is "...the 

whole sphere of everyday experiences, orientations, and actions through which 

individuals pursue their interest and affairs by manipulating objects, dealing with people, 

conceiving plans, and carrying them out" (Wagner, 1970, p. 15). Schutz's 

phenomenological philosophy of the "life world" constitutes a sociological frarnework 

based on phenomenological considerations (Wagner, 1970). "Life world" or "world of 

daily living" is defined as: 

The total sphere of experiences of an individual which is circumscribed by the 

objects, persons, and events encountered in the pursuit of the pra-gnatic objective 
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of living. It is a 'world' in which a person is 'wide- awake' and which asserts 

itself as the 'paramount reality' of his life (Wagner, 1970, p. 320) 

Schutz's view on the "life world" or  "world of daily life" refers to an 

"intersubjective world" existing before Our birth which has been experienced and 

interpreted by our ancestors as an "orgmized world" that later becomes passed on as our 

own experiences and interpretations (Wagner, 1970, p. 72). Thus, ail Our perceptions and 

interpretations of Our world result from a multitude of experiences passed on by 

influentid others such as our parents and educators (1970). 

Schutz believed that the "life world" frarnes how individuals operate within their 

world in relation to themselves and others (Wagner, 1970). Secondly, he believed that 

the ". . .content and sequence of [individuals] experiences are unique and that- . . no two 

persons could possibly experience the same situation in the same way7' (p. 15). More 

importantly, that an individuai enters into their situations with his or her own 

". . .purposes and objectives in rnind, and appraises it accordingly; and that these 

purposes.. . are rooted in [one's] past, in [one's] unique life history" (p. 15). 

Another aspect of the "life world" concept is the means by which individuals 

orient themselves in Iife situations. This is described as one's "store of knowledge" or 

"stock of knowledge on hand" (Wagner, 1970, p. 15). Schutz believed that individuais 

couid not interpret their experiences and observations, define their present situations, or 

make plans for the "next minutes" without consulting their stock of knowledge (p. 15). 

This stock of knowledge c m  contain relevant, marginal, and even irrelevant 

elements. However, specific elements within one's stock of knowledge c m  be 

". . .precise and distinct, others vague or obscure" (Wagner, 1970, p. 15). One's stock of 
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knowledge is never without contradictions, however, as long as contradictory and 

incoherent information is not present to awareness; simultaneously persons ". . .may 

remain blissfully unaware of themselves" (p. 16). Likewise, a pragmatic or realistic 

frarne of rnind c m  prevent individuals from systematically and logically exarnining clear 

knowledge about situations or objects that go ". . .beyond the requirements of [their] 

practical operations or plans, which, frequentiy, assume routine characte? (p. 16). 

Phenomenological theory sees each individual as constructing their "own world," 

using what is offered by others in his or her world (Wagner, 1970, p. 16). Thus, the Iife 

world is seen as a social world that is already prestructured for an individual. Schutz 

believed there is a strong 'interplay' between individuals' efforts to understand their 

social world and the "cognitive prestructurÏzation" of this world itself (p. 16). Schutz 

was strong on the subjective meaning of am individual's membership within his or her 

comrnunity (p. 17). He believed this rneaning originated from one's efforts to ". . .achieve 

a definition of his [or her] own place, his [or her] general role ...[ in ones'] comrnunity 

(p. 17). He demonstrated that the rnost soclally stereotyped cultural ideas exist only in 

the rninds of those that absorb them, interpret them based on their own expenences, 

"...and give them a personal tinge which the reporting anthropologists so often ignore" 

(P- 17)- 

Schutz also spoke of the life world as a "typified world," and claimed that 

individuals could not account for their experiences without resorting to "typifications" 

(Wagner, 1970). The act of naming is believed to constiture a typification. Schutz 

discusses typifications extensively, includimg typifications of objects, animais, and 

experience. Expenence typification is the most relevant for the current study. 
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Experience typification talks about forms of recognition and identification. including 

even the real objects in the outer world, as a product of ". . .generalized knowledge of the 

type of these objects or the typicd style in which they manifest themselves7' (p. 118). In 

other words, each experience is unique and the same experience that "recurs" is not the 

same, sirnply because it does re-occur (p. 118). 

"Meaningy' is another pertinent concept in phenomenology addressed by Schutz 

(1970). He speaks about "acts of reflective attention" as of ",..major importance for the 

study of meaning7' (p. 63).  Living experiences are "[apprehensible], dis tinguis hed, 

brought into relief, marked out from one another.. .and these experiences.. . become 

objects of attention as constituted experiences" (p. 63) .  This "act of attention" 

[presupposes] an experience that is already past, whether the attention in question is 

"reflective" or "reproductive." The understanding of past, "elapsed" or 'discrete" 

experiences are believed to occur by an act of attention versus "living" through the 

experiences. Thus, only a past experience is thought to be meaningful. This is because 

only a past experience is subject to a "retrospective glance" that is completed and done 

with. In other words, ". . .only the already experienced is meaningful, not that which is 

being experienced (p. 63). 

The origins of phenomenologicai ideology and a description of the assumptions of 

what is, and is not phenomenological research, elucidate the relevance of adopting a 

phenomenological methodology in the study of an individual's mental illness expenence. 

1 believe that issues related to mental illness; how this is experienced and perceived by 

individuals, the impact of mental illness on one's emotional and psychologicai 
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development, and an individual's expenence and perceptions of mental heaith services 

are best studied by this approach. 

Providing individuals with the opportunity to share their stories and describe their 

experience with mental illness can only serve to enhance our knowledge and practice of 

mental illness in a youth population. I believe this method of investigation wlll assist 

mental health profession&, and researchers dike to improve the practice and delivery of 

mental health services for a youth population. However, this is more of a secondary 

benefit. dbeit a desirable one, in the current study with participant's experience of a 

mental illness as the primary purpose and focus. 

In surnmary, it is hoped that research participants will gain a deeper 

understanding and meaning of their mental illness experience. Insights and meaning 

resulting from their participation can lead to a better understanding or interpretation of 

their illness, and thus a better means of coping and managing this experience. 

Before discussing the specific research method in the study of participants' 

mentai illness experience, a brief discussion of literature pertinent to qualitative research 

methods and analysis is presented. General pcinciples on coding analysis are also 

presented. 

Oualitative Research: Phenomenologv 

Because the current study is qualitative in nature, a word on the application of 

qualitative research with respect to a phenomenological frarnework is warranted. In a 

paper titled "A phenornenologicaZ Perspective on Certain Qualitative Research 

Methods ", Giorgi (1994) argues for a phenomenological approach as an alternative 

framework in the application of qualitative research stating ". . . that a deepened 
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understanding of phenomenologicai philosophy can provide the alternative framework 

that many authors have been seekinp" (p. 190). Giorgi descnbes the research era as 

"..,living through a pioneering of methodology" (p. 190). The search for meaningful but 

rigorous methods of doing human research has resulted in an abundance of articles and 

books on qualitative methods since the publication of the frrst grounded theory text by 

sociologists Glaser and Strauss (1967, as cited in Giorgi, 1994). In a paper on cornpeting 

qualitative research strategies (Le., descriptive versus interpretative methods), Giorgi 

(1992) claims that the qualitative research movement is about twenty years old 

(approximately tbirty years now) and ". . . probably has suficiently established itself so 

that its status as a submovement in science is irreversible" (1992, p. 120)- 

A phenomenological methodology is described as a "comprehensive" beginning 

from a place of consciousness that allows whatever is perceived to present itself exactly 

as it is (Giorgi, 1994, p. 190). It is concerned with the experience, exactly as it is 

experienced, relinquishing pre-judgments or previous knowledge of the phenomenon 

(Giorgi, 1971,I, p. 9). It aims to comprehend the phenornenon exactly as it is descnbed, 

attending to the origins or foundations with "an emphasis on the perspectivity through 

which al1 phenornena are known" (Giorgi, 197 1,I, p. 10). 

Girogi (197 1) describes the phenomenological method as a "process of intuition 

reflection and description" (197 1,I. p. 10) by which one should first focus on what is 

presented as it is, and only later ask specific questions about the phenomenon. This 

dlows the researcher to see what ernerges rather than selecting aspects of desire or those 

he wishes to manipulate, or defininp the phenomenon in terms of his manipulations. 

Thus, the task for a phenomenological researcher is not to predict or surmise in advance 
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what a certain reality is for research participants, but to describe the reality as perceived 

and explained by participants. This ailows for the discovery of reaiities outside the 

researcher' s domain (Giorgi, 1994). 

In part two of "Phenomenology and Experinzental Psychology" Giorgi (197 1 )  

States that the essential question in the study of human science "is not bow do we 

measure phenomena, but rather, what do the phenomena mean?" (p. 21). He recognizes 

that the way to understand human experience is not the same way we rnight understand 

physical or biological reality (p. 1 1 ). In other words, "a method proper to the subject 

rnatter is required" (p. 10). The focus is on the meaning or essence of an experience for a 

research participant, 

Another important factor considered in the application of qualitative 

phenomenologicai research is the context, Phenomena appear in a context which no 

doubt affects how it rnay, or rnay not be understood, and what meaning is derived. Thus, 

a certain phenornenon cannot be studied, or understood outside its context, and if 

removed will probably take on a new and different rneaning (Giorgi, 197 1, part II). 

In speaking to the phenomenological methods and implementation of concrete 

research methods, Girogi (1994, pp. 206-207) sumrnarizes the method into three 

interrelated steps: 1) description of the phenornena to be studied has to be described 

exactly as is without adding or subtracting from what is perceived and described; 2) 

phenornenological reduction whereby the researcher relinquishes (bnckets) any or al1 

preconceived ideas about the studied phenomena; 3) a search for the essences of the 

phenomena that arise via the descriptive and phenomenological reduction method. This 
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results in the creation of invariant characteristics and CO-existing relationships forming 

the structure of the phenomenon. 

Modes of Understanding Qualitative Research: Kvale 

Kvale's (1996, pp. 29-36) identifies a mode of understanding in the qualitative 

research interview. 1 will briefiy outline each of these stages, since they were al1 relevant 

to the research interviews conducted in the current study: 1) "life world" is the lived 

world of the research participants as they experience it. The researcher is concerned with 

describing and understanding central tbemes which participants experience and live 

toward; 2) meaning is the second stage in the mode of undestanding research interviews, 

attempting to understand and interpret the central themes within participants' life world 

experience; 3) a qualitative approach, and thus a qualitative knowledge base, is the goal 

for the research interviewer--quantiQing results is not an issue; 4) a fourth mode of 

understanding presents descriptive accounts of participants' experiences as lived out in 

their 'life world' and as expressed in normal everyday langage; 5)  specificity includes 

descriptions of specific situations and actions--general opinions are not included; 6) 

deliberate naivete is openness to new and unexpected phenomenon without any a priori 

ideas or assumptions of what to expect; 7) a seventh mode of undentanding is to focus on 

specific themes that are neither strictly structured nor entirely non-directive; 8) ambiguity 

in participants' statements c m  occur and is somewhat reflective of real contradictions in 

their life worlds; 9) change in the description or meaning of a participant's experience 

can occur as a result of the research interview, whereby new insights or awareness 

surface; 10) the sensitivity of the interviewer can affect and change sstatements made on 

the sarne themes, depending on the+ sensitivity to, and knowledge of the interview topic; 
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11) "interpersonai situation" States that knowledge is produced via the interpersonal 

interaction in the interview; 12) a positive experience is one goal that researchers hope to 

accomplish whereby new insights into a participant's life emerge. 

Concept of Codinq 

The specific mode of analysis applied in the current study is a strict coding 

procedure with various stages of application. Before discussing this specifically, 1 will 

present some Iiterature on the use and process of coding in qualitative research. Coffey 

and Atkinson (1996) speak about the "fmitlessness" of seeking out one perfect method of 

analysis, suggesting that there is no one single rîght way to analyze qualitative research, 

but rather many ways to make sense of qualitative data. This does not mean choosing 

haphazardly the f i s t  method that presents itself, but rather for one to explore and study 

the various methods in an attempt to choose the best rnethod for the specific research 

need. One should be critical and scmpulous in deciding on one method over another. 

Coding can be thought of as organizing, retrieving and interpreting data (Coffey 

& Atkinson, 1996, p. 27). Miles and Huberman (1994) state that coding "constitutes the 

stuff of analysis [allowing one to] differentiate and combine the data you have retrieved 

and the reflections you make about this information" (1994, p. 56). Coding prepares the 

stage for identification of meaningFu1 data in preparation of interpretation and conclusion. 

However, one should note that tme phenomenologicai research is not necessarily 

concerned with any specific conclusion-"what is is what is." Miles and Hubennan 

define codes as: 

Tags or labels for assigning units of meaning to the descriptive or inferential 

information compiled during a study. Codes usually are attached to 'chunks' of 

varying size words, phrases, sentences or whole paragraphs, connected or 
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unconnected to a specific setting. They can take the form of a straightforward 

category label or a more cornplex one (e-,a., metaphor). (Miles and Huberman, 

1994, p. 56) 

Miles and Huberman (1994) expand on how codes can be used to retrieve and organize 

data so that " the organizing part will entail some system for categorizing the various 

chunks, so the researcher can quickiy find, pull out and cluster the se-gnents relating to a 

particuIar research question, hypothesis, constmct or theme" (1994, p. 57). Coding can 

be thought of as data simplification, indexing, or data reduction, organizing data to a 

manageable level (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). The main goal in coding is to facilitate 

retrieval of data segments categorized. 

Codin~ Process 

Because coding is basically a data reduction method, the coding process does not 

necessarily result in meaning generation (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). It is basically a 

"data reduction task" (p. 35) that creates categories and subcategories, or seopents of 

data, that will eventually lead to sorne meaningful interpretations of the research data. As 

the title of this section suggests, it is only part of the process in data andysis. 

It is important to note that codes and their segments can often become "nested" or 

"ernbedded" within one another, whereby segments overlap and intersect, sometimes 

resulting in more than one code per segment of data. Coffey and Atkinson (1996) state 

that "afterall, ordinary social action, including conversational talk, does not present itself 

to us in neatly bounded packages" (1994, p. 37). Thus, one can surmise, why should data 

from a conversational research interview be any different? 
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The coding process involves a senes of reading and re-reading of research 

interviews in order to discover and establish the specific themes and appropriate codes 

inherent in the data (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). The point is ".-.not to search for the 

right set of codes, but to recognize them for what they are: links between particular 

se,oments of data and the categories we want to use in order to conceptualize those 

se,omentsW (1996, p. 45). 

Interpretation 

The coding of qualitative data allows the researcher "to recognize and re- 

contextualize data, allowing a fresh view of what is there" (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996, p. 

45). As rnentioned previously, coding involves the reading and re-reading of interview 

data, making selection of what to code and what not to code. This reading and re-reading 

process is considered part of the interpretative process. Decisions are already being made 

about what is relevant within the data set, which eventually becomes "the stuff7 of 

meaning generation ( 1996). 

What does one do once the data set has been " selected, cut up, fra,mented, 

coded, and categorized" (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996, p. 46)? In other words, how does 

one make the transition from coding to interpretation? Wolcott (1994) describes the 

transition from coding to interpretations a "crucial one." He suggest that interpretation 

requires a going beyond, or transcendence of the "factual" data, and deliberate analysis of 

what is to be made of them (1994). DeIamont (1992) posits that coded data must be 

interrogated and systematically explored for meaning generation. 

The possibility of information loss in coding procedures is always of concem. A 

scmpulous and thorough coding procedure is typically the only safeguard against this 
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occurrence (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). Thus, researchers should always scrutinize their 

data sets for missing linkages or unidentified codes that didn't originally make the data 

set or established themes. One must move cautiously from the process of establishing 

codes to exploration of how codes and categories relate to the original data. One 

". . . moves beyond the codes, categories, and data bits back to what the 'whole' picture is 

or may be" (1996, p. 46). 

Miles and Huberman (1994) argue that data display is a key element in the 

interpretative or analytical process of research data. Codes and categories must be 

presented in an accessible and easy-to-read forrn to properly explore and generate 

rneaningful data, The codes and categories are said to "make pathways through the data" 

(Coffey & Atkinson, 1996) and thus the sipificame of their presentation is obvious. 

Once a researcher h a  transfonned coded data into rneaningful units he or she wants to be 

alert for patterns, themes, regularities, or irregularities as weil as contrast. 

Generaiizing, theorizing and generating meaning from the data involves both a 

descriptive and explorative process (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). On one end of the 

specû-um one is attending to patterns and themes by way of counting phenornena, 

comparing and contrasting the data set. On the other end, one moves towards 

generalization, attending and questioning relationships between variables, looking for 

conceptual and theoreticai consistencies within the data set. 

To surnrnarize the coding process it is important that coding does not necessarily 

occur before theorizing, but that the two CO-occur. This elucidates a fact mentioned 

previously: "Analyses is always ongoing at every stage of the coding process" (Coffey & 

Atkinson, 1996, p. 47). In other words, coding does not occur in a vacuum and the 
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"...establishment of ordered relationships between codes and concepts is a significant 

starting point for reflection and for theory building from qualitative data" (1996, p. 48). 

Steps of Analyses: Kvale 

The purpose of the research interview is to gather qualitative descriptions of the 

"life w o d d  experienced by research participants, with the goal of understanding, based 

on interpretation and meaning of the particular phenomenon under investigation 

(Kvale, 1996). Kvale's (1996) six steps of analysis are considered relevant to the specific 

coding procedure in the current study, and thus are bnefly mentioned here: 1) 

Participant's descriptions of their lived world include descriptions of experiences, 

feelings, and explmations for their current conditions or situation; 2)  Participants 

discovery of new meanings: discovery of new relationships and meaning during the 

interview may resuit in an awareness, or connection not previously known to participants; 

3) Interpretations and condensation of interview content: interviewers interpret and 

condense content from the interview "sending meaning back" to interviewees; 4) 

Interpretation of transcnbed interviews: interviewers interpret transcribed interviews; 5) 

Re-interview: interviews are conducted to communicate analyzed data from the interview 

as well as to give an opportunity for participants to respond and clarify interviewer's 

interpretations; and 6) Action, the continuum of description and interpretation inherent in 

qualitative research interviews may extend to include some form of action or change 

resulting from new insights or meaning denved from the interview experience (Kvale, 

1996, pp- 189-190). 

Interpretation of transcribed interviews listed (as step four of Kvale's ( 1996) six 

seps of analysis) is concemed with the specific methods of andysis used to analyze 
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research interview data. This brings to mind the literature discussed by Coffey and 

Atkinson (1996) about the many different methods of analyses available to qualitative 

research interviews, as well as the importance of seiecting the most appropriate and 

suitable method/methods for the particular phenornenon under study. Before discussing 

the specific coding method used to organize the data in this study, 1 outiine four methods 

of analysis discussed by Kvale (1996) that are applicable to my work: 1) ad hoc meaning 

generation; 2) meaning condensation; 3) meaning categonzation and 4) meaning 

categorization (pp. 192-204). 

Ad hoc meaning generation does not champion any standard method in analyzing 

research interviews; rather it utilizes a combination of techniques pertinent to the topic 

and content derived from a particular study. An ad hoc meaning generation method of 

analyses is considered applicable to the current study because no one single method of 

analysis was suffrcient for interpreting the research data. As stated above, three other 

methods were relevant to the analysis process, Because the purpose of this study was 

exploratory in nature (Le., examining adolescents7 experience of mental ilhess), many 

themes, meaning, and interpretations were generated. 

Meaning condensation invoived a condensing of the meanings verbalized by 

research participants into shorter statements (or formulations) that still held the centrai 

meaning or description of what was expressed. Essentially, this involved paraphrased 

statements of a few words that could later be transformed into categories, or themes of 

content. In short, meaning condensation involves a reduction of long interview text into 

shorter and more manageable statements (Kvale, 1996). 
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Meaning categorization can only occur with coded data, and thus was relevant to 

the current study, Various categories, or codes, were developed as a result of reading and 

re-reading the data content, which sometimes resulted in various subcategories. Kvaie 

(1996) mentions that these "categories can be developed in advance, or mise ad hoc 

during the analysis" (p. 192). Because of the nature of the research interviews in the 

current study, categories and subcategories of data content emerged out of an ad hoc 

process. This involved reading and re-reading of data text, resulting in the creation and 

specification of various categorical themes. 

Meaning interpretation goes beyond the manifest meanings in the data searching 

for ". . .deeper or more speculative interpretations of the text" (Kvale, 1996, p. 193). This 

method of anaiysis "recontextualizes" the data content or "statements within broader 

frames of reference," leading to text expansion versus text reduction as seen with 

meaning condensation and meaning categorization. This is where the herrneneutic 

methodological framework is applicable to the current study attempting to establish 

deeper and ncher meanings of the text data. 
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CHAPTER 4 

METHODS 

Participants 

Three participants, one femaie and two males participated in the current study. 

Participants were between 18 and 34 years old. Ail participants gave inforrned consent. 

Participant cnteria for the current study included: having had contact with an officiai 

mental health service; one or more diagnosable psychiatric iilnesses; an outpatient or 

post-acute status; and absence of any active psychotic, suicidai, or acute depressive 

symptomatology. Al1 these criteria were met, however two participants continued to 

exhibit some symptomatology during the research period. Participants completed a 

written demographic data sheet provided by the principal investigator requesting age, sex, 

and psychiatric diagnosis. 

Recruiting Participants 

Al1 three participants were recruited through their psychiatrist at the request of the 

researcher. This occurred by contacting the psychiatrist within the Haiifax region. 

Participant's treating psychiatrist, receiving a brief description of this study, was the first 

to make contact with them. The psychiatrist then contacted the principal investigator. A 

meeting was set up with each person to obtain inforrned consent and explain details of the 

study. The intewiew process began in the first interview for al1 participants. However, 

the initial interview did require more time than subsequent interviews because of the time 

required in introducing the study protocol. Participation was completely voluntary, 

giving participants the choice to withdraw frorn the study at any point in tirne without 
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penalty. None of the participants withdrew from the study. Fictitious names were given 

to al1 three participants whom 1 will introduce in the data chapters. 

Interviews: Protocol 

A series of tape-recorded interviews, each scheduied for one and one and half- 

hours occurred for each participant in dialogue with the principal investigator. The 

interview process began in the surnmer of 1999 for participant number one, November 

1999 for participant number two, and January 2000 for participant nurnber three. Al1 

interviews were completed by February 2000. Each participant required a different 

number of interviews, with a range from four to ten interviews. The fxst participant 

required eight interviews. Participant number two compieted his interviews in four 

meetings and participant number three required ten interviews. A professional 

transcriptionist recruited by the principal investigator transcribed each tape-recorded 

interview. Data from interviews arnounted to approximately three hundred transcribed 

pages. Interviews were conducted in a formal mental hedth setting. 

Structure of Interviews 

A semi-stmctured in-depth interview style with open-ended guiding questions 

provided the data of the participants' mental illness experience. See appendix B for Est 

of guiding questions. 1 will now describe Kvale's (1996) "serni-stnictured life world" as 

it pertains to the interview method applied in the study. 

Kvale describes the "life world" as it pertains to phenomenological research and 

in-depth interviewing as ". . . the everyday lived world of the interviewee and his or  her 

relation to it" (p. 30). This type of intewiew ". . .is defined as an interview whose purpose 

is to obtain descriptions of the life world of the interviewee with respect to interpreting 
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the meaning of the described phenornena" (1996, p. 5-6). The purpose of the "life world" 

concept for the current study is to "describe and understand.. . [pivotd J themes 

[adolescents have] experienced and live toward" following diagnosis and treatment for a 

mental illness (p. 29). Information resulting from the themes discussed in the research 

interview between the interviewer and interviewee were anaiyzed with respect to the life 

world described by each interviewee- 

Having defined the concept of the ''He world," as it pertains to Schutz's 

phenomenology philosophy and Kvale's "semi-structured life worId interview" 

framework, 1 believe this interview style was an appropriate method to investigate and 

l e m  about the lived experience of research participants. As a phenomenological 

researcher in the current study, what 1 sought to learn from my participants is 

summarized in the following passage: 

1 want to understand the world from your point of view. 1 want to know what you 

know in the way you know it. 1 want to understand the meaning of your 

expenence, to walk in your shoes, to feel things as you feel them, to explain 

things as you explain them. Will you become my teacher and help me 

understand? Spradley (cited in Kvale, 1996, p. 125). 

The semi-structured life world interview structure method provided the 

opportunity for an in-depth look at the meaning and personai impact of a psychiatrie 

illness suffered by the individuals who participated in this snidy. This rnethod allowed 

participants to tell their stones and express their experiences as mental heaith consumers 

in an "open and unrestricted dialogue-" Because this population never had such an 
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opportunity (in a formal sense), 1 believe the in-depth semi-stnictured interview format 

helped to elicit disclosures relevant to the studied phenornenon. 



CHAPTER 5 

ANALYSES: CODING PROCEDURE 

Reviewing Interviews 

Once the interview process was completed for each participant, including the 

transcription of al1 taped-recorded interviews, I began the process of coding the data in 

preparation of analyses. Data was investigated using a manual procedure. A number of 

steps went into this process. The f ~ s t  step involved a line-for-line review of the 

information provided in the interviews, and had a two-fold purpose. First, a re-read of 

interview data was necessary following each interview to prepare for the subsequent 

interviews. This dlowed for an opportunity to clarify previous interview data with the 

goal of ensuring accurate representation of participants' data. A general review of 

interviews, which occurred throughout the data collection stage of the study, prepared for 

the stage of identification and development of themes inherent in the data content. 

Developing Themes 

Step two of the coding procedure, theme development, began following review of 

the interview transcriptions. This was for the purpose of clarifying data content with 

study participants and obtaining general thematic content. This involved reading the 

interview transcription line by line and than documenting in the side margins, a short 

one-or-two word phrase describing what was said. The goai here was to identify and 

develop major themes discussed by each participant. 

Once a number of topics or themes were identified, 1 organized these on separate 

cards headed by the topic or theme identified at the time. Data specific to each 

participant was summarïzed into short sentences giving a general description of what was 
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said. Specific quotes from the original interview transcriptions were also included on 

these cards. To avoid confusing data between participants and to aid in a return to 

specific quotes within the original text, each card was organized to inctude the following 

information: participant's code name; date; interview number and the page numbers 

identifying the location of direct quotes to be included in the data. 

Identifviw Maior Themes 

Once a particular theme, or category, was established 1 began going through the 

interviews again documenting any occurrence of data related to the identified theme. 

Occurrence of data-related themes were presented for each participant so that each card 

started with data from participant number one and ended with data from participant 

number three, A number of major themes evolved from the interview data: 1) Experience 

with treatment and diagnoses; 2) Experience of symptoms; 3) Concept of mental illness; 

4) Reflections of a mental illness; and 5) Reflections of the interview process- Within 

each of these major themes came subcategories of information forming subheadings for 

each major theme. 

Modifying Themes: Final Data 

The subheadings developed from the major themes came about when 1 tried to 

wnte up data of the major themes frorn the cue cards. 1 discovered that further coding 

was necessary because of the various subtopics within the major themes, This required a 

manual transfer of data from the cue cards to a notebook in the order it was organized on 

the cards. At this point I re-read d l  the data for each participant for each theme, 

docurnenting hrther themes in the margins of the text. This formed the final set of data 
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to Ge presented in the thesis. Final presentation of data was written from this manual 

anal ysis. 

Organization of Data Chapters 

Participant's data is presented in separate chapters. This begins with a general 

introduction of participants' and their psychiauic diagnoses. This includes a general 

description of participant's personality features, a description of their diagnoses, and a 

personal account outlining the first stages of psychiatrie symptoms to their contact with 

the mental health system. This is foiiowed by descriptions of their experience of 

diagnosis and treatrnent of a mental illness presented by verbatim quotes interrnixed with 

the writer's text. Each data chapter is organized into a nurnber of topics including 1) 

Experience of a mental illness: diagnoses; 2) Symptom experience; 3) Expenences of 

treatment; 4) Concept of mental illness; 5) Reflections of a mental illness; and; 6) 

Insights and awareness. Each one of these topics includes a number of designated sub- 

themes identified by participants in describing their mental illness experience. Next, a 

chapter discussing the overall findings of the study with implications for counseling and 

future research is presented. Lastiy, participants' reflective thoughts regarding the 

interview process are presented as the final chapter in this study. 

Ethical Considerations 

A first and forernost ethical consideration was the potentiai effects that the study 

rnight have on participants. A range of feelings including ". . .discornfort, anxiety, false 

hope, superficiality, guilt, self-doubt, and irresponsibility" (Van Manen, 1990, p. 162) are 

possible feelings participants could have experienced as a result of their participation in 

this study. Some potentially positive effects of the interview process include ". . . hope, 
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increased awareness, moral stimulation, insight, a sense of Iiberation, a certain 

thoughtfuiness, and so on" (p. 162). 

In consideration of the stiopa and emotional turmoil associated with a psychiatrie 

illness, any of the negative effects of a research interview outlined by Van Manen were 

possible for the participants. Sensitivity and attention on part of the interviewer was 

required in order to guard against potential negative effects. Positive effects (outlined 

above by Van Manen) from participation in the study were equally possible. 

Kvale (1996) discusses the differences between a research and therapeutic 

interview with respect to content and purpose (p. 24). Because sensitive information 

rnight emerge in a research interview, and thus sensitive reactions from participants, 

Kvaie emphasizes the need for researchers who are conducting interviews to not engage 

in any therapeutic conversations. This is not to Say that the researcher should not be 

sensitive to participant emotionality, but that the researchers not take on the role of a 

therapist while conducting a research interview. However, with respect to the interview 

process implemented in the current study, the interviewer was sornetimes called upon to 

utilize her counseling skills because of the nature of the content and affective responses 

elicited from participants. 

One last positive effect of phenornenological research mentioned by Van Manen 

is the potential "transiormative effect on the researcher.. ." (1990, p. 163). 

Phenomenological research is believed to result in "deep learning, leading to a 

transformational consciousness, heightened perceptiveness, increased thoughmilness and 

tact.. ." for both participants and researchers (p. 163). Kvale (1996) cornments on the 

positive effects of phenomenological work, including research interviews specifically, 
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and States that participants comrnonly experience interviews as ". . .genuinely enriching, 

having enjoyed taking fieely with an attentive listener, and have sometimes obtained 

new insights into important themes of their life" (p. 128). 

Ethics specific to interviewing as outlined by Kvale (1996) include issues of 

inforrned consent, confidentiality, consequences, and research and therapeutic interviews. 

Participants in the study were informed of the purpose of the study and the exact 

interview methodology to be utilized. This constitutes the "informed consent" required 

by participants both verbally and in written forrn. Another component of informed 

consent is the " briefing stage" (p. 153). This provides participants with the purpose and 

procedural instructions for the study. Opposite to this is "debriefing" which occurs 

immediately afier participation in a study. The debriefing stage allows for additional 

questions or queries to be addressed by participants. 

In conclusion, the research interviewer must protect participants' confidentiaiity 

rights including their specific identity and any potentially identifying information. 

Participant information gathered from the current study was not to be documented in the 

research text unless permitted by research participants. Also, and just as important to the 

issue of confidentiality, was adequate ïepresentation of participant information, 

especially if ever to be included in a published document. This was accomplished 

through a strict review of research data from the interviews, especially the direct quotes, 

with each participant. 
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CHAPTER 6: DATA 

JOHN 

John is a thirty-four year old male, married with a yomg two-year-old son. He 

participated in interviews fiom June 1999 to October 1999. During the i n t e ~ e w  period, 

John had to take a three-month break fiom the interviews because of a relapse in his 

illness, resulting in hospitalization. The possibility of a break in research interviews with 

John was comunicated to me pnor to his participation because of his stage of illness. 

John descnied &self as a carefiee, athletic and confident adolescent who was 

involved in many sports. However, he denied being a comxnunicative person in terms of 

speaking of himself to others, especially in sharing personal information. He feels he is 

more of a private person, rejecting the company of large crowds in favour of solitude or 

the company of his wife and child. He described his need for privacy as a cocooning, or 

retreating, which he prefers, to socializing in large crowds. 

John's experience with mental illness syrnptoms began early in childhood at the 

age of five or six years. Although not identified at the t h e ,  he was experiencing 

syrnptoms of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD) . This diagnostic disorder 

continued onward throughout adolescence and adulthood and remains present to this day. 

In fact, John did not communicate this problem to his psychiatrist until recently, so he has 

only begun to deal with struggles associated with this disorder. 

Another forrn of mental illness John has struggled with, throughout his life, is 

depression. He believes this too, like his OCD, has been with him most of his life, 

M e r  complicating his clinical picture. His first memory of depressive syrnptoms was 

in adolescence and early adulthood years. He began seeing a child and adolescent 
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psychiatrist at fourteen or fifteen years old. He believes his illness occurred as a reaction 

to his dmg and alcohol use, which had been a si,onificant part of his adolescent and young 

adult life, until he mamed. He also believes the dmg and alcohol use was a way he 

coped with his mental illness syrnptomatology, OCD and depression. 

John did not see a psychiatrist between ages sixteen and twenty one, even though 

his OCD, depressive episodes, and dmg and dcohol problems persisted. On 

experiencing his second major depressive episode during university, John once again 

came to the attention of a psychiatrist. Although he was prescribed medication and was 

formally receiving psychiatrie treatment, he was not always cornpliant with treatment, 

and thus did not make much progress at this time. He denied any interest in giving up his 

drugs and alcohol, which he now believes was part1y to blame for his lack of progress in 

treatment, He did not feel he was really connecting with the psychiatrists he was seeing, 

feeling like they talked at him, versus with him, further deterring his interest in 

complying with treatment. 

John's final and significant experience with his mental illness came with a severe 

panic attack experienced over a year ago. This experience resulted in a visit to the 

ernergency department of the locd hospital. His panic syrnptoms were so severe that he 

actually expenenced them as heart attack symptoms. This was subsequently treated with 

an anxiolytic medication called Lorazeparn that acted to relieve his panic syrnptoms. Not 

surprisingly, John soon carne to the attention of another psychiatrist. 

Although panic was p u t  of John's clinicai picture at the time, it was soon realized 

he was in a major depression, requiring hospitaiization on two separate occasions over 

the course of the past two years. His believes his curent therapist, a female psychiatrist, 
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has been the most helpful to him. Although he attributes his present gains in working 

through his mental illness issues to the good relationship between he and his psychiatrist, 

he believes his motivation to get well is rnuch greater now than it has ever been in the 

past, In resuming interviews with John, followin,o his last hospitdization and a three- 

month break from research interviews, he presented and adrnitted to be feeling a lot better 

in terms of his OCD and depressive syrnptoms. Although John admits and realizes he 

still has fùrther to go in terms of cornplete recovery from his illnesses, he is confident that 

things will only get better. 

The Experience of a Mental Illness 

Diagnostic LabeI 

Upon receiving a psychiatric diagnosis, John recalls struggling with symptoms of 

Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD) and depression early on in life, although he never 

received the ODC diagnoses until more recently. Although he was quite aware of his 

depressive symptomatology during adolescence and young adulthood, he did not pay 

much heed to diagnostic labels, which was evident in his lack of cornpliance and 

cornmitment to psychiatric treatment. The acceptance or  non-acceptance of a diagnostic 

psychiatric label or mental illness was not really an issue for John even though he himself 

admits that he was troubled in his youth. Only upon reflection of his expenence with 

diagnostic labels was John able to communicate his mix of feelings towards this 

experience: 

I have become much more comfortable with the labels ... the label itselfand even 

the disease itself that has been going on through nzy life, you know, 1 look at it 

now as more of a sornething that needs to be corrected rather than just sornething 
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that is running my Ive. It's. yorr know, it's, I don 't have qrrite the same negative 

feeling rhat I did have about it and I feel in control now. 

John denies any resenûnent problems with the psychiatrie labels, stating that: 

It never bothered me really I don't think at any point. I like hnving the 

diagnosis ... having myselfdiagnosed that way is almost a relief because I know 

what I am dealing with ... maybe not day-ro-day knowing what I am dealing with 

but an overall pictw-e. I know what il's Zike and what ir c m  do to you and that I 

am very rrfraid of it. I don 't likr it going on in my body and what have you, but nt 

the same time. Z know whnt it is about. At Zeast I know it is not sornething else. I 

am mentally i Z Z  you know, I can Say it. Sometimes it sounds strnnge to me but it 

doesn ' t  reaily have a negative connotation to me. It's the tzegative connotations 

that other people rnay put on me--hearing the rvord is what I am more afraid of: I 

have corne to the sort of point where I don 't care too much either. 

In asking John if he had the choice to have or not have the label, he expressed a 

mix of feelings. On the one hand, he r e m  that without the diagnostic labels he may not 

have received the help he needed to deal with the disturbing symptoms he has 

experienced in his life, and thus rnight be in worse mental shape than he is now. Also, he 

believes that the labels and professional involvement of psychiatrists aided in relieving 

him of certain responsibilities when he was acutely il1 with depression, as in leave from 

work responsibilities. On the other hand are the stigmatizing effects of being judged and 

denied certain privileges because of having a mental illness; however, John feels this is 

lessening, as expressed in the following quote: 
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I think it cornes down tu people's interpretation. - -about the negarive connotation 

of the t e m  (mental illness) and I think it is changing, having the t e m  mental 

illness, people don 't necessarily think quite as negatively as they once did.. .I 

think more becnuse of the media or through the henlth profession, it served up the 

message thnt a lot of people are suffering from mental illness and a lot of people 

are suffering fronz depression in Our society now.,.those numbers seem tu be 

going up as weZl for whatever reason, su, it is something that more people are 

aware of... I think or you know, people who want tu know about it more are more 

aware. 

S ti,ma 

John's concem with issues of stigmatization of a mental illness was more 

prominent in his youth, particularly in his childhood years- In reference to his OCD 

symptoms he was very concerned and afraid what others would think of him should they 

discover his OCD habits. Some of this concern and fear onginated from his own 

ignorance and lack of insight of OCD. It only makes sense that he would fear reactions 

from others when he himself did not understand his OCD symptoms. He speaks to this in 

the following quote: 

As a child, I knew I warzted help, i wanted it (i.e., OCD) tu stop, but at the same 

time I didn ' t  ivant people to think that 1 ivas, you know, having problems and I 

didn't' want to accept that I was having these problems. 

In adolescence, when John engaged in heavy drug and alcohol use, he recalls 

wondering if others thought that he was crazy. In fact, he was convinced that others 

believed this to be tnie of him. This bothered him at times, but not enough to deter him 
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from his alcohol and drug-related behaviours. Nonetheless, he did not like to taik about 

or share his mental illness for fear of being judged by others, 

More recently, although John is still somewhat protective of his psychiatric 

diagnosis, feaing the negative connotations still attached to the terrn mental illness, he is 

now Iess concerned about others' potential negative reactions, and feels that getting better 

is the most important thing to him now, 

Fears 

Fears related to John's mental illness included his OCD syrnptoms, panic disorder 

symptoms, and crowded environments. Although his experience of depression and panic 

attacks were quite unpleasant and debilitating, his OCD symptoms were the first set of 

mental illness symptoms that caused personal distress in terrns of fears and concerns. 

Because John developed OCD at the young age of five or six years old he was unable to 

understand or articulate these syrnptoms and subsequently left to his own accord in 

coping and making sense of this experience. His first reaction was to internalize his 

OCD, interpreting it a flaw or defect of his person: 

Obsessive Compulsive Disorder I have hnd since as long as 1 can remember, and 

I never knew what it was. I thought there kvas something tvrong with me and I 

was afraid to talk about it. ..I don ' t  think that I probably talked about it much untii 

I started ro see DR. X [recentiy]. I know it has been n problem for a very long 

time, but now she tells me that it 's not just me, that- you know, that I tho~ight there 

kvas something in myselfrhat was doing it or that I had something kvrong with me. 

John goes on to express his frustration, embarrassrnent and internalization about 

his OCD syrnptoms stating: 
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As long as I can rernenzber that being a ver): ver- frustrating part, I could never 

explain it tu anyone else really. I don 't know $1 was embarrassed by it or, I 

guess I was ernbarrassed by parts of ït and other parts, 1 just thought that I was, I 

don 't know, cracy or there )vas something tvrong with me or something wrong 

with my brain. Z rernember thinking that as a younger kid. 

John's reluctance in talking about his OCD experience as a child was motivated 

by his concern that some unknown negative outcome would result. However, because of 

the intensity of bis OCD he often engaged in habits around others that could potentially 

reveal the illness. For example, he spoke of school experiences, whereby he would have 

to count words before he spoke when called upon by the teacher, or when he felt 

compelled to ask kids to say certain words before he did, or to stand in a certain spot or 

place for a fixed arnount of time- Al1 the while the kids having no idea or clue to his 

request. John described this as a scary experience: 

Thnt \vas alrnost like the scariest part when I did things like that, like looking Back 

on i f  because thar was letting it out and people I kïzow, thinking, O.K. this guy h m  

got some problems and you knotv, why is he doing this-- and me thinking these 

people are going to tell other people. You know, something is gohg to happen. 

Panic attacks becarne part of John's mental illness experience in adulthood. One 

pa.rticu1a.r distressing attack carne during a staff meeting at his workplace. John believes 

a number of factors could have precipitated this event, including the number of people in 

the room at the time and the experience of heart-attack-like syrnptoms earlier that 

rnorning. Apparently John was d s o  seeing a number of medical professionds pnor to 

this panic attack for investigation of physical symptoms that concerned him. However, 
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no medical condition was ever diagnosed. John shares his thoughts and feelings at the 

time: 

Feeling pains in my chest again and ,vas concemed about other ilinesses, like 

rnaybe having possible heart problems or something.. .and when I had an episode- 

because of hyperventilation and what have you, al1 of my a m s  and legs went 

numb and so I becarne qriite fearful something was happening. And I didn 't wam 

to go to the Izospital atfirst, but d e r  that srarted I was thinking, 'am I having a 

stroke or having a problem with my heart? ' 

Although John's experience with panic attacks or panic disorder was not 

prorninent until adulthood. he believes that the anxiety provoked by large crowds today 

was probably present in adolescence; however it may have been obscured by a 

combination of adolescence itself along with his use of alcohol and drugs. In speaking 

about his experience in crowds in relation to his alcohol and dmg use John States: 

I have always been a bir rrncomfortable to some extent ... I just didn 'r  like being in 

cro~vds. When I did, Say, go to a concert or something like that, I always had 

alcohol and drugs to help me along.. .I would use the drugs and alcohol in those 

sort of circrimstances to, I guess, help me get through whatever I was dealhg 

with. 

Coping with anxiety and panic-like symptoms today poses a challenge for John. 

particularly those episodes precipitated by crowded environments. Although he c m  

sometimes walk into a shopping mal1 (for example) and cope quite well, other times he 

has great difficulty: 
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Alrnost panic-stricken about the other people, especially if it 's a busy day and 

most of the people are around me. And I am not ahvays fearfiul of the people, I'm 

afruid that something is going to happen, I'm not afraid something is going to 

happen ro me, but something overcomes me and Iget very anvious and have 

difFcccl~ functiorzing, and something about the nmowtt of people.. .you feel like 

'get me out of here ' that sort of t?zing. 

When John is having these types of episodes he States: " I can develop quite an 

agornphobia over that rime and I think I mentioned before, I am still not one for crowds." 

As mentioned before, John prefers his own Company and that of his wife and child. 

John not only experienced panic attacks and the fear associated with that arnong 

strangers or CO-wc;kers, but he also had panic attacks near farnily as well. For example, 

he spoke about an incident at Christmas time whereby he had to have his father take him 

away from a family gathering because it was causing too much distress. His feeling 

about this was: 

My father had to take me out of the house a couple of times when those (large 

social gatherings) sort of things were going on. I just couldn 't handle them for 

some reason. It is scary in sorne wnys becarcse they ffurnily] were so close. And 

even the other day. .. we were U r  my sister's and her husband's place and we were 

just outside and I had a mild panic attack even than just the people that were 

around me. There were some others, you know, rny brother in-lnw's farnily was 

rhere as well as a few extra people. It was surprising to me that I would have a 

panic attack in that setting, in that sitzration but it does still happen. 
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In asking John what he makes of having panic attacks around family mernbers, he states: 

"I am nof sure, it scares me a little. " John expressed concems about his readiness to 

return to work in the fall because of relapse experiences with his illness, In discussing 

this he states: 

Because I tvant to retzrrn to school and reaching in September, and you know, I 

feel most days thar I am doing fairly well. B~lr tvhen I have setbacks, especially if 

they are on the moderare side of things, it concerns me a little bit because I tvant 

to make sure I am clean before I go back basically: 

John was unable to return to work in the fa11 but made December his next goal, 

expressing sirnilar concerns and fears about potential relapses: 

I hope to go back for December, rhat's what we 're [doctor and I] workirzg 

towards. I don ' t  h o w  nr this stage ifI'nz going to be or not. I've had sonze 

relapses, and that's why we tried dtperent medications. Sornetimes when I starred 

feeling pretty good and things are going along, and then the frrst thing I know, 1 

basically crashed, and that ' s  very scary 

Symptom Experience 

John recalls experiencing a lot of frustration with his OCD attributing this to both 

his ignorance of the disorder and his inability to articulate his pain with OCD. 

Consequently, he never got the help he needed in those early years when his OCD was at 

its worse, creating another source of frustration for him. He talks about the frustration he 

experienced in relation to how his mother reacted to his OCD, albeit unknown to her at 

the time: 
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I don 't even know how to explain it because we (mother and John) still don 't talk 

about it renlly. I mean I try ro explain to my rnother a little bit. You knotv, she 

use to mukefun a little bit of little things that she could see-- the physical things 

that I did like having to line up my shoes, or slippers you know, in a certain way, 

or having to put things on a table a certain way. She used to suy those things and 

now I say to Mom, you know, that wus part of this whole thing and that wasn 't fun 

for me, it kvas you Xnow, very dificult having to do that sort of thing. So now she 

linderstands n little bit more. 

Although John denies projection of any blarne towards his mother for not knowing or 

understanding what was happening to him, he still cannot forget the intense frustration he 

experienced in not being understood, not just by his mother, but by others as well: 

I am a little leery of saying too much about it. I Say a little more ro rny father and 

maybe to a lesser extent tu my mother now.. .l try to explain it to rny cvife a Little 

bit and she can understand, but she doesn 't altvays know what I am going 

through. I don 't think she understands Izow difsic~dt it is for me. How much it 

takes out of me and how exhausting it really is. 

John also experienced fnistration in not being able to better control, limit or 

prevent the development of both new and old OCD habits. For example, when 1 asked 

him if some of his OCD habits would die out and be replaced by new ones, he replied: 

Yeah, and some would be the same bllt with a twist you know. Instead of having 

to Say something out loud, I would do it in my head, or things that I would have tu 

do physically, I could picture myseifdoing thern and that would take the place of 

doing thern physically, that sort of thing. It was always very frustrating. I guess, 
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you kno w, it is stiil evolving. It is sornething that you kno w, it has nrled rny life 

and more than I would like to think about. 

As an adolescent, there were times when John wouid get so fnistrated and fed up 

with his OCD he would just try and stop whatever it was he was doing. This would 

sometimes work and sometimes not. He States, ". . .I would get sofrustrated.. -1 'd jctst try 

and stop it and it was extrernely diflcult to do that ... it would be hell days renlly tvhere I 

wosild just go through and I would just try and not do that." 

In reference to John's depressive symptomatology and the treatments associated 

with that, he lost his recall memory function for quite some time, which created intense 

fmstration for him. When asked if this was frustrating for hirn, he stated: 

Very frustrating. Being a teacher, and I guess it rvas jusr part of my personalily 

that I like to rend, I thir;k about things, and tvhen I went to university I was 

interested in courses involving an akvful lot and that sort of thing.. .it kvas very 

frustrating rzot being able to recall when this lust episode hit. 

John rnakes further cornments regarding the frustrations of a depressive illness: 

When you 're in deep depression, really nothing else matters, nothing, sometimes 

when you are in such a deep depression tlzat you just don 't  care about anything. 

It is very, it is not very nice feeling anpvise and ah, it is dificulr when you look 

back on it saying how can you think like that al1 the time, and you know, it is very 

frustrcrting.. .having feeling of sort of uselessness and just emptiness that won 't go 

away, that pervade through your whole being that's very frustrating. 

Some of John's OCD habits included havinp to cross lines and walking on 

sidewalks, washing and straightening things a lot, and having to place things in a certain 
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way. On top of causing frustration, John's OCD compulsions acted to interfere with his 

concentration and ability to do things because he was so preoccupied with his obsessions 

and compuIsions. 

John's earliest memory with his OCD is descnbed in the following passage: 

I remember, the earliest I remember having a very difsicult time with it. I would 

have been five or six years old. We took a trip to Montreal and there )vas a lot of 

bad things that happened rhen for me- I don't think thnt n lot of people knew whnt 

)vas going on. I think ir ivns out of environment und things like that as well. I had 

a lot of dzjslzculty on that trip and as a young child I remember thnt I kvas quite 

tipset but didn ' t  voice those things to rny parents or anybody else nr the time. 

John sometimes described his OCD in this way: 

I sort of looked at it alnzost being possessed at rimes. Having something in me 

that was doing it to me as a younger child becatise 1 didn ' t  ~mderstand it could be 

done with chernicals and still rzot probably frclly understood by people." 

Other compulsion John exercised as part of his OCD included having others say 

or do certain things. For example, when in junior high school he would have other 

students say certain phrases because he could not for whatever reason. He speaks to this 

stating: 

M e n  somebody tcsed tu Say, I'm jinxed, that word you know, and yott are not 

supposed to Say anything for some tirne. I wouldn 't say anything and if1 was 

called upon by the teacher to where I would act~ially have to talk or something, I 

would count each word that I said and then I rvould have to have somebody say 

my name each tiine for each of those words. So I would fry and get somebody to 
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say rny name x arnount of times or whatever.. .usually tvith kids I knew, I cvouldn 't 

be, you know, b~illying them but I woctld be making them stay there and Say, they 

cvouldn ' t  have a clue what kvas going on of course. That was alrnost like the 

scariest part when I did things like that, like looking back on it because thar kvas 

letting it out and people I know, tlzink, okay, this gtiy has got some pn 

knocv. 

Another OCD habit or compulsion of John was constant checking: 

I am a checker too. I have sort of calmed down a littZe bit. The stove 

Slems you 

vas another 

thing I was checking. I wortld check the stove a hundred tintes over the course of 

a day just seeing, especially ifwe were going out on a trip or something 

John also talked about how mentdly exhausting his OCD could be because of 

having to go over and over things in his head leaving little space for concentrating on 

other things. He descnbed this stating, "meatally exhausting, because it is always there. 

Somethïng that you 're always doing, you know it is like having a conversation with 

yourself al1 duy. " 

In relaying this experience John recalls a specific exarnple that well describes the process, 

arnount of detail and time consumption involved in the compulsions associated with 

OCD: 

I rernember rvhen 1 kvas a kid nt school ... they had a fairly large pavement thing 

with ZNies on it for rhe ballfields and that sort of thing. There rvas probably six or 

seven places wlzere, or maybe not even that, but counting Zittle cracks and things. 

Iprobably cvould count the corners of buildings and stufJ; there were six, seven or 



eight places that I would have cross over in a certain rvay and if1 didn 't cross 

over in that way, 1 would have to go back and cross. 

John feels his compulsions have definitely changed over time and although he is 

better able to conceal them these days, they are just as troublesome as they were in his 

youth: 

I think it was more d~ficult  when I kvas younger but the compulsions and 

obsessions have changed and I don 't like thern the way they are norv. I didn 't like 

them rhe way they were then, but I think becarrse of age that I was not 

understanding it. It was very diEculr for me as a child. I don 't like them now 

either but I can deal with them n bit more eficiently sometimes. Some otlzer times 

I still get very frustrated. 

John talked about his ability in blocking out some of his OCD from both the past 

and the present: 

Yeah, I am still blocking it out. I don ' t  warrt to think about it because I am always 

trying to erase or coverup or not have things initiated Like even $1 sir here 

tnlkikg to you, there rnay be things that you know, thnr I want to do, and I just 

don 't. Other things that I can 't do that with. 

John spoke about his helplessness in controlling his OCD and the frustrations in 

communicating his symptoms so others would understand: 

Ir is not like sornetlting too that qyou explain something to somebody like in a text 

book and rhey go, oh, I get it now. Unless you have gone through it, I don 't think 

people co~rld actually understand what you are talking about. If1 said to 

somebody, why did you go back and cross over tlzat line with your lefi foot while 



yoct tvere was swinging yuru- arms in a certain way yorl know, I did thnt 45 times, 

people rvorrld go, rvhat? You know, they might knotv it is obsessive compulsive. 

John describes the difficulty in having to manage his OCD with his other responsibilities: 

It is almost like you have to have a dcral role, rwo parts of your mind going at the 

same time or tivo things going ut the sume time because you 're always thinking 

aboctt these OCD things, reqc~irements and dczererzraspects of the OCD. You 

know, the organization is one thing but you knotv, the rïtuals and ah, other 

aspects, but at the same t h e  trying tu do what yori are supposed to be doing in 

the nomnl course of tvhatever, yori know, it just happens to be education of 

children. And ah, 1 had a real conflict there sometimes because it 's d~f lcul t  to 

push this OCD aside and you knotv concentrate on other things that need to be 

spent time concentrating on. It rukd my lve basically rvhen I kvas a child, and 

right up, it still is a very strong part of my ... you know ... who I am. It doesn 't 

show itselfphysically, unless you really look for it, I guess. It used tu. but now 

more of it is in my head, and things like counting and saying things in my head, I 

do it more, but it's non-visible. 

Depression 

John has suffered about three major depressive episodes, the first occumng in 

adolescence, the second in his early twenties, and the most recent this year. Although he 

feels he has suffered other depressive episodes in between, they were not as acute as the 

three major episodes. 

Initially, John spoke about the difficulty in explaining his depression, especially 

to others: 
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To tell you the tr~ith, I can know that feeling, I can know the t h e  and I can see the 

pictrtres U L L ~  I can feel the same way, the same moud (when not in a depression). I 

tried to explain this to my wife the other day that I know what ir is like and 1 know 

these is nothing ivorse that I have ever had to deal with but at the same tirne I 

don 't know how to explain it really, it's just, you knotv, lack of emotion and lack 

of feeling, lack of energy. It's just, yotr know, any of that part that's you is being 

sucked up. 

h addition to John's expressed frustrations with depression found on page 53, he adds 

further cornments on  this issue: "But, ah, rvtzen you are in it (depression), when you are 

in that hole, you have a drrerent perspective. Your thoughts don 't work properly. " 

John's experience of feeling like he is in a hole during an acute depressive 

episode was so strong at times that he feit it overshadowed his OCD stating: 

Wzen I get very depressed I think that maybe some of the OCD falls atvay 

becatrse you knoiv, 1 get in scrch a hole that you knorv, nothing is going tu overtake 

that depression and jusr my nbiliv tu do anything, you know, is very strong. 

John talked about how his depression altered bis thought processes and how one 

has to come out of it before one can relate to other things or see things differently. He 

spoke of it as a place you don't want to be and how much one wants to be helped out of 

that place, yet, how difficult this can be: 

You renily have to come out îfit (Le., depression) before you can relate to other 

things ...y ou Xnoiv when you are depressed but you dorz't rvant tu be, you don't 

want to, you want people to help yo~i get out of there- Ar the same time, you are 
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having these feelings of; son  of; uselessness and just emptiness that won? go 

nivay - that pervade through your whole being -- that's very frusrrating. 

John felt that his depression altered his perception so much that he had to have his 

mood stabilized to some extent before he could even begin to deal with the OCD. This 

was because of the negative thought patterns associated with a depressive episode that 

can hinder any type of mental progress. John felt that if he didn7t get his rnood under 

control, he would not have the desire or energy to work on his OCD. He felt he wouldn't 

even care since that is a cornmon feeling associated with depression. Now with an 

improvement in his mood, John states, "that is why ihings have worked Our rvell, I rhink 

that having the mood under control with the medication and counselling has helped with 

the OCD. " 

Another problern associated with John's mental illness syrnptoms worthy of 

mention was his use of drugs and alcohol. Although he does not necessarily attribute a 

causative role to these substances in the development of his mental illnesses, he definitely 

feels his depression was exacerbated or complicated by it. Nonetheless, at the time, he 

felt that it helped him to deal with certain circumstances, particularly his angst and panic 

in socid situations. John states: " I  would use the dr~rgs and nlcohol in those sorts of 

circumstances to, Z guess, help me get through whatever Z was dealing with." Although 

he adrnits to his preference for drugs and alcohol during his youth to cope with his mental 

condition, he now has a different perspective on this: 

When I was having a more major episode of depression during my university 

years, ah ... doing a lot of drinking ... because I was depressed, I was looking for 

something to help get me out of it. Now, the drinking isn't going to do that, it 
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changes things for awhile, it changes thoughts processes and what have you, b ~ r  

really. in the long nrn, it is more of; ah, you knorv, i f s  a depressant itse[f. So il's 

not going to help bring you out. 

Panic 

Panic attacks, a form of mental iUness, are a more recent experience for John. His 

panic attacks, particularty his first major attack in the past year at his workplace, 

coincided with depressive symptoms that developed into another major depressive 

episode. Prior to this attack, he recalls not feeling weII physically or mentdly, and 

experiencing a lot of physicai symptoms: 

Thnt summer I rvas having a lot of problems with the way 1 was feeling physically, 

the rvay I )vas feeling mentally, but I didn 't see it as being, sort of a clinical 

depression that kvas coming up. I kvas having a feeling of my heart beating, and 

these signs are sort of things that happen with panic disorder, but because I 

hadn 't had thar component before as deeply associated with the depressive 

episodes, I didn't know what )vas going on. 

Because John had no expenence with a reai panic attack in the past, he didn't quite 

understand the physical symptoms he was experiencing. He describes the development 

of bis panic disorder: 

I becanle quite concerned about my health, I started having some more mild paiiic 

attacks and than I had an attack for thefirst time thar was a Zittle bit on the more 

moderate side to strong side of things. I felt like 1 was having a heart attack My 

chest was tight. I was having problems with rny brenthing, I kvas very disoriented, 

scveating--al1 tlzose sort of clnssic symptoms. " 
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With respect to some of John's more mild attacks, he described a lot of m i e t y ,  stating, 

"also. I )vas having very arrrious feelings, like to the poinr where I would have to go and 

get up and walk, a h o s t  to get orir of the way, the tensions out of my way. " 

Pnor to John's first big panic attack he had been experiencing a lot of unusual 

symptoms; nurnbness on the right side of his body, sleep disturbance, and breathing 

difficulties. Because of this, he had visited a neurologist to allay his fears; however it 

wasn't long before he experienced a major panic attack resulting in a visit to the 

emergency department of the local hospital: 

I had an episode of hyperventilation, and whar have you, al1 my anns and legs 

went numb and so I became quite fearful that something was happening. And I 

didn ' t  want to go to the hospital atfirst, but afier that started I ,vas thinking: 'Am 

I having a stroke, or having a problem with rrzy heart?', So, I said okay. ..tnke me 

to the hospital. 

This attack occurred at work during a staff meeting, and John was relieved that he had 

not been teaching in the classroom at the time: 

L~lckily I wasn 't act~tally teaching a class. It kvas at lunchtirne titat it happened, 

and I think the kids were out for thar aftemoon, that was probably why we were 

having n lunch fime meeting, so, I am grateful it didn't happen when I was 

teaching. But, yeah, ir kvas quire disturbing. 

Experience of Treatment 

Therapeutic Relations: Psvchiatrist 

Overall, John did not have a problem receiving treatment from psychiatrists. 

However, he did have different attitudes about this between the time he was first treated 
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in adolescence and his current treatrnent as an adult. In total, three different psychiatrists 

have been involved in his treatment. The first was a child and adolescent psychiatrist 

(male) during John's mid teens; the second, another male psychiatrist dunng his late 

teens to his early twenties, and the third, a fernale psychiatrist who is his current therapist. 

John described his treatment experience with his first ps ychiatnst as sornewhat 

comfortable and relaxed stating, 'Y rementber with Dr. X, 1 remember being sometvhat 

comfortable tvith him. I rernember that he smoked cigarettes, and allowed me to smoke 

nt the beginning ... but that stopped after a while. ..but I remember feeling relaxed with 

him. " He described treatment as more talk therapy-oriented: "like I said I wasn 't taking 

any meds nt the time, and it kvas more talking, " Overall, he felt that the treatment helped 

him get back on track mentally and physically, but questioned how helpful the therapy 

sessions were at the time since he was not then 100% willing to accept help: 

So sornetirnes I would go in with an attitude, other rimes if1 wnsn ' t  having a good 

dny I remember I would sort ofsit there and he wodd talk, and I was more, I'd 

feel, like he was [alking at me. Nocv that probably wasn ' t  the case, but it was just 

that things ivere exploding towards nze becarcse I had said sornething about 

something in relationship with whatever, and then a f e r  awhile I tvould just sort of 

shut O& and that also repeated itselfsomewhat while I was with Dr. Y when I had 

depression around age twenty-one or tcveniy-tcvo. 

John said more to Say about his feeling of not being helped as much as he wanted, 

or expected in treatment with his first two psychiatrists. He attributes part of this to his 

own resistance and part to his feeling of being talked at: 
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I remember having some level of boredom nt times because, them (psychiatrist) 

trying to explain to me what was going on, and because of my age or just because 

05 yorl know, level of depression or tvhatever, I was in, at that time, I really 

wasn't too interested in having people, you know, talking tu me, or nt me at the 

time. I renlly wnnted to spend more time conversing with them rather thnn just 

saying something, well, you kno w, this is what I did and thern have me talking for 

the next half hottr about tvhy it is that I probably did that. 

Although John denies the quality of relationship with his first two psychiatrists, 

he did admit to having fairly good rapport with his second psychiatrist even though he 

wasn't ready to accept treatment. He States, "1 went to the sessions that were usually 

once a week or so, and I liked Dr. X as n psychiatrist, you know, I got along with him and 

had a fairiy good rapport with him, But I don 't think that he nlways ~mderstood where I 

was coming from. " John recalls one mernorable experience with this particular 

psychiatrist that left him feeling not only rnisunderstood, but also quite angry and 

betrayed. This came about in the sharing of some of his personal journal writings with 

his psychiatrist and his rnother's discovery and sharing of his writings, which were not 

intended for others: 

Dr. X asked to see some of these things and 1 had shocved hinz some of tlzese 

things ancl at one time he asked if1 cvas tvriting this for him and I kvas really 

insulted in a way ... I wasn 't doing thnt at all, they tvere all very rnuch for me ... 1 

think it was something that even my rnother found that concerned her and he 

thought I had written and lefi it somewhere for her to find, you know, to be 

concemed. That wasn 't what happened at ail. 1 remember feeling very, I don ' t  
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know, alrnost betrayed or sornething- ..feeling frustrated, you know, to tell rhis 

person that that is actually not what happened, and feeling that he was feeling 

that I wcs nor telling the truth. 

John had shared his journal writings with his second psychiatrist and his first 

doctor as well. Overall, he expressed disappointment in the responses to, and 

interpretations of, his journal writings by both psychiatrists. He felt they had over 

interpreted, or read more into the writings than was actually there. He experienced both 

anger and fmstration in the intimations made by his f ~ s t  psychiatrist that his writings 

were meant as a cry for help, rather than for himself: 

With Dr. X I  don ' t  remember having the anger there wirh him. I was being more, 

wishing more things wodd happen, but I wnsn ' t  angry cvith h h -  He didn 'c do 

sornething wirh that ir$omzation to make me feel bad, but I was angry with Dr. X 

aper that episode, absolutely, yeah. 

John described his treatment by a psychiatrist during his teens as somewhat 

tedious, but attributes this more to the nuances of adoiescence than to the psychiatrist. 

He states, "but at my stage, at my nge, I found them, and it could have been anyone I 

suppose, 1 focind it sometimes tedious, and as I sny, it probably was somecvhar to do with 

my age and somewhat to do with my illness. " 

John describes quite a different treatment experience with his current fernale 

psychiatrist compared to his experience with male psychiatrists. He states: 

Dr. Z being a wornan is, Ifind a dcfferent experience. She is a dilferent 

personalim but she works from a d~feren t  position, and being a woman, and may 

have dtfferent mannerism. or drfferent whatever, and still be ver- professional. 



It's, I don 't know, 1 can't probably hit the nail on the head about what it is, but 

there is a drjSrerence there for szrre, just in the way things are presented. 

In comparing his relationship with his current femaie psychiatrist as compared to the 

maie psychiatrists, he States: 

Now I know with Dr. Z it is very dryerent, since cve have a good relationship, and 

I listen as carefiilly as I c m  to what she is saying, and she just doesn 't  talk and 

talk and talk and that sort of thing. She really is very good at what she does. I 

am not saying that Dr. X and Dr. Y are not good at what they do, because they 

are, but at my stage or age, I found it sometiïnes tedious and, as I Say, it probably 

wcrs somewhat to do with my age and somewhat to do tvith rhe illness itse& 

In treatrnent with his current psychiatrist, John believes he has made a lot of headway: 

"So I now feel that we have a fairly good hancile on things, and you know I would like to 

say that we've turned the corner, but I'm n little bit hesitant ro do that. 1 hope that it's ut 

the end rather than the rniddle- " 

Treatment 

John first received medication therapy in treatrnent with bis second psychiatrist 

for the depressive symptoms he was experiencing in his late teens to early twenties. 

Because he was using a lot of alcohol and illicit dmgs at the time, medicating himself in a 

way, he did not stick with the medications he was prescribed: 

1 did start meds then, and there was oïzly one medication- I think it was ... and that 

,vas the brand name or whatever, I'm rzot sure what the drug was. Ihz  p r e g  sure 

it was... and because of the alcohol abuse and the other things I was into at the 

tirne I really tvasn ' t  interested in being cured or having my problems addressed 
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really,..I sort of took the medication when I felt like it, which I see now needed to 

be taken on a fairly reg~rlar basis, and I didn't care. 

John was reluctant to take his medication because of such side effects as decreased libido: 

I think it affected my se.wal ability somewhat. being you know.-.being at the age 

hvent)>-one or r-vhatever. That was a big deal for me, so I didn 't take the 

medication on sclzedde. I didn't take it very ojten. I ended rrp throwing it out 

most of the time just to make it look Eike I was takirrg it. But I kvas taking 

medication for thefirst tirne for something nt the time, but I wasn't taking it 

properly as it was being prescribed. 

One si,onificant but unpleasant experïence John had with some of the medications 

was memory disturbance. He found the medication made things a little "blurry or 

fogged." This included memory problems with things like dates, times of appointments, 

or details of conversation he recently had with someone. This resulted in great frustration 

for him most of the time. Nonetheless, he expressed a positive side to the memory lapses 

he experienced describing this as somewhat of a liberatinp expenence. The loss of 

memory was a respite from the negative feelings and ernotions he experienced as part of 

his mental illness. In speaking to the positive effect of both the medication therapy and 

the Electro Convulsive Therapy (ECT) he received as treatment, John States: 

I think that the medication along with the ECT, um, helped as well to sort 05 um, 

level the playiïzgfields so to speak. It sort of erased some of the inore negative 

rnemories that I have had, recent mernories that I had and, um, sort of lefr a blank 

date in some wnys with the rnind. 



Overall, John believes the treatment modalities (Le., medications and ECT) he 

received more recently were positive and have helped him significantiy. ùi speaking to 

the progress he has made with treatment he States, ''1 think that has to do cvith the 

rnedication, yorc know, as well as my rvill to try and get rid of some of the symptooms." 

John's experience with medication therapy extends to his experience in hospital. This is 

discussed in further detail in the following section: hospitai experience. 

Hospital Experience 

John expenenced two hospitalizations over the past three years with the most 

recent one in the past year. He uses a cornparison format at times in comrnunicating his 

experiences between the two hospitals. In speaking to his hospitalization experience, he 

discusses his relationships with both the treament tearn (Le., psychiatrists and psychiatric 

nurses) and the in-patients he came to know during this time. He also shares some 

general comments about the environment itself as it related to his psychiatric experience. 

In a general way, John experienced his in-patient psychiatric admissions as more 

negative than positive s tating, "since I have been hospitalized iwice, ah, the experience. 

ah, for me personally has been more negative than positive." Nonetheless, John was 

quick to add that he probably needed the hospitalizations at the time, or at least in the 

case of his first hospitalization, and was typically satisfied with the treatrnent he received: 

I know it sounds a bit of a contradiction in terms, but.. .at the same tirne, the 

professionals, the henlth professionals, around me, the nrcrses, and the doctors, 

and mostly the nurses made me feel quite cornfortable.. . I don 't think I 

encountered either in the @rst hospital] or here [at tlzis hospital], one nurse that 
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yorr know, Z didn 'tfind to be doing their job and going beyond thnt and just being 

nice and you lazow. 

When it came to nursing care, John usually had positive experiences, feeling that the 

nurses were dways there to help, or explain things regarding his treatment. In speaking 

to this he States, "the nurses Z found were very good about explaining things they could 

and the rensons for doing things, and you know, why you shorrld be doing this at certain 

times or what have you-" 

One frustration John did experience in relation to nursing staff during his second 

hospitalization was the fact that the nurses did not have the authority to discharge him. 

He expenenced this feeling about two weeks prior to his formal discharge near the 

completion of his ECT treatments: 

I rernember the last couple treatments and, ah, knowing that Z was feeling better, 

but nlso felt that I could be sort of doing whnt I was doing at home as easily. But 

the doctors nt the time tveren 't as available and it happened to be that the doctor 

and psychiatrist on thejloor at the time nct~rally went away for four orfive days 

or something like that. So Z found it very frustr-ating because I wasn 't nllowed tu 

be discharged by the nursing staff. 

Ln addition to his psychiatrist's unavailability and not being discharged when he 

requested, John also experienced frustration about a mix-up in his medications because 

the doctors were away. John experienced a rnix of frustration, irritation and anxiety 

regarding this experience, which he cornrnunicated to his family: 

1 think I was cornmunicating my frustrations ru my parents and tu my wfe  about 

still being an in-patient and some of the things that were going on at that time. 
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Like the psychiatrist being away and some other things thnt were happening with 

meds and yoli knocv, was told some things were going to happen with my meds 

that didn ' t  transpire, went a drferent route- There were just a couple things that 

sort of happened to snowball nzy a a r i e ~ .  

Aithough John expenenced some frustration with the nurse's lack of power to discharge 

him home, he did not blarne the nurses or  hoId them responsible for this: 

There wasn ' t  a lot that they could do about gettirrg me released you know ... but 

because I hadn 'tfrnished my treatments I cvould still be kept in the hospital, so, in 

that way I think they were saying, probably ready to go b ~ ~ t  they probably, yorr 

know, bit their tongues a bit because they don'? want to be going against, saying 

things against what is actually happening. 

John felt that the last two weeks of his admission were unnecessary and served no 

benefit: 

I don 't think that there cvas a real benefit to it, ah, that I wns staying there notv. I 

know rhere nzay have been sorne, you know, in an underlying cvay, but, ah, 1 think 

that I could have convalesce just as easily in my own home as I could have in 

hospital, especially since I was sharing a roonz with another person rvhich is very 

drflcult and was causing me a great deal of anxiey which is something that I was 

trying to deal with as well, you know, reducing the amie& 

One other frustration John experienced in relation to nursing care was an 

encounter with one particular nurse during his first hospitalization experience. He often 

experienced poor memory function during this admission resulting from a combination of 

his illness and the medications he received. Because of this he often found it difficult to 
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remember things like dates, times and other things related to his treatment, like what 

medications he was taking: 

But there wns one day that I knew a nurse--not a nurse assigned to me at the time, 

but a nrrrse that I had had a lot of contact with-- and she asked rne about rny 

meds, and it ruas a day that I wasjust not in a goodframe of recall. And you 

know, I went through what I was taking, but 1 was getting ver- confused and she 

said, 'you should Xnotv your meds. ' And 1 remembered that at the time that she 

buas saying that, and that frustrnted me a little bit, you know, because 1 was 

thinking, you know, she should knotv this, I'rn trying very hard to know, bcrt I 

mean 1 know that everybody gets a little fr~isrrated, and I think it was at a tirne 

when people were thinking rnaybe that I was getting a little better tharz I actually 

kvas, so maybe that played a little bit of a part as tvell too. I'nz not sure, I don 'r  

know. 

Although John adrnits to having better relations with some psychiatrists than 

others during his hospital experience, he generally experienced them as knowledgeable 

and helpful in a way. However, he denied ever feeling really listened to by the 

psychiatrists, stating, "1 think of the patients that they do see ... under their cure ... they 

dorz 't seem to be Zistening quite as intently and it's really looking nt it more as a problem 

to be solved, sometirnes in a medicinal tvay." He suspected this was due to the high 

volume of patients each psychiatrist saw. 

When John compares his expenence with the nurses to the psychiatrist, he did not 

feel that the doctors put as much effort and time into explaining things about his 
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ueatrnent. He believed they were more concemed with treating overt symptoms than 

underlying problems. He speaks to this experience stating: 

Sometimes they (psychiatrist) may Say I 'rn doing this, or we are going to try this, 

and not tell yo~l why or their thorrght processes behind, or cvhy they chnnged their 

mind about this, or that, or why start this drug at this time, or thnt sort of thitzg. 

Instead of looking beyond that sometimes, for the ather problems, or the 

underlying problerns, they really treat rhe overt symptoms. They are rzot wanting 

to tnlk so much as a therapist but more as a physicinn, j~ist to try and eke out the. 

you knotv, problems tvith mood or feelings, or what have you. 

John felt that the psychiatrists in the hospitai functioned more on a business level, 

sirnilar to how a family medicine doctor would function in treating physical 

symptomatology: "1 think because of the volume of patients that they see, they are 

keeping it on more of a business level like it tvould be zJfyou went into a private 

practitioner and yo~i had a coid." Basically, John felt that they approached ilness from a 

symptoms perspective versus exploring psychosocial issues or underlying personal issues 

that may be part of a patient's presentation. 

Typically, John experienced more of a delay in receiving information about his 

treatment from the psychiatrist than from the nursing staff stating, "just sometimes, they 

took longer than, ah, others depending on what type of qtrestians tvere asked and what 

kind of concerns and that sort of rhing. " 

His experience with psychiatrists in the hospital was that they were not so 

concerned with underlying psychological issues as they were with overt surface issues to 

be remedied typically by medications. He did not feel that the psychiatrists were 
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interested in looking at other avenues of treatment, and preferred to rely on traditionai 

forrns of treatment: 

But what can happen I guess is that they get into a routine about L f t h e y  star? 

tt-eating, ah, people with similar illnesses, like 1 say, depression, with sirnilar 

drugs all the time. They are not looking for other avenues of; or maybe more 

appropriate avenues of trying to treat the problem. 

Aithough John experienced many fmsuations with his hospital expenence (of 

which 1 will Say more about later), he aiso experienced the hospitai as somewhat 

Iiberating in terms of not having to worry or  fret over other responsibilities: "it carne tu 

be liberating, as 1 say, because when I got into the culture of the institution in which 1 

kvas with other people, and that sort of thing, the time didn 't really seem to matter that 

nzuch." 

He experienced the environment itself as having its own culture, describing it as a 

micro-cornrnunity sirnilar to normal society but with people that are messed up a bit: 

So, it is like normal sociev except that you have this micro conzmuni~ and people 

are a little more messed up ifyou want to use that term. Sometimes the extremes 

are a little bit larger than they wo~clci be, ah, in a nomal society. 

One problem John did have with the environment was the lack of privacy. This 

was during bis second admission at a psychiatrie hospital that was different from his first 

psychiatnc hospitalization. His experience in having to share a room with another patient 

was: 

Well, it is also, you know, when people have visitors, ah, you h o w ,  you 

sometimes feel like you want to give them their privacy, you know, all you have is 
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the currain there, that yoct know, there are other times that they mny be in when 

you rvant to sleep or you, you know, you want to be having some time in the room 

and ah, or just, yocr knorv, wnnt to be by yourself; and you can 't do that you know, 

it is diffzcult- 

In contrast to John's lack of privacy dunng his second hospitalization, he did have his 

own room in a different hospitai, which made a big difference for him. In speaking to 

this, he States: 

I had my own roorn, whic?~ made a big différence between there and t?2e [second 

hospital]. Whereas nt the Lfirst hospital] I was sharing a room with arzother 

person and I am very, sort of; ah, private person when it comes to that sort of 

thing. 

Another frustration John experienced with the hospital environment was the unit 

rules controlling times he could corne and go. This was especially m e  with his second 

hospitalization since he did not feel the need for this admission as much as he did with 

his first admission. 

In tems of relationships, or attitude towards CO-patients, John believed 

relationship building was quite important and significant to his hospital experience. He 

denied getting too close, or personal, with everyone; however he definitely feels he 

benefited from some of the relationships, or interaction he had with other patients: ''1 

developed some good relatiorzships wirh some of those people, sorne in a more casital 

way, others in a more. 1 guess stronger relationship. " John believed patients acted as a 

support to one another stating, "1 think, yuu kzow, it is part of the e-rperience you need, 
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are going through the same things that you are." 

Even if a patient was not having the same experience as John, or someone else in 

the hospital, he stiii thought they benefited because of the support offered in listening to 

each other: 

Some of them are going through diflerent things, and you know, it ivorks sort of a 

hvo rvny Street. That you can talk tu them, and they cnn talk to you, so they have 

someone to talk to, and you have sorneone to talk to, and people to listen to 

concems and that sort of thing. 

John felt that he and his CO-patients were able to share information about various 

treatments, or hospitai procedures they had been through, in a way that was helpfül to one 

another. This provided one another with details that might not be provided by the 

treatment staff-- "they cari, you know, tell you in n lirtle more detail about what is going 

on, or what is going to happen, or what was their experience anyway. " 

Aithough John mostly found the hospitai environment interesting, he also 

experienced it as depressing at times: 

In the hospitals themselves, I fo~ind tu be, ah, both at the same time depressing 

and at other rimes, or nt the same tirne, very interesring places ro be sometimes. It 

depended on the day-ta-day sort of mood and ah, difierent rvay that 1 was 

personally feeling and dzrerent contacts that I had wirh people rtlat were in the 

hospital with me at the time. 
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He spoke of times with both hospitalizations in which he really wanted to leave, 

questioning the hospital about the necessity of his continued admission. This somewhat 

depended on his mood and perceived need for hospitaiization at the time: 

Both places becarne a time when I sort oJ because of the tedium of the sort of day 

cvhere yo~i don ' t  have the responsibilities, I kvas anxio~is tu leave the place where 

I was. This sort of depended on my mood and hotv well 1 understood my necessity 

tu be where I was tu detemine the, sort 05 the degree of wunting tu leave. 

Despite John's desire to leave the hospitais at various points of his admission, he 

definitely believed that his first hospital admission was much more of a necessity than his 

second admission. He described feeling more patient-like, believing he was really sick 

and needed to be in hospitai to get the proper help: 

When I kvas at the LfZrst hospital], I felt that I kvas more sick, or pretty sick, in a 

depressive state. It was just a difserent sort of feeling, in a holistic way and more 

that I was a patient ut a mental hospital, a mental, you know, some sort of 

institution and, ah, there was a real ~ e e d  for me tu be there ... ah, and it was a 

necessi9 that I be there even though I didn 't  nltvays want tu be there, but I felt 

fhat I was sort of on the same level that a lot of the patients that were there. 

In surnmarizing his hospital expenence, he States: 

In a general tvay, yes, I feel satisfed that things were done for me which Izelped 

my condition. There were things along the way that I wasn't necessarily happy 

tvith, or didn't maybe agree with at the tirne. I think i f1  compare the experiences 

between the lfirst hospital] and [the second], I would have to Say that it was more 

positive at [the first], but I think thar that has a lot to do with the relationships 
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that I did make. It was a bit of a different setting. ah, I kvas there, I think I was 

more needing to be there. I guess in my O wn mind anyway. more ill. 

However, John feelings about his second hospital admission were different: 

When I kvas at [there], ah, especicrlly as I nenred the end of the ECT treatments, 

and 1 was spending a lot of time in the hospital j~ist sort of letting the day go by, I 

felt that I didn 't need to be there and. ah. in fact, there were days where I was just 

sorl of saying, just discharge me. I can get out of here, I can handle things notv, 

and ah. I needed to start the next stage but that wasn ' t  happening so. ..I knew I 

had some problems and, ah, I needed some help, but I didn 't always feel that 1 

needed to be an in-patient to receive the help. 

Concept of Mental Illness 

In speaking about a mental illness, John denied having a problem with the labeI 

itself, yet he avoided using the term "mental illness" in conversation with others, stating: 

"I us~ially don ' t  Lise rhe words mental illness, I usually talk about being depressed or 

something like that." 

John very much believes that the trials and tribulations associated with the 

developmental stage of adolescence definitely impacted on what Iater becarne labeled a 

mental illness. He denies adolescence as being the sole culprit in the developrnent of his 

psychiatric syrnptoms, however he feels some of the depression and drug and alcohol use 

was very much connected with that penod in his life: 

Part of it was adolescence and part of it was just not caring, you know, and going 

through some of those other things. There was certain times with the OCD wherz I 

was sort of srnashed into adolescence at the same time. It just got messy and I got 
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angry and mked a little a kohol and dope in to the whole combination and just 

you know, things got kind of wild-- I think I was a little bit 08 

John believes that a chemicd imbalance, in combination with environmental 

stresses, very much influences the development and perpetuation of a mental illness. 

This is congruent with the medical model's theory of mental illness, attributing the 

development of psychiatrie symptoms like depression, panic disorder, and OCD to 

chernical imbalances in the brain that require psychopharmaceutial interventions. In 

speaking to this issue, John States: 

Well, I rhink that obviously that it has shown that chernical irnbalarzces have a lot 

to do with sorne types if mental illnesses and depression especially ... I think there 

are extemal factors that help to, ah, either bring on the illness, or once it has 

srarted, or the precursors are there with the chemicals, there are other extemal 

factors that help to bring things along. From my experience, I can think more 

vividly abour when I was sick, ah, as an adolescent and, ah, I knotv that it had to 

do with the clzemicals in rny head that were imbalcrnced. B~ct I was also going 

through a stage that everybody goes through as they grow up and it made things 

dificult with reiationships with farnily and friends to sorne extent as well. 

In summarizing his concept of mental illness, John expresses comfort with the 

mental illness label viewing it as something that needs correcting rather than something 

he is doomed with for life: 

I'd just say as a finislzing sort of thing thnt I have becorne more cornfortable with 

the labels ... the label itselfand even the disease that has beerz going on through 

my life, you know, I look at it now as more of a something that needs tu be 
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corrected rather than just something that is running my ive. Ir's, you know, I 

don 't have qrlite the s m e  negative feelings that Z did have about it and I feel more 

in control now. 

Reflections: Mental Illness 

Self Concept and Perceptions 

John's illness has been with him so long that he experiences great difficulty in 

removing it from his self-concept even though he is presently working towards this goal. 

He feels it is diffrcult to imagine aspects of his life without some reminder of his illness. 

Up to the point of his latest recovery with depression he really doesn't remember a lot of 

good times in between his stniggles with OCD and depressive episodes: 

Most recently, it (mental illness) cvas, you know, a thing that Z just couldn 't gel 

away from, sornething I am thinking about now, I started tu be able tu rernove 

myselfa little bit, I have some techniq~tes that I have been given to try and relax 

myselfa little bit more and not tttink nlcvays about the disease. 

He often wonders if he might have been a different person had it not been for the 

OCD and depression symptorns in childhood, adolescence, and adulthood. He States that 

the OCD has been such a big aspect of his life that it is tough to see how things might 

have been without it. He talks about the difficulty in knowing what Iife would have been 

like without the OCD because growing up with OCD is al1 he knows, and thus c m  only 

surrnise how things might have been for him had he not developed it. Although he feels 

his expenence with OCD and depression has resulted in more persond strength and has 

shaped the person he is today; he believes that the negatives outweigh the positives. He 
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has often asked himself what he was doing, feeling that he has wasted part of his life; and 

consequently he feels very fmstrated that he wasn't helped earlier. 

In t e m s  of John's desire and necessity to be rid of his OCD and depressive 

syrnptoms, he speaks of himself as going through a "metamorphosis." He attnbutes this 

to psychiatric treatrnent in the form of medications and Electro-Convulsive Therapy 

(ECT). He experienced this as a positive step toward separating himself from the 

presence of his mental illness syrnptoms. 

John spoke of his experience with dmgs and alcohol as a teenager and how much 

this has molded his persona, both professionally and personally. In thinking about his 

expenence with dmps and dcohol, he often wonders if he rnight have become a different 

person had he not indulged in dmg and alcohol use in his early years: 

It (i.e., the drug and alcohol use) was fairly intense and it was a part of my life for 

a number of years and I look back on those years, and tvonder sorneiimes i f1  

hadn'r done those things that I had done I would have been a much dzfferent 

person ... it ,vas something I became Xmown for. Ii was part of rny persona. It was 

not something that Z tvanted tu give up at all. 

Nonetheless, John adrnits to liking this experience at the time and had Iittle motivation to 

quit his habits regardless of the personal consequences. He feels there is no getting away 

from the impact of his illness on his personality today: 

In a generd w y ,  it's sorr of definad, ah, my being in a way since I kvas young. 1 

have had a label, or have had the experiences of having the depression and, ah, 

obsessive cornp~rlsive disorder, ah, and it ' s  something that has followed me.. . But, 

ihose labels and those experiences rend to follow me in a persona1 way and in a 
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social tvay. The people that I know and the way that I think has been molded 

sometvhat by the experiences that I have had with the mental health system and 

with my own sort of trials with my illness itse6 It has definitely had an efect of 

the tvay that I think and the way that I act. 

Aitbough John's experience with drugs, alcohol and rnental illness played a major 

role in his personality development, he believes that abstinence from dmgs and alcohol 

has given him a better handle on things that were once clouded by the use of 

psychoactive substances. 

Losses and Frustrations 

John experienced a professional loss in that he had to resign his teaching 

responsibilities for an extended period of time because of the acuteness of his illness: 

It's been very drflcult in that way, you know, being a professional, and i feel like 

I've been letting my staff and the children in my clcrss down, that sort of thing. I 

ho t v  they 're in good hands, and I have corne from a very srnail school with a 

very smatl stafltvho are very supportive and I consider to be good friends of 

mine.,. I have moments of guilt and want to be able to be involved more, but I 

know that I can 't and this is the best way now with someone in the classroom 

doing what they are doing with the children. i can't do it so someone else is. 

John had concerns about his peers perceiving his work as substandard as his illness 

progressed. He believed his performance as a teacher was below his capability, which in 

effect severed as a "breakingpoinz" for him to attend to his mental iIlness difficulties. 

Reflecting back on this time, John adrnits to a number of losses and frustrations 

including poor attention and concentration, memory loss, sick time from work, rnissed 
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appointrnents, mood changes, and poor hygiene. Overall, he was most fmstrated with a 

decrease in mentiil capacity whereby he could not fulfill his professional responsibilities: 

Very frtistrating, being a teacher, I guess ir kvas part of rny personaliry I like to 

read, I think about things ... and I like to think of myselfas a fair@ bright 

individual at most rimes, but not being able to have that function.. . it sometimes 

becornes very vety fr~istrating. 

Another loss that had a huge impact on John's persond life was his inability to 

qualify for mortgage insurance because of his illness. His most pressing concern with 

this was the fact that his wife would have the burden of the cost of their home should he 

die. He expressed great frustration with this wondering how this rnight cany on into 

other things as he and his farnily proceeds through life. His overall feeling about the 

impact of his mental illness label is expressed in the following passage: 

I know that sometimes the label c m  follow you through the course of your life, 

but, ah, hopefully nfter a certain period of tirne, you knorv within five yeai-s, or ten 

years, thnt you haven 't had this problern, then maybe they are willing to wipe the 

slate clenn so to speak. Zt is a bit like a bad credit card, and there is not a lot you 

can do about it. It's, you know, once it's there, it is on the record. 

Memory loss was another source of fmstration for John. At the height of his 

illness, both pnor to and while in hospital, he often was unable to keep track of dates, or 

who visited him from one day to the next. In fact, his concentration and attention for 

things was affected dating back to early childhood when his  obsessive-compulsive 

disorder was at its worst. He felt that his mentai preoccupations interfered with his 

ability to do diings because he was thinking about other things, resulting in extreme 
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fmstration. This experience of fmstration was expressed in an earlier quote found at the 

top of page forty-eight. 

Not being able to control his syrnptorns of OCD, John often suffered silently, 

fearing the occurrence and disclosure of his liabits should someone find him out. He had 

a sense of something being wrong with him because of his OCD. He was not able to 

understaad or comrnunicate this to anyone for fear of being judged, or something-terrible 

happening, as a result of self- disclosure. When he reflects upon this penod of time, he 

does so with great frustration, regret, and sorrow at having to go through the OCD 

expenence. Furthemore, he expressed concem at anyone else ever having to go through 

the same thing: 

I look back now that I am a little older and see yourselfwhen I was younger. I 

feel sorry for rnyself--because I wouldn 't want nny child to go tnroccgh whar 1 had 

gone through as fur as the OCD goes, becacrse I know ir was extrernely frustrating 

for me and, ah, you know, i wouldn ' t  wish that upon my worst enemy. 

H e  often expresses great frustration in allowing his OCD to go on for so long 

without asking for help, and not receiving the help he needed from professionals. 

Nonetheless, he acknowledged that he is partly responsible since he couid not 

communicate his problems to anyone. He feels he has wasted, or lost a lot of life because 

of the OCD, often asking what it was that he was doing. However, he was unable to stop, 

or do anything about his illness syrnptoms, fearing the possible consequences of being 

discovered. John admitted to often trying to hide his OCD habits by making up stories as 

to why he was doing this, or that behavior, so he didn't have to tell what was really going 

on with him. 
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John also experienced great fnistration with some family mernbers and others in 

that he didn7t feel they really understood his mental illness. He felt there was a lot of 

misinterpretation, causing him increased frustration in coping with his own experience. 

Although he acknowledges al1 this now, he informed me that others noticed changes in 

him before he did. Subsequently, this resulted in further frustration for him because 

others were always asking him if he was alright when he himself thought he was fine. He 

didn7t realize he was regressing in his illness, and thus was unable to appreciate others' 

concem for him. 

Stigmatization related to John's OCD was a source of great frustration and 

embarrassment. He was quite guarded about his OCD, constantly worrying about what 

others rnight think fearing they might get the wrong ideas. Even when he came to the 

attention of a psychiatrist as an adolescent and young adult, he still did not disclose his 

OCD. Only recently has he been able to deal with his OCD in treatrnent with his current 

psychiatrist, 

John experienced the feeling of being regarded and spoken to differently because 

of his mental illness experience. He felt that neither he, nor others, would know quite 

what to say to each other, making for some very awkward moments. Although he 

describes some of these moments as subtle, he still felt others were judging him, or  

perceiving him as being messed up: 

Well, with the label, some people you know, imrnediately get a bit, sort of 

wondering you know, mental illness, well, that doesn 't sound good at all. Should 

my daughter be seeing this boy? 1s this a goodfi-iend for this person to have? 
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In asking John if he believed people were actually saying and thinking such things of 

him, or was his mind just working overtime, he replied: 'Y think it kvas a little of both. Z 

don 't  have any direct proof that people were, yo u know, saying 'don 't  play wirh John 

because he is messed up. ' Indirectly, I felt that was going on a little bit." 

His perception that others regarded hirn as a little messed up left him feeling not very 

good because he didn't feel that it was his fault. He felt that he couldn't do anything 

about the depression or OCD, 

John adrnits to going through a wild tirne for a few years pnor to high school. He 

attributes this partly to adolescence, and partly to 'Sust not caring" because of the 

difficulties he was going through at the time. He felt that there was a time with the OCD 

when he sort of "smashed" into adolescence, making things very messy, leaving him 

feeling very anb- a lot of the tirne, resulting in increased use of drugs and alcohol to deal 

with his emotional distress. 

Irrespective of the s t i p a  John has experienced in response to his rnentai illness 

label, he now feels a sense of relief that his OCD has been diagnosed and is finally being 

treated. Because of this he is not too concerned with what others think, feeling the most 

important thing to hirn is to just feel better. 

Retationships and Isolation 

John had much to say about the impact of his mental illness on his relationships. 

Since his mental illness experience dates back to early childhood and continued onward 

into adulthood, the impact of this on relationships has been significant. As a child when 

his OCD first began, he denies any significant relationship problems in terms of conflicts 

with anyone. However, he did feel isolated and distressed by his OCD symptoms since 
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he was unable to articulate, or tcilk about his experience. Later in Iife he experienced 

some anger toward others, family, and professionals, at not being able to help him with 

his OCD. Nonetheless, he acknowledged that his inability to ask for help was in part 

responsible for the lack of support given by others. 

As an adolescent, John expenenced great relational dificuIties with his mother. 

This was often over his d m g  and alcohol use that he now acknowledges as a coping 

mechanism for his OCD and depressive syrnptoms. He feels that kis relationship with his 

mother was more strained than his relationship with his father. John attributes this to his 

father's busy work schedule as a physician, thus limiting his availability at home leaving 

the disciplinary role to his mother. In reflecting upon his relationship with his mother 

during his tumultuous teens, at which time he used a lot of dmgs and alcohol, John States: 

1 was pretty rorcgh tu get along with family wise and would do some things that 

were not the mosr henlthy tlzings to do to myself.. .l kvas not violent, but defilzitely 

had some h o s t i l i ~  especially towards mother.. . well I was taking it out on nzy 

mother to some extent .. -1 felt that she was inte~fering with the tvay things should 

be plclying o~it  in my Ife ... 1 didn ' t  feel I was being given eno~cgh latitude tu work 

within at the t h e .  

Upon entering university John reports a decrease in his hostile feelings and poor 

relations with his rnother, but it hasn't been until recently that they have begun to discuss 

his past. More recently, he has examined the impact of his illness on his maniage 

relationship. He speaks of the responsibility his wife has had to assume because of his 

mental illness experience. 
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She had to deai with a lot of things besides her nomal work ioad and what have 

you when I was incapacituted really, for a coriple of months she took on the role ... 

she did aii the calling and setting up of what ever needed to be set zrp and 

bnsically becarne the person that took care of everything rnther than us sharing. 

She had to deal with aZi those sorts of things ... she did very well, but it was a 

stressf~d tirne for her. 

John has struggled in talking about his mental illness with his wife. In asking about this 

possible obstacle in vocalizing his interna1 experience with mental illness syrnptoms he 

States: 

Yeah, I think that is part of it [not being understood]. I t  is not like something too 

vyou  explain sornething to sornebody like in n textbook and they go, oh, I ger it 

now. Unless you have gone through if, I don 't think people could actually 

understand what you are talking about. 

In light of what both John and his wife have had to contend with, he believes they have 

done well as a family. 

John's relationship with his one-year-old son becarne very significant in Iight of 

his mental illness. Although he denies any adverse effects of his illness on this 

relationship, his son was just a year old when he was at the lowest point of his illness. 

Aithough experiencing great happiness with visits from his son (and others), this caused 

him great anguish since he was unable to feel and respond to his son in the ways he 

wanted. 

John expressed concern about his son picking up kis OCD habits: ''1 think about 

him a lot, and you know, about my compulsions and that sort of thing and how they are 
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interferhg with my relationship wifh him." Cognizant of the literature on Ieaming 

models of behavior, and the genetic vulnerability for transmitting mental illness within 

families, John often womes that his son may already have the '~precursors" to OCD. For 

this reason, he works very hard at curbing his OCD habits in the presence of his son, 

however difficult this may be at times. 

On the positive side, John reports that the birth and presence of his son is a major 

motivating factor in resolving his mental iiiness symptoms, so that his son is not affected 

by his condition. He talks about the love he feels for his son and the positive relationship 

he has with him: 

I love him more than anything, he is just the greatest thing and because I have 

been off work for nwhile I have been able tu spend more tirne with him. . .I  am able 

tu look afier Aim and we have a good relationship and my wife and I spend as 

much time as rve c m  with him obviously. 

Even when John has some difficult days with his depression or OCD, he is still able to 

interact and play with his son. 

John had a strong experience of isolation resulting from his mental illness. Hïs 

first experience with feeling cut off from others was at the age of five or six years old 

when his OCD habits f i s t  begun. Reference to this experience is found on the top of 

page fifty-two where John describes his earliest memory of OCD. John had a lot of 

concerns in voicing his OCD symptoms because of his ignorance of what was happening 

to him, and fear that if he spoke about it, something even worse might happen. This left 

him feeling very alone and isolated from others. 
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As John's depressive symptoms propssed in adolescence, he reports further 

isolation. He spoke of being very rnuch a loner. He felt he was his own best Company 

cornforting hirnself with activities such as journal wriîing, poetry, refiective thinking, md 

dmgs and aicohol. He became most uncornfortable in social crowds, often avoiding them 

altogether. He attnbutes this to his illness and an introverted personaiity that prefers 

solitude and socializing within smaii circles of close family and fnends. 

Insights and Awareness 

In talking about his relief in receiving his OCD diagnoses, John expressed an 

insightf'ul awareness of the impact of a mental illness, particularly on his life: 

I know rvhat I am dealing with ... I know what it's like and tvhat it can do to you 

and I a m 4  don ' t  like it going on in my body and what have you, but at the same 

tirne, I know what it is about. At lenst 1 know it is not something else. 

John believes his mental illness has had such a significant influence on his 

persona that it basically ruled his life for a long tirne: 

I alrvays knew it was a big part of my Ive yori know, thnt it was really ruling my 

life. Thinking back on it rzow, I can sort of look nt it over the time period and see 

horv things have evolved where I couldn 't do that so much rvhen I was younger 

because it wns just less time you know ... I look back, and sometimes I guess I feel 

sorry for rnyselfin awciy. I feel sorry that n child nt that age had to go through 

some of the fhings that I did.. .I just wouldn 't tvant to wislz that on any child o f  

that age because, you know, it just didn 't do nzy childhood any good. 

Prior to John's first serious panic attack, he very much believed that a lot of his 

physical symptoms (breathing difTiculties, dizzy speIls, racing heart, numbness and 
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tingly) were related to some medical condition such as a bad heart or  something of the 

sort. It wasn't until his first major panic attack resulting in a visit to the hospital 

emergency that he finally realized that it was his mental state rather than his medicai state 

that was the problem- Zn speaking to the connection between his panic like symptoms 

and the development of panic disorder he States: 

It did become a litrle more ncute at school and 1 guess this is where most people 

were saying things and my w$e kvas also saying, you know, are you alright just 

becasise of the changes in nzy mood obviously she was seeing as  weil. I started 

having-- sort of d i w  spells, or disassociated sort of spells and becarne concemed 

about that as well ... anyway, it culminated when basically I had those first panic 

crttnck sessions and came to realize and put the pieces together. 

When John reflects on the impact of his drug and alcohol use on his mental state, 

particularly in his adolescent years, he now reaiizes how it both delayed and sabotaged 

any attempts in having his psychiatric issues treated. 

I think 1 wodd Iie nfraid and have been cnutioned fairly severely about taking 

alcohol or other drugs (illegal) while taking these medications and what have 

you. I would be afraid to do that.. . I want to get better.. . I feel pretty much like 1 

felt-- not very good for basically my whole IïJe and I am not going to mess that up 

by reverting to some of things that I used to do ... l have sort of weaned myself 

front that sort of thing. 

John also realized the negative impact of his drug and alcohol use on his personal 

relationships as well as his psychiatric treatment, stating: 
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I just started feeling bad all the time, or feeling worse and worse and didn 't want 

tu be that way, and of course when I got rnarriedfive years ago and, you AWOW, I 

was with my wife for a couple of years before that. Obviously you can 't s t q  in a 

henlthy relationship with that going on. 

In asking him to consider the difference in his awareness of his mental illness 

issues between his adolescence years and his current experience in relation to his dmg 

and aicohol use he States: 

1 feel like now 1 have a better handle on tvhat is going on. Not that I can do 

anything about it, but I do feel more in tuned (as you say) with what is going on 

with my body and not blurred by the alcohol and drugs and what have you. 

John feels his abstinence from dnigs and alcohol has heightened his body awareness, 

allowing him not to confuse mental and physicai reactions secondary to his internal state 

versus reactions secondary to alcohoi and dmg use: 

I can tell when something is going on mentally, or physically in my body because 

it is going on, it is not being done because 05 you know, taking this or taking that 

or wlzat ever arzd also some of the drugs like caffeine and what have you, I have 

been warned ofitvhich 1 have reactions to as well. 

In response to his awareness of the impact of his alcohol and cimg use on his 

mental health, John adopted a positive change in both his behaviour, and attitude toward 

substance abuse and the management of his mental heaith, respectiveIy. 

I started eliminnting all those things from the list of things that I know that if 

sonzething is happening and there is something going on--1 am, you Anow, 

chances are it is the beginning of an anxieîy attack, or I had better get that 
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checked out,..I am told to watch for waming signs for certain things, and 1 am 

still like, like I rnentioned, still concerned about my health to some extent because 

of what I did to my body that number of yenrs. 

During one of his hospitalizations in being treating for a major depressive episode 

he relayed an interesting experience of a CO-patient that spoke very deeply to his 

experience of his mental illness, particulady his OCD. This patient he speaks of was 

thought to have obsessive-compulsive traits indicative of OCD, which is one of John's 

psychiatnc diagnoses: 

When I kvas in hospital there wns n fellow that was probably around midcile aged. 

He han very systernntic ritualized things abolit brushing his teeth and you Axotv, 

how he ran the water and how he, you knotv, put the toothbrush on the 

counter ... and he would be very slow and methodical and I felt you know, 'yo~tr 

messed ~ t p  '. 1 tvouldn 't say that to him obviously, but I tvas thinking it.. . but I 

realized that I do the same rhings jus1 in a different way. It is not as overtly you 

LTOCV. 

John went on to say that although he too still has his own obsessions and compulsions, 

his increased awareness of how his illness is expressed and the impact it has had on his 

life has definitely resulted in better control and management of his syrnptoms: 

I think that because of the medication and becacise partly I have a one year old 

boy, and partly because I am just extremely frustrated with the whole thing, some 

have been more controlled is the word, but 1 have elirninated, or tried to eliminate 

some of those classic ones I have had, or trïed to think about not doing them. 
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To elaborate on John's awareness of both the desire and need to change he 

described hirnself as going through sornething of a metamorphosis in himself. He 

attributes this to a combination of factors, 

My desire to want to change, and you know, really get control of some of the 

OCD things.-.or the necessis, and just sort offrnally saying, you know, enough is 

enough. 1 c m  't, you know, go on like this and operate in the nomal way in the 

social, emotional and professianal basis--you know, su--but there has been a 

metamorphosis in myselfover the past number of months. I think that the 

medication along with the Electro Convulsion Therapy (ECT), um, helped as well 

to sort O$ lm,  levei the playing fies so to speak. Zt sort of greased some of the 

more negative memories that I have had, recent mernories that I had um, sort of 

left a blank slate in some ways with the mind. 

Aithough he believed his own intemal resources, the need to change and desire to change, 

were essential in his recovery: the input of his psychiatrist, psychologist, and treatrnent 

plan (Le., medication and ECT) were just as significant. 

John expressed a number of things he has learned in his experience of living with 

a mental illness: 

I guess 1 have learned dlrerent things in direrent ways about the illness in a 

persona1 way. I've learned more about the depression itse &..the dynamics of 

how it works and that sort of thing as well. Um, und about the medications and 

how they work and don't work ... as well on digerent facets of the disease, but, um, 

in a general way, I have learned a lot of things about myselfbecause going 

through this over the past nlcmber of years. Things about, I am trying to think of 
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the word, about limitations and, ah, that son of thing about social relationships 

and about, ah, varions different things I grress. I'm having a hard time making 

this. 

In talking fùrther about this experience John sumrnarizes his insights as a result of his 

mental illness experience: 

The whole thing I guess is son of brought together with the experience I have had 

with the health care systern, and with the personal experience with the disease 

itself. I have, you know, corne to understand more about the disease of depression 

and more about OCD. It has helped to make things a bit clearer in rny mind how 

to work with myselfand try, and, ah, make things betrer especially with the 

obsessive comptilsive. The depression is more of a medicinal thing in hnrmony I 

guess with the exercise and that sort of thing. 

Although he has expressed great insights in what he has Iearned about himself and his 

experience of a mental illness, he is nonetheless just as aware of the work ahead in 

reaching hl1  recovery: 

Li$e is a little bit diflcult trying to ger rid of sorne of these things. It's a new 

experience, but it's, ah, like you say, it's like 'leaving an old friend', because it 

hasn 't been very friendly at tirnes, but it's, at otlzer rimes, its nice to have the 

relief of you know, finally tmkling sorne of these things that I have been 

struggling with, but, ah, at the same t h e ,  it is d~flcul t  letring go. 

In asking John how this new experience is for hirn, he States: 

It feels good for the most part, it sort of chimes in well with, ah, you Anow, around 

the time of the birih of rny new son, you know, I was sort of sick ut the tirne but I 
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kvas making some ciecisions that I wanted to get the OCD, and the depression of 

course as well, yorr h o w ,  under control and, ah, 1 really wanted to make some 

progress with the OCD because I didn't want it to have an impact on rny son's life 

and our relationship. Ir kvas just the beginning of his 1rJfe. So, it 's really been a 

new beginning sort of for both of us. 

Reactions: Others 

In reference to John's OCD symptoms that began in early childhood, he recaiis 

his parents not really being that aware of what was going on with him. There were 

occasions where they would question a particular behavior, but he felt this was more out 

of curiosity than serious concern. He recalls his mother making fun of some of his OCD 

behavior, unaware chat it was part of a mental illness. His description of this is included 

as part of a quote found at the top of page fifty-two. 

In terms of the role John's mother played in response to his illness and problems 

associated with that he States: "My mother kvas involved in an outside way, but sometimes 

she was caught up wirh the problem rather tlzan the solution- let me put it that ~vay, I 

don't know the exact thing, but she kvas less willing to accept the fact that I wns having 

problems. " 

John attributes some of this to the fact that his mother fulfilled the disciplinarian 

role more than his father, stating: 

Because he worked long ho~rrs at the job that he did, he wasn 't as available to 

the children sometirnes as rnctch as he ~vanted to be, but when crisis sitcrations like 

that came up he was more available, and he definitely took over that sort of role 

when needed. 
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AIthough John's father was not as available to him durhg his  youth he still felt he was 

supportive and a good role mode1 for both him and his siblings. It was his father who 

connected hirn to psychiatry when his mental illness problems began in his youth. He 

spoke of his father as: "a very fair man, and a good role mode1 for rnyselfand rny 

siblings, and perhaps that is why some of them followed in the medical field as well.. . My 

father always carne to my aid in that respect and has been very concemed- I mean for ail 

his children, he is n very urzderstnnding and gentle man." 

Now that John is an adult he feels his wife has sornewhat replaced the role of his 

parents in terms of who is most involved with his illness. This sometimes carries over 

even to his treatrnent plan with his current psychiatrist. He States: 

Nor-v it is my wife, and sometirnes our one year old son has corne to the 

appointments-not every appointment- but sometimes- and that will help 

sometirnes because she (r-vrJfe) rvants tu be involved and see what is happening, 

and she sometirnes can shed light on cvh~t has been going on at home better than 1 

cm,  or from a differetzt perspective. 

John felt that others usually noticed his illness symptoms long before he did. This 

was particularly me with his depressive symptornatology. 

Wzen I get into those stages I don 't  really want to . . . its ' ~tsually other people that 

make the diagnosis for rnyself,..other people saw me slipping into this depression 

long before I realized rnyselftlrat I r-vas getting as far into it as I was ... There were 

little episodes and little things, people were always asking me i f1  was feeling 

ulright and that sort of thing, and I kvas thinking '1 wonder why she bothered 
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saying that' because I tvoutd feel alright, and you knorv, that sort of thing. 

Obviously people satv that my mood kvas changing. 

John recalls his wife and CO-workers noticing changes in his mood and general well- 

being often asking him if he felt ail right. His response was to usuaily brush this off, 

often wondering why people were expressing concern. Initially, he thought he must look 

a Little run down. He still did not buy into the fact that he was headed for a major 

depressive episode until he Ianded in hospital. 

When John experienced his second major depressive episode, others noticed 

changes not just in his mood, but changes in his memory and generai ability to function. 

He was forgetting about scheduled appointrnents, both work and non-work related, and 

was neglectful of his personai groorninghygiene practice. He feels h i s  poor memory 

function worsened just before his hospitalization: 

I was having more and dificulty with recalling events and dates and things that 

happened. And that seemed to continue to spiral downward as far as having that 

ability to r-ecall, and carne to sort of an apex when I kvas in hospital. 

John believed his memory problems were partly due to his iliness, and partly to his 

medication treatment. He recalls this being a source of frustration for his family and 

people in general: 

There was a couple times when people had corne in and I wasn't sure ifthey had 

actually been there, or had been there a day before, or a week before ... I know it 

was frustratirtg to other people. It indicated to other people that I rvas having 

problerns when I would Say- you know, like, well you have this test on Wednesday, 

and I wouldn't know if it was Tuesday, or Monday, or what day of the week it 
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kvas, so that kvas sornetirnes frustrating ro them beca~tse they would have to tell me 

several times. 

In an overali way, John feels people in his fife, extending from farnily and inends 

to CO-workers, were very supportive. There were times when some extended family 

members were leery to ask him directly about his illness in fear of stimng things up. 

John recalls sorne people questioning his ability at the time to properly care for his own 

child, or  whether he should be alone with his son during his bouts with depression. 

However, aside from occasional concerns, he experienced a lot of support from al1 those 

personally involved with him. 



CHAPTER 7: DATA 

PETER 

Peter is a twenty-two year old male who lives at home with fis parents and holds 

two jobs while attending university. Although Peter reported having many friends and 

being involved in many sports, he d s o  adrnitted to being prone to pessirnism, often 

worrying and fretting about things that would not be of concem to others. He ais0 felt 

that he was a bit insecure, suffering from low self-esteem throughout his life. He told me 

that he was the type of person who always wanted to help others, and often did help his 

high school friends, He said that his mother once cornrnented about the many female 

friends that would cal1 to cry on his shoulder and request his support. At the time Peter 

experienced his mental health difficulties, he said, " I  always wanted tu help others, 1 kvas 

now asking rnysee what about me? Now I need help. " 

Peter's first experience with psychiatrie symptoms came when he had a severe 

panic attack while vacationing in Florida- His syrnptoms at the time included breathing 

difficulties, perspiration, a racing heart and an unexplainable sense of f e z  While 

shopping at a sporting goods store, Peter witnessed a news report on a TV, which showed 

a car race in Toronto where an accident had killed a crowd member. At this time, Peter's 

father was in Toronto, and he suddenly panicked thinking that the person killed in the 

stands of the racecar crash was his father. He irnmediately made contact with home. His 

mother reassured hirn that his father was nowhere near the crash and was completely 

safe. Peter reports that his panic symptorns subsided shortly after speaking with his 

mother, and he had no further episodes during the remainder of his trip, or for two 

months until his next panic attack. 
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Peter's next experience with panic disorder symptoms occurred within the first 

few months of starting university. While sitting in a classroom he suddenly experienced 

the sarne symptoms he did in Fiorida dong with some tearfùlness. He fled the classroom, 

escaping to the restroom, and subsequently telephoning his mother for support and 

reassurance that he was okay. 

Peter's panic attacks continued a number of times over the course of the next two- 

to-three months. His parents finaily convinced him, despite his reluctance, to see his 

family doctor. Although he did not feel like his usual self, and noticed changes in 

himself including: low mood; decreased motivation; and social isolation, he resented 

others' concern about him, often pushing people away not wanting to face that he was 

unwell. 

Peter originally thought that his doctor would just give [himl a "smack in the 

head", figuratively speaking, of course, telling hirn to corne on and get with it. To his 

surprise, while visiting with his doctor, he realized things were much worse than he bad 

imagined. His doctor diagnosed hirn as having panic disorder and depression that would 

require medication and the attention of a psychiatrist. His doctor referred hirn to a 

psychiatrist, and agreed to see hirn on a weekly basis for supportive counseling until the 

psychiatrist was available. 

During Peter's first visit to his psychiatrist he was informed irnrnediately about 

his diagnoses of depression and panic disorder, and was prescribed an antidepressant 

medication to treat bis psychiatric symptorns. This initial treatment lasted for over one 

year. Peter said he was included in the decision-making regarding his treatment (Le., the 

medication therapy) and time needed with his psychiatrist. 



Peter informed me that he continued on medication for sometime after he began 

to feel better, and slowly decreased his medication and treatment sessions with the 

psychiatrist as he made progress. He was on medication for a year or so, and continued 

therapy for about the same period of time. When interviewed, he had been off 

medication and had not required the service of his psychiatrist for over a year. At the end 

of the interview process, and to this day, Peter continues to do well. 

The Experience of a Mental Illness 

Diaonostic Label 

Initially, Peter had quite a negative reaction to seeing a psychiatrist, not to 

mention receiving a psychiatric label to describe his experience with sad moods and 

panic syrnptoms. His first reaction in visiting a psychiatrist was: " 1 thought I tvas.. .this 

is rock bottom. I'm off to a psychiatrist, and they send crazy people tu a psychiatrist. " 

Peter felt the ~ti~gnatizing effects irnrnediately, envisioning the stereotypical things one 

would about seeing a psychiatnst. He States: 

The couch, you know, him (psychiatrist) sitting in the chair with ci pad and 

glasses, the dock on the mantel, just expecting al1 those things. And ttrat's not 

what happened There was paper eveyvhere and-. ..more like a business ofSrce. 

Peter was diagnosed irnmediately with depression and panic disorder, and reacted to this 

diagnosis: 

Depression.. .almost felt worst.. . based frorn whai you see on TV and media. 

Origirznlly, I didn 't tI2 ink of rnyself as depressed-- fumily doctor didn 't really Say 

that directly-- just asked if1 felt sud-- feel he was warming nze up for the 

psychia trist. 
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Although Peter still has a bit of an aversion to the term "mental iliness", he now feels it 

was probably necessary in order to get the proper treatrnent. He admits to feeling 

cornfortable enough with the idea of a mental illness and receiving professional help. He 

agreed that he would seek this out should he ever become mentally il1 in the future. 

Lastly, he cornmunicated a comfort in recommending others to a psychiatrist, without 

reservation, should they ever become il1 with a mental illness. He states, "my attitude 

rrow about mental health professional--no stigma, that is what they are there for-- trained 

to do what they do ... 1 would tell people to go for help-- thnt's what they (psychiatrist) are 

there for. 

S ti,ama 

Peter was initially horrïfied by having to visit a psychiatrist and even worse by the 

assignment of a "mental illness label." Not only did he question his own mental stability, 

wondering if in fact he was crazy, but he also becarne very preoccupied with reactions 

from others regarding his illness. In response to asking him if he was concemed about 

others' perception of him in having a mental illness, he states: "That's right, tvhnt other 

people tvould think Everyone has seen psychiatrist and the people in hospitals (mental), 

like, "One Flew Over the Cuckoo 's  Nest. " 

Eventually, Peter felt more cornfortable about sharing his mental illness concerns 

with a professional. However, he very much feared judgement from his peers or non- 

professional individuals: "1 feared friends judging me, so I didn ' t  renlly go into details 

with them. 1 kvas still trying to understand myself-- not really cleur on the lechnicalities. " 
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Until the point of recovery from his illness, Peter remained selective about whom he 

chose to confer with regarding his illness expenence, limiting it mostiy to his psychiatnst 

and farnily members. 

Fears - 
Because of the shorter penod of tirne Peter's lived with a mental illness, his fears 

and concerns were not as abundant as John's and Alexis's. His main fear was about the 

specific panic symptoms and not understanding what was happening to him. His second 

main fear or concern was the s t i p a  associated with a mental illness. 

In having his first panic attack during his trip to Florida, he became so frightened 

that he called his mother immediately: 

Okay. Thej'irst incident I remember nctually was n panic attnck, or things that 

kind of set me ofl  I wns in Florida, and nry dad cvns in Toronto. I was in Florida 

with my girlfriend, arzd I kvas nt a sports store and I looked up on the television. 

and at the Toronto Molson Indy car race a crecv worker had died, and someone in 

the stands hnd died as well in an accident, arzd I just remernber iosing it--1ike I 

had to call Toronto from Florida and track down my dad in Toronto. I just 

thought it was him, . . He was at the race in Toronto, and I was in Tampa Bay. 

And I had to track Izim down, it took me a fetv hours to track him down. And I 

don 't knocv what cnused it (panic attack). It 's just the first incident I remember, 

trying to track him down. 

Peter's second panic attack occurred in a university cIassroom during the 

beginning sernester of his freshman year. He recalls feeling so frightened that he escaped 
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to the restroom in an attempt to calm himself. He was so fe-1 that he caiied his mother 

for support: 

There tuas a washroorn room right there, and there was a pay phone right across. 

So I used the washroorn and then called rny rnother and talked to her, and she 

cdmed me clown. And then I went back to class. But, it didn ' t  work, beca~rse like 

an hour later I would be cvalking around and the sarne thing happening again 

feeling 'what is going on with me?' 

Peter's second main concern regarding his illness was fear of the sti,gnatizing 

effect. He felt others would judge him, or think that he was weird should his iilness 

become public knowledge. He consequently remained quite protective of how much and 

with whom he confided: "they 'd ask 'what's going on, ' I'd Say 'nothing '. 1 really 

thorrght others were jrcdging me and thought I kvas rnessed up. " 

Peter's fear of judgement from others continued throughout the period of hïs 

illness. However, he did admit at the time of the interviews that should he, or  any one 

that he knows, ever becorne afflicted with a mental illness, he would freely advise and 

encourage them to seek psychiatrie treatment. 

Symptorn Experience 

Depression and Panic Disorder 

Ln speaking about his first two panic attacks, Peter describes how he felt at the 

time: 

The f'lrst t h e  was Nz Jctly, and then that wo~rld be in the fall when I started 

universiîy. It was my first year. I j~tst started getting worked up, worried about 

things a lot more, and worried about not gerting my assignrnents dane. But 1 
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thought ail this tvas normal that strtdents fottnd, worrying about not ge thg  

assignrnents done, not studying eno~tgh. I tvas in a program thar I really didn't 

 ind der stand and I reczlly didn 't tvant to be in. I )vas in commerce. I started of f  in 

commerce, which cvas a big mistake. 

When Peter started to have panic attacks at school he believed that it had to do 

with school being too much for him: "1 just thought it tvas school. I thought 1 needed 

more time ro adjust ro crniversity.. . I blamed universiiy. I thought it kvas that that set me 

off-,..I thought I was the only one." 

Eventually, Peter7s feeling of both depression and panic symptoms extended to 

non-school settings where he was having crying episodes: 

I jtrsr got tu the point where I storted to cry a lot more, there would be panic 

attacks of crying ...j ust like, driving home, I would just kind of break down- And 

shows on television would make me cry-- you know, snappy ttzings that tvodd 

never have done rhat before. I j~rst starred to cry, and have these panic attacks, 1 

kvas sad a lot and crying and I wouldn 't have done anything abo~rr it but my mom 

and dad made an appointment with my family doctor, and said "yocr 're going ", 

and they drove me, they walked me into the room and sat there tvith me. 

Peter's reaction to his low mood, particuIarly his crying spells, made him feeI 

very weak: 

It's a bit old fashiorzed, but like guys cveren ' t  supposed to feel like this-- weren 't 

srrpposed to cry ... I thought I was tveak, really weak- Really not going to make it 

in life ... like I just felt weak and 1 felt worthless and my self-esteern wns low. And I 
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didn 't want to be bothered with anybody else becarrse I didn 't think--you know, I 

deserved to be with nnyone else. 

In terrns of how Peter experienced his depression, he said: "Very &rk, sa&- waking up 

every day or not tvanting to wake ... but nor ivanting to give up. I had to push myself-- 

exhausting, 1 just felt like collapsing but still kept going. I always got selfgoing. " 

Peter experienced great diffrculties in coping with his depression and panic symptoms, 

voicing that he would have rather had the flu because of the mental pain and challenges 

in overcoming his mental illness. 

Peter felt he lost control of hirnself mentally when he was hit with depression and 

panic symptoms: "That would be the way I tvo~rld describe it, just having no control, like 

a prisoner, being forced and kicked around by panic." 

In recovery from his mental iHness, Peter described himself now as: "Becoming 

not cooped ~cp or caged up, controlled by this sickness, and now. freedom, relaration, 

happ in ess, Zife. 

Experience of Treatment 

Therapeutic Relations: Famil y Doctor and Ps yc hiatrist 

Peter's experience with treatment includes his contact with both his family doctor 

and psychiatrist. His experience of psychiatrie treatment was limited to his relationship 

with his family doctor, psychiatrist, and medication therapy, since he never was 

hospitalized for his illness. Because bis experience with treatrnent is less (in terrns of 

time) than others in this study, not as much information is offered by Peter on this topic, 

and thus is discussed together as one section. 
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Peter's first contact with a medical professional was with his farnily doctor. 

Because his family doctor provided supportive counseling pnor to his contact with a 

psychiatrist 1 included this contact as part of the therapeutic relations section. He 

described his relationship with his family doctor: "He kvas like a friend and Z could tell 

hirn anything." 

Peter felt his farnily doctor was quite supportive of him throughout his illness, 

fulfiiling the role of a mental health provider in the form a counseling relationship. Even 

though his doctor was often quite busy, he always made time for Peter spending 

anywhere from half-an-hour to an hour with him on a weekly basis. Eventudly, his 

doctor did prescribe an anti-depressant medication for his depressive syrnptoms, however 

the medication did not take effect until he was in treatment with a psychiatrist. 

Peter's first contact with his psychiatrist was in his first year at university at the 

age of nineteen. Although he reported feeling like himself again after one year, he stayed 

in treatment for approximately two years, lessening the contact as he convaiesced. He  

described his first contact with a psychiatrist as a positive experience, feeling 

irnmediately cornfortable in the relationship. He recalls his psychiatrist having a very 

positive and optimistic attitude towards his recovery. This was very reassuring for him 

since this was his first experience with a mental illness, not to mention his first contact 

with a psychiatrist. 

In Peter's first therapy session his psychiatrist reassured him he was curable. He 

drew out on a board a treatment plan for him, explaining what needed to happen and what 

to expect. This included information about his diagnosis, medication therapy, and time 

frames in terms of when he could expect to start feeling better. He recalls his psychiatrist 
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telling him he wasn't even close to being incurable stating, "like I wasn 'r  a Zost cause, 

that I was very treatable, very trentable actually, he assured me," He admitted to feeling 

better immediately in response to the positive reassurïng attitude of his psychiatrkt. 

Peter felt very much a participant in his treatment plan. He attributes this to the 

way his psyctiiatrist involved him in decision-making regarding his treatment of 

rnedication and psychotherapy. For example, his psychiatrist let him control what they 

would talk about in the therapy sessions, o r  when and if the medication needed to be 

changed. He States, "1 had some control over treatment. He'd ask me, 'what do you have 

on your plate this week? ' or 'what do you want to do ... lze let me have some of the 

control. " 

Even though Peter had reservations about seeing a psychiatrist in the early phase 

of his illness, he reported having a very positive experience. He now agrees with the idea 

of receiving psychiatrie treatrnent for emotional or  psychological problems and says that 

he will do so in the future if needed. Furtherrnore, he said he would feel cornfortable in 

recornrnending a psychiatrist to friends or  family who might experience mental health 

problerns. 

Concept of Mental Illness 

Peter shared John's views on the chernical imbalance theory of mental illness, at 

least in the case of depression and panic disorder. This resulted from the psycho- 

education he received on the causes of depression and panic disorder in treatment with 

his psychiatrist: This sickness is like every other. You can see a doctor and be fixed. The 

only part that is diflerent is that it has to do with your brain and your behnvior and things 

like that. 
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Elaborating further on the brain and behaviour relationship, Peter comrnents on 

the dificulties in rnanaging the interactive effects of theses two components: 

I fottnd it a little bir more painfiil like I would rather have had thefltt or  

sornething like l h ~ t  than this, but it's a little bit more painful, a little bit more 

chnllenging to overcome, but it is curable and it's a sickness jtcst like every other 

one. 

Reflections: Mental Illness 

Self Concept and Perceptions 

Peter7s iilness had progressed to the point that he often found himself in tearful 

states to the point of having to remove himself from others. Although he was unable to 

control this and was well aware of how badly he was feeling, he had great difficulty 

escaping the stigma associated with a male crying, further compounding his sense of guilt 

and negativity associated with his depression. He felt like he was not allowed to 

experience depression because of both the stigrna of the iIIness, and the stigma associated 

with a male being vulnerable. This fiirther compounded his already confused and 

torrnented state of rnind. 

Peter's view of his depression, the crying episodes, and the negative feelings 

associated with his illness was that of embarrassment. He befieved it was okay for 

women to get depressed, but not a male-not him. He states: "1 w s  taughr wornen are--it 

is more acceptablefor wornen to be depressed. " His negative self- concept of himself 

because of his illness is spoken to in a previous quote at the bottom of page 104. 
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Peter still thinks it seems funny for a guy to cry and feel depressed because of 

society's expectations and role identifications of males. However, he now beiieves that it 

was important for him to talk about his illness and get it out in the open. 

How Peter views himself and how his life changed following recovery from his 

illness provides an interesting contrast to his original view as stated in the quote above: "1 

like myselfnow and [life] is going really good and I'm hanging arorind my friends now 

and school is going good. I don'r think actually it's ever been betrer." In asking Peter if 

life is different now in terms of what is going on around him, or if it is a matter of having 

a different state of mind, he responded: 

To ansrver your question, 1 wordd say defn itely nothing has changed in the 

outside rvorld, but my state of mind has charzged.. . Now thar rny state of mind has 

changed, I do wnnt to do al1 the things I ~ised to. Like in particular, I was really 

proud of myself when I decided to go to Boston with a g ~ y  I rvork with. We had a 

couple of days off Like I would never have done that, ever. I wotild have talked 

myselfout of it, but I didn ' t  think about this at the time, 

Peter not only changed his self-perception, but his attitude and interest in life 

becarne more positive as his depression decreased. He went on to explain that recovery 

from his depression made him stronger mentally, enablinp him to deai with a lot more. In 

asking him to speak to the change in his perspective from the time of illness to recovery, 

he said: "It's like opening a door--1ike getting out of prison, I guess. " Additional 

reference to this experience was expressed in a quote in the middle of page 105. 
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Losses and Frustrations 

Peter feels that when his depression set in he felt like a different person 

undergoing a major personality change, a person who has lost cornpiete interest in things 

he once enjoyed. This loss of interest sometimes extended to life in general, where he 

expenenced such a sense of hopelessness that he had suicida1 thoughts. Although he 

never made any actual suicide attempts, he admitted to sometimes stopping at a bridge on 

his way home from work and wondenng if he should just jump and end it dl. 

Fortunately, he realized how much this would hurt his family and still had hope that he 

would get better. 

In terms of his professional responsibilities, he experienced great difficulty in 

completing his university exams, resulting in failing grades and an unsuccessful first 

year. He was unable to concentrate, or focus enough to complete assignments, which 

further heled his anxieties, depressive feelings, and sense of hopelessness. 

The fact that Peter chose to attend a different university than his friends (in an 

effort to not be distracted) isolated him further from his replar  support system. 

However, upon recovery, he experienced a major change in his attitude toward school, 

where he no longer wonied about his performance, and was able to complete assignments 

and exarns successfully. 

Peter dso  experienced a sense of stigma with his mental illness that was quite 

frustrating for him. His first response to his diagnosis of depression was: "Oh rny God, 

crazy people go to [psychiatrists]. . . I must be crazy.. . what am I doing ?" His Fust image 

was from that the film "One FIew over the Cocook's Nest". In fact, upon diagnosis of his 

mental illness, he reports feeling "worse" because of the media images associated with 
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depression and mental illness. He was especially embarrassed at having to take 

medication (anti-depressants) for his depression and panic symptoms, refusing to disclose 

this to his friends because he feared he would be judged and that they would think him 

"messed up, " 

Relationships and Isolation 

As s tated earlier, Peter' s first experience with mental illness syrnptoms occurred 

in a classroom setting at university. Unfortunately, this deprived him of his peer-support 

system when it was most needed. In iooking around the classroom setting, he remembers 

feeling very aione, isolated, and like an outsider. The worse his mental illness syrnptoms 

becarne, the more he tended to isolate himself. 

Peter denies ever alienatinp himseIf from friends in the p s t ,  describing this as 

very uncharacteristic behaviour for him; however, this isolation became a cornmon 

occurrence as his symptoms progressed. He admits to not even wanting to be around 

others, saying: 'Y didn 't  even want to bother with others." He experienced both a lack of 

interest and a sense of not feeling like he deserved any attention. In fact, when others 

attempted to support him, he purposely pushed thern away. 

Peter also experienced a change in a romantic relationship and believes his illness 

contributed to its deterioration. Due to the time-constraints on him at work and school, 

and the stress of his depression and panic syrnptoms, he felt unable to maintain the 

responsibilities of a persond relationship and eventually discontinued the relationship. 

He expressed some guilt at how he handled this breakup: "1 dich 't have time for her 

anymore, cvhich I look back and think, wow, in a way 1 was a jerk, but I just had to do 

some stuff'. 
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In tems of Peter's relationship with his family, he Aso pushed them away for a 

while often isolating himself in his room when he wasn't working or at school. He now 

realizes how much his family was trying to help him at the time, but for reasons already 

discussed, he had great difficulty in accepting this support. Fortunately, he was able to 

accept the support of his family, friends, and mental health professionais in the later 

stages of his illness. 

Insights and Awareness 

Peter believes that the teaching and education he received from mental health 

professionals about his  depression and panic disorder was one main insight gained from 

his mental illness experience. For exarnple, learning about the chernical imbalance 

component of depression proved to be a great relief to him, allaying h i s  feus and 

concerns about feeling like some kind of weird crazy person. 

The support and attention from both farnily and professionals was another 

important point of awareness Peter developed following recovery of his illness. 

Well, at the time I didn 't realize the egort, rhe collective effort of everybody while 

trying to help me get berter. With these interviews I've gone back and I've 

realized how my parents have helped me and my friends tried to help me. My 

farnily doctor and eventually DR. ZZ and the psychintrisr, how everybody pitched 

in and helped me. 

It wasn't until Peter was fully recovered from his ilhess that he could appreciate 

the efforts of al1 involved in his care and treatment: 
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I didn 't realize it. When I was fully healed, I guess I had an idea. but notv these 

interviews I can look back and Say, tvotv, they really tried hard, I c m  see that. 

They wanted me tu get berter. 

Peter feeIs his experience with a mentai illness will aiways be with him and 

something he will never forget, In teiiing a fnend about his decision to participate in this 

research study he recails the negative response he received. She expressed concerns, 

wondering why he would want to talk about his illness so openly. She compared his 

participation in such a study to talking about a person's death, the entire tirne suggesting 

he should just move on and put the episode behind hirn. He responded: 

M e n  I am older and I look back on rny life, I will never forger that part. Su, I 

mean it 's always going to be part of my IlFe, I might as well talk about it and 

explain it to help somebody evenrrrally, somewhere. some ivay." 

He went on to Say that now that he is better he would be completely open to answering 

people's questions about his illness and his experience with mental health professionals. 

Peter felt that he was ready to look back on his mentai illness experience when he 

decided to participate in this study: "Yeah, I was ready, I tvas ready tu look back on it 

when I wns done with DR. ZZ. I didn't not want to talk about it. Ifsurneone had a 

questior2, I always ansrvered it. " He didn't feel there was any point in trying to cover up 

his experience: 

Tc get it out in the open and talk about it. Why cover it up? I covered up, and 

look where it got me. I kept everything inside. So, now I try to be more upfront, 

more like this is how I think. 



Reactions: Others 

When Peter's first symptoms of depression began, prior to any psychiatrie 

diagnoses, he recalls receiving a lot of attention from others, mainly his family: "I 

received concem from others, but I didn 't want people's attention, didn 't tvant 

piry ... t~ying to scare me into getting berter, yell, 'kick in the butt ', but that wouldn 't have 

helped either, they tvere genuinely concemed. " Peter dso recalls his parent's fear of 

saying or doing anything that might set hirn off, which served to only heighten their 

concem, 

E s  parents were concemed about the deterioration of his mental status and were 

responsible for his first contact with the medical system making an appointment for him 

with his family doctor. However, he recalls his parents' initiai reaction when the doctor 

said that he needed to see a psychiatrist: "Well, my mom, my parents, like a psychiatrist, I 

believe they felt that this hnd gone way too fur, or what's happening. They thought they 

were at fault, but they weren 't." Peter said that others felt this way as well: "We al1 

thought like, wow, this has carried over ro the nexr level. What 's  wong ? " However, 

when Peter finaily began receiving treatment from a psychiatrist, his mother felt a lot 

better about this. 

Peter's family doctor continued to meet with hirn dunng a three-month waiting 

penod before his first appointment with a psychiatrist: 

Attention from my farnily doctor--d~xerent frorn the psychiatrist, my family doctor, 

I saw hirn once a week, he was like a friend, safer tharz telling others, 

nonjudgmentd, safer, trained physician, not a psychiatrist, professional, but not a 

shrink 
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Because Peter was self-conscious about the stigrna of a mental illness he shared 

very littie about this experience with friends. He did try to explain the theory on 

chernical imbalances and depressive symptomatology to one close friend but to no avaii: 

Well, ifyort try to explain a chernical irnbalance to people who don't have a 

due ... I told my friend, and he was like, 'tvhat's going on?' and 1 thought he was 

goiizg to beat me up sometimes when I told him what was going on, he looked ar 

me like I had terz heads. 

Other than this one fi-iend, Peter did not disdose details of his mental illness experience 

to anyone, and therefore says that he was not treated differently compared to when he 

was well: 'yfriends didn ' t  know exactly-didn 't trent me diflerently, knew something was 

wrong.. . but not exactly." 



C m E R  8: DATA 

ALEXINF 

Alexine, a nineteen-year-old female, was the last to be interviewed in this study. 

During the interviews, she was living at home with her mother and sister and working at 

two part-time jobs. She describes herself as a perfectionist type who always has to be 

busy, and as someone who is easily bored. She spoke of feeling lazy if she doesn't 

compile a list of things to do every day. She has great difficulty relaxing. In fact, she 

typicaliy will go to extrernes with things before she can let go and relax. She spoke of 

going so overboard with her routines and fixations sometimes that she would become 

sick and tired of them to the point of giving them up altogether. 

Alexine also describes herself as a "why" person, having to know and "analyze" 

everything that concerns her. She also thinks of herself as "borderline nosey," wanting to 

know everything about everything. As a child, she says that she was an assertive, 

headstrong, disciplined, regimented, and senous kid who liked to be well organized. 

Alexine believes that her personality today is fairIy con,anient with her chiIdhood 

personality, although she was shyer as an adolescent. In fact, as she entered her teen 

years she becarne more of a Ioner, avoiding friends and social situations. This behaviour 

intensified as her mental illness developed. Although she described herself as open- 

minded and friendIy, she often rejected compliments frorn others doubting and 

downplaying her positive attributes. 

One big difficulty Alexine experienced as a young teen was going through 

puberty. The body and weight changes she experienced at that time were a great source 

of stress for her. Having a very strong bone structure, she exceeded her peers in physical 
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development. This distressed her in that she became preoccupied with her body size, 

particularly her weight. However, Alexine's fmt  body preoccupations occurred long 

before she reached pubeay. As a young child of five or six years old, she recalls having a 

fixation with how her clothes fit. She detested wearing tight-fitting outfits, particularly 

her pants. If an outfit didn't fit just right, she would throw tantrums, immediately 

disrobing, Her reaction to tight fitting clothes was so extreme that her mother took her to 

a child psychiatrist to have this assessed. She doesn't recall what came of this, but hates 

tight-fitting pants to this day. 

Another significant period of body fixation for Alexine came at about the age of 

ten or eleven years of age. She relayed a story in which she became preoccupied with her 

abdomen, thinking it was too big and flabby. This motivated her to do hundreds of sit- 

ups to flatten her abdomen. She even recalls shopping for a girdle with her mother at age 

eleven in an attempt to flatten her abdomen. This was not easy for her since she detested 

tight-fitting clothing, yet her drive for a flatter tumrny won over. She wore the girdles for 

about two years. Given the childhood events discussed so far, it is not surprising that 

Alexine was later diagnosed with Anorexia Nervosa (AN). 

Alexine recalls the beginning stages of her self-imposed diet restrictions shortly 

following puberty. The more stress or perceived stress in her life, the more she would 

restrict her diet. This eventually led to her family doctor refemng her to a local health 

centre. She said that the group just talked about food issues without using any labels. In 

fact, she did not associate herself with the AN label at d l ,  prefemng to think of her food 

and weight issues as just a little problem, certainly not AN. 
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Throughout the one or two years of Alexine's contact with mental hedth 

professionals (nurses, doctors, and occupational therapist) in the EDO c h i c ,  she had 

varying degrees of success and failure with food restriction, compulsive exercise and 

weight fluctuations- Her food restriction and weight Ioss became so  severe that at one 

point she required hospitaiization for a four-month period. It was during this time that 

that Alexine came under the treatment of a psychiatrist. Even then she recalls not being 

given the anorexic label, but feIt the concerns were comunicated indirectly- S he 

believes that perhaps the mental health professionals wanted her to figure it out for 

herself. 

Alexine has not been hospitalized for her eating disorder since the one period 

discussed above, yet still struggles with eating disorder thoughts and behaviours, albeit 

much less so than when she was in hospital. She still requires the attention of her 

psychiatrist in working out issues of her EDO, but is much more focused on the origins, 

or why she developed AN and how she can overcome the illness. In spite of fier ongoing 

issues with food and body size, she is the epitome of a healthy looking, vivacious, and 

interesting fernale with lots of spunk and energy for life. 

The Experience of a Mental lllness 

Dianostic Label 

Alexine had the most trouble with her psychiatnc diagnosis, anorexia nervosa. In 

fact, she was not given a diagnosis until long after receiving psychiatric treatment. As 

mentioned previously, when she first began treatment with the eating disorder support 

group, the terni AN was not used: 
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Back then I didn 't have a diagnosis that I kvas anorexic. I just had trouble with 

food. I didn ' t  feel like I had the stigma, or that 1 tvas labeled, or put intu a 

category, it tvas jcrst, well, you have trorible wizh food and so do all these other 

people. Su, I didn't feel like I was singlecl out, it was just like I am not the only 

one who has these thouglzts, and I acknotvleciged that I had problems, brlt I didn 't 

think that I had anorexia or anything like ttzat. 

In describing what went on in the eating disorder groups (discussed later in the 

treatment section) Alexine felt that it was "educationai," defining and explaining eating 

disorders such as bulimia and anorexia nervosa: 

But then there was so much denial, and it ' s  so potvet$ul. It kvas like, well, this 

sounds a lot like me, but it hasn't happened yet. It's hard to draw the lirze. There 

is a veryfine line between getting yourselfinto serious trouble. I just kept 

pttshing thnt and pcishing that, and I'm not there yet. And then it took getting into 

the hospital tu realize that I tvas there, but still had trouble dealing with the label- 

Even after Aiexine was hospitalized, the pattern of denial continued: 

Afer I kvas hospitalized and a fer  I did develop serious eating disorder problems 

it became a bit of a gray area, like no one knetv tvhether I was depressed before I 

becatne a full-fledged anorexic or the other wûy around. And I didn ' t  really know 

myselfbecause it was sornething tlzat crept up so slowing. I mean I was altvays 

preoccupied with food, probably since age eleven, but it kvas jcrst the way it kind 

of was. And there is rzot a point at which I can Say this is when it actually 

started ... it's kind of like the chicken or egg kind ofthing. I don't really know 

whiclz carne first. 
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It wasn't until some time into Alexine's hospitaiization that she finally got the message 

that she had anorexia nervosa, However, she felt this was communicated in a roundabout 

w ay : 

I think it kvas Dr. X, but I really don't know. I t  seerns to me that it kvas a really 

long t h e  when it tvnsn 't  spoken.. . and it kvas in n roundabout way. It doesn 't 

even stick out in rny rnind--it wasn ' t  a concrete thing. It wasn 't a 'you have 

anorexia', it ,vas more like in the middle of a conversation and almost kind of said 

renlly fast, like sneak it in there, so I think it was probably Dr. X,  but I can 't  

really remember. 

Despite the education, knowledge, and insight Aiexine now has about her 

disorder, she still has trouble referring to her food and weight issues as anorexia nervosa, 

choosing to speak about problems with food and eating: 

Because it (AN) seenzed like such a, I don 't know, I mean I never had any 

experience with any other mental illness. It ivas so concrete- you have anorexia. 

2 thought, well rnaybe not al1 my behavio~irs qual~f i  me as having it. I mean it's a 

huge urnbrella, righr? I kept thinking that rnaybe sorne of my behaviorlrs rnaybe 

don 't qualifj as anorexia. And j~ist like I said, I j~ist kept thinking I wasn 't quite 

there yet. 

Sti-ma 

Alexine feared judgement of her mental illness not only from her peers or 

outsiders, but also from her own family. One of the things she feared the most in sharing 

with her farnily was her irrational or distorted thoughts related to her illness. She was 

afraid that her own mother would think that she was weird: 
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There are so muny weird irrational thoughts that go dong wirh it (EDO). 

Sometimes you Say to yo~irselJ tvhen you think them it doesn ' t  seem that weird, 

but when you Say them out loud, even cvhen I Say them to my mother, I almost feel 

like she is going to Say 'whoa- you 're weird '. 

Because of Alexine's concern of being judged by her own mother, sharing with peers was 

out of the question. In speaking about her irrational eating-disorder thoughts and her fear 

about her friends' judgements, she States: 

So I don ' t  even with my closest friends, I don ' t  really talk about, well, I'm scared 

to try on my pnnts today because I don ' t  think they are going to fit and I think I 

am going tu blow up, and I think that my heart is going ro get clogged and al1 îhat 

stug they '11 just laugh, you know! They're not going to understand for one thing. 

They 're going to laugh or they're going to think I am just weird. Another fact of 

lrjcé too, they're going to think, well, you must be reully weird, and if1 hang out 

with you something 's going to happen, you know what I mean? And nobody wants 

otizer people to rhink that they 're crtrzy. 

AIexine rarely talked about her mental illness syrnptoms with anyone but her psychiatrist 

and remains strongly guarded about the topic today. 

Fears 

Alexine's primary fears revolved around food and weight issues. She typically 

experienced great feu,  guilt, and angst if she indulged in what she deemed as bad foods. 

Even worse for her was an increase in her body weight. She uses an interesting "door 

analogy" to dcscribe her fear of Iosing control and gaining weight while she was in the 

hospital foIIowing a weight-gain protocol: 
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Because it is so concrete (weight gain). The duor was upening and then it kvas 

shuning behind me, like I could go ttp bcrr 1 could never go back down. I think 

that's what it is, it's because I had to go ~ t p  and not back dotvn of course, But 

that's how it feels to me and that's why it kvas scary, becnuse it feels like you're 

losing control because yori can go up but you can 't go back down. It's like a door 

that opens one way, but it won 't open the other. 

Aiexine's offers the following overall picture of her issues with weight: 

Me and weight - it's like something that is going ro catch me--1ike a j k - i t s  like 1 

am running away frum it on a treadmill and its going to corne up and bite me! 

And then I am not going to be able to frght it 08.-.fear of something that is going 

to plagrte me. 

When Alexine first joined the eating disorder group prior to receiving the AN 

diagnoses she expressed fear of picking up bad habits frorn participation in the group 

work: "That kvas one thing that can be scary--picking up others bad habits. I didn't pick 

up any other bad habits, but comparing, yeah. 

Her fear with body issues, mainiy weight gain, began as early as puberty when 

she was undergoing a lot of physical developmental changes. Because she undenvent 

some of these changes faster than her peers, and consequently weighed more than her 

peers, she thought she was fat, which caused her great angst. 

I had body image trouble since age eleven-- went through puberty early and knew 

that the changes were corning- body changes, but I dicin't expect to gain 

weight ... weight jumped up quickly and unexpectedly and of course I'd blame it on 

myself: 
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When AIexine was hospitalized, she had to abide by specific protocols to help her 

gain weight. S he t d k s  about her reaction to the protocois: 

It )vas if yori do this far us (because 1 didn ' t  feel like it was for me- it renlly didn ' t  

seem like it was for me, ït kvas for somebody else out there), by being able to do 

that I could get my mind oflof some of my problems but it was scary because ït 

made things all the very concrete. Like I've said, like nurnbers and concrete 

things like rlznt is sometimes anxiety provoking for me because Z am ver= rigid. 

And seeing those was anxiev-provoking for me, It's dificult tu explain and also 

dificctlt for rne to understand. To see a grid and tu see this is another step, it's 

like you 're moving up, that's scary. That was scary ... r i t  was enough to put you 

over a concrete Line on a sheet paper, that kvas like, whewv! 

Another anxiety provoking experience for Alexine is when others made 

compliments, or  c o m e n t e d  about her body: 

It's not like it happens very often, but once in a blue rnoon, sornebody says you 

have a good body, or you 're thin or whatever, I don 't take it as a compliment. I 

just get scared thnt I rnight not be able to keep this up forever and it scares nte. 

Instead of saying thank-you, 1 just think what ifl can 't keep it up forever and it 

gets me scared. 

Even when a farnily friend once gave Alexine a compliment about how she 

looked, her frrst thought was that that must mean she had gained weight: " My 

interpretation was, oh God, looking good equals 'you 've gained weight- ' " 

Atexine also expressed her fear of having to norrnalize her eating habits at some 

point in the future: 
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I just think that there is going to be a time when that (eating disorder) will have tu 

stop. I can 't keep that np forever. At some point I am going to have to start 

errting properly again, and that is just going to scare me al2 the more. That is 

what I have to remind myself. .. I f  I've been doing it on a daily basis and I get 

used tu it, it ' s  not as scary. It 's still anxieiy provoking, but if I do it everyday, 

than I will start to get the idea in rny head that nothing is going to happen to me. 

But i f1 haven 't been- arld al1 of a sudden I start eating properly agnin and 1 am 

going to gain tveight because it is just inevitable, than that 's  going to be really 

scary. And not only that, that 's  getting back into the extreme agnin. 

Alexine also experienced fear when she realized how much tirne and energy she 

had aiiowed her eating disorder to consume: 

Missing a lot of ZiJe. Although this is really scar-y for me, and although I don't 

want to let go, and rnaybe it will be a long time before I let go completely, but I'm 

missing a lot of life and there is no roorn for nnything else. Ir's f~nny ,  sornetimes 

you don't even realize thnt ... l remember a couple of times it would hit me, is this 

al1 I'm doing, and it seerned like a job or sornething. Like what else am I other 

than that, and that kind of scared me. 

S ymptom Experience 

Anorexia Nenrosa 

Alexine experienced her eating disorder as exercising some dysfunction in her 

thought processes. She described it as someone's imagination running away with them: 

For me that's what it was. Irrational thoughts about blowing up and getting 

really fat and dying because my heart kvas clogged and that kind of thing. My 
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imagination wouldjust rrtn away with me and it tvasn ' t  based on real Z$e, or 

facts, on what is and rvhat is not nonnnl, whnt really does exist. 

With respect to distorted thoughts, Alexine had this illusion that people she hadn't 

seen in a while would always think that she had gained weight. Another interesting, but 

distorted idea was that if she noticed others had gained weight, a friend for example, that 

meant she too must have gained weight. This was especially prevalent if she hadn't seen 

that particular friend in a long time: 

One thing that does scare me is seeing people I haven 't seen in a while and 

they 're going to think I've gained weight and that is the thing tizat really scares 

me, like a big fear of mine, Dut not theBrsr thing 1 notice about thern." 

Pior  to developing anorexia nervosa, Aiexine thought of her diet changes and 

exercise habits as somewhat of a healthy living style, but she eventually realized how 

those thoughts c m  take on a Iife of their own: 

Motivation and porver, all those good thirzgs, but then it is not will power thnt is 

driving you anymore, it's Zike it has its own voice. It's not I tvill go exercise and I 

tvill do this, il's almost like you don't have a choice. It's like another little thing 

inside you that's doing it and il's not you. 

It was very difficult for Aiexine to turn off her irrational thoughts about food and 

weight. She believed in her heart that she would blow up to an unimaginable size if she 

ate certain foods, or certain amounts of food. At the tirne, she denied feeling any 

disconnection with reality, or any experience with irrational thoughts about food and 

weight. 
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Alexine had ongoing battles with the weight scale at home, often weighing herself 

many times a day, yet always doubting its reading. If the numbers on the scale did not 

meet her expectation, she often attributed this to some malfunction in the scale. Only 

recently was she able to get rid of the scale in an attempt to curb her compulsive need to 

weigh herself. This was necessary to alleviate the negative thoughts and stress associated 

with the weighing process. 

Constantly weighing herself was a catch twenty-two for Alexine. If the scaie read 

higher than expected, she would becorne anxious and fat1 back on her restricting 

behaviours. Even when the scale met her expectation she still felt the need to restrict in 

order to maintain the loss of weight. When she didn7t succeed in controlling her weight, 

she cornmented: 

It's frtrstrating ivhen I ivork and rvork and control something and want certain 

results and I don 't get ir. Like especially controlling what 1 am eating andmding 

out I gained weight--that 's a real serious piss-off Look what I've done and tried 

to do and nothing happened. 

When Alexine succeeded in controlling her weight to her satisfaction she 

experienced a feeling of relaxation and a sense of freedom. On these rare occasions, she 

would allow herself to eat a little more, or have some speciai treat that was not part of her 

strict diet plan. Nonetheless, this feeling was usually short-lived. She took care not to 

relax too much for too long with her diet and exercise. She felt this would result in 

weight gain, which would lead to negative emotions such as depression: 

When there is room ro gain--like when I was in hospiral-- you've got this window 

of space-- what made me feel safe- that's why I tried tu keep my weight down 
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because 1 knew I had that space -in case anything happened--1 knew I had a 

little protective--give and take, su when suddenly that goes away and I try to 

nonnalize rny l$e and there is no give and take-- and I am there where I sizo~dd 

be-- I get really scared.. . and restrict. 

Aiexine experienced a great sense of psychological control from controlhg her 

food and weight. She had this sense that having control of her weight somehow made up 

for lack of control in other areas of her life. Eating unacceptable foods or gaining weight 

often left her feeling very bad. She described herself as feeling fat, gross, and out of 

control for indulging in such behaviours. 

I t  's, well, sornething will be in control at least. At least when things start getting 

better, or when skies sturt getting brighter, this part of me will be ok and taken 

care O$ It's almost like I can envision the future, I have other things in my li$e 

and then I have my body, myself; my weight, as al1 one thing. Ifthis is taken care 

o j  i f1 can control this, and otizer things start coming up, then things will be 

pegect. I will have bath cornponents. It's like two sides coming together- 

It's like i f1  can control this, then everything else will be ok. ..even vsome tlzings 

aren't making me happy right now, at least I have this ... it's more like i f I  have 

this, at least I have this. That what I think. That's more like it, not like this will 

make me feel better..-this is more Zlke a feeling that i f 1  can control this well than 

I have some corztrol over my 1$e. 

Nexine often-experienced mood changes in relation to her food, weight, and diet 

control issues. Depression was the most frequent emotion associated with her eating 
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disorder: " F I  am depressed right now and I stuff myself and I don 't work out and I gain 

weight or whatever, that wiZl get me even more depressed. " 

Although Alexine eventually gained insight into her illness, acceptance of it was 

slow to corne. In fact, to this day, she shies away from using the label anorexia nervosa 

to describe her mental illness expenence. She spoke of downplaying the situation a lot 

even up until the point of requinng medical attention. She did this with her family 

doctor, telling him things weren't really that bad, forever reassuring him that she was 

fine: 

I don 't even know what 1 wodd have said if1 was confronted with it 

(i-e., anorexia diagnoses). Depending on tvho it kvas ... I would have said I don 't 

think that I'm there yet..,I think I wanted help of some sort, but I didn't want the 

full-blown 'ivow. you have an eatirzg disorder and you need a fidl ream of 

specialists surrotlnding you. ' 

Experience of Treatment 

Thera~eutic Relations: Psvchiatnst and Mental Health Workers 

Alexine was treated by various mental health professionals including: a 

psychiatrist; psychiatrie nurses; and child and adolescent mental health workers. Al1 

three types of mental health providers were involved in her treatment from the beginning 

stages of her illness. Most of what she shared about her expenence with psychiatry is 

discussed in the section on her hospital experience Iater in this chapter. She did not 

receive any medication, or invasive therapeutic treatment regimens, thus a separate 

section on treatrnent modaiity is not presented. 
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Alexine fxst received psychiauic treatment from an eating disorder clinic 

designed to educate and treat such ilInesses. Her experience with this was positive from 

the standpoint that it offered her some cornfort when she reaiized she was not the only 

one suffering from eating disorder symptoms: 

It was an encouraging environment.. .it was jrist talking about your experiences. 

and ttlis is what anorexia and bulimia are as far as a definition, but just tell us 

about what happened, but we're not going to tell yorc what you are. They were 

hoping you rvould pick up on that yourself: 

Alexine described her experience with psychiatry as quite positive. She did not 

have a problem tdking to the mental health professionals and prefened this to sharing her 

troubles with fiends or family. She did not feel strange or weird about going to the 

psychiatrist, saying "l'd joke about it and I'd say 'well, I had an appoiniment with my 

shrink. " ' She strongly believed that only a professional could help her with her personal 

issues, believing that her friends or family would be biased: 

And beccruse they (health professionals) are ed~icated in that rvay they know more 

about human behaviour than maybe your friends do, so I mean people nlrvays Say, 

'well, don 't you have anyone else to talk to?' Well, butfîrst of al2 just about 

everybody who is connected to you would be biased in some way about certain 

things. They don 't know, especially about eating disorders. 

Alexine experienced her psychiatrist and other mental health professionals 

(psychiatnc nurses) as objective, non-manipulative, and quite helpful with their 

knowledge and advice. Nevertheless, she has and continues to expenence some 

frustration with her treatment because she is not completely rid of her eating disorder 



thoughts- AIthough she attributes most of this to her own denial and resistance, 

partïcularly in the p s t ,  she wonders if she requires more from her psychiatrist. In 

speaking to her own deniai and resistance to the treatment and the feedback from mental 

health professionais in the early stages of her illness, she says: 

It kvas denial. That was another thing. I didn 't really listen to it. The fact t/zat I 

faced is I was denying it- It wasjust kind of like, well, you 're denying it, brrt 

we're not going to talk to you about it. We 're just going to tell you how it is. 

Alexine did not want to share any underlying issues related to her eating disorder with 

her psychiatrist and mental health workers because of the cornfort and sense of control it 

offered her: 

I just don ' t  talk tu thern about how it stnrîed and different things rhat I do, stuf 

about why Z do it, like ho w it rnakes me feel protected, or makes me feel like I am 

in control. Those things never really came up. At the time I just thortght these 

things wo~cZd blacken my issue and I thorrght this was separate frorn rny mental 

stability and I saw it as sornethirzg separate and now I know it's not. It' so 

in terfivirzed. 

Currently, Alexine visits her psychiatrist approximately once or twice a week. 

Although their earlier focus was on childhood issues, she now wishes to focus more on 

underlying issues related to her mentai illness. She craves to know the "why" of her 

illness: Y stilZ haven 't really gotten doivn ru why I do this, becarcse the personaliîy thing 

is like chippecl into my brain. " Althouph she realizes she has to do her own work in 

getting better, she wishes her psychiatrist could help her more in terms of undestanding 

why she is like she is. 
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Hospital Experience 

Aiexine's most difficult time with her illness and treatment came during her 

hospitakation experience. She struggled the most with her illness at this time since she 

had to abide by certain treatment regimes, or protocols that were in cornpiete opposition 

to her ideas and behaviours. She recalls her first experience with her admission to 

hospital in which she had to be admitted to a medical unit for approximately three days 

because of her self-induced starvation. She describes this as her near-death experience: 

When Ifirst carne in I was on a medicalJoor. I think ir was three days-- l i n  not 

sure. I was thiuking it kvas rhree days because when Ifirst came in they told me I 

kvas jaundiced and gave me pediolyte and everything, and they said, okay, we're 

going to ivhip you np stairs. And I remernber sitting outside in the hall and saying 

'I'm never going to do this agnin--1'11 eat, 1'21 start right now, ' and thinking thar 

everything ~.vould be dizerent. Well, part of it kvas bargaining, brrr part of it ivas, I 

thought this was my near- death experience kind of thing. 

Once Alexine was medicaily stable, she was transferred to the in-patient 

psychiatnc unit where she was hospitalized for approximately four months. She 

experienced a lot of stress and frustrations dunng this time in everything from her own 

food and weight issues to her relationship with staff. 

Her first day on the psychiatrie unit she recalls feeling misunderstood, as if the 

staff didn't know why she was in hospital, because they expected her to go eat with other 

patients in the unit kitchen: 

Well, like I said, the first night I was there theyjust said well, okay, its dinner 

time. ..l guess it wasn ' t  just understood that I really couldn't.. .and I said to my 
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mom, I said you know fi almosr as if. ..I ahos t  felt like the chan had been 

passed aro~rnd and nobody knetv tvhy I was there. That's how I felt, but I know 

rhat ' s  ridiculo~îs. That S how 1 felt-- I felt like nobody knew why t kvas there. 

Going into the kitchen that first night was a horrifj6ng experience for Alexine. She had 

to leave and go back to her room: 

Going into the kitchen that night. I can remember what I did. I think I went in 

and I talked to them and I said 'are you crazy?' '1 can 't do this! ' 'Hotv do you 

think I got in here?' 1 just tvent back to my room and did something on my otvn 

and somebody came down and talked to me. 

In response to expectations of the stafY in the early days after her admission to hospital 

she recalls thinking: "And now you want me to sit in there with a bunch of craq kids and 

doctors and strangers arzd people I don 't how." 

Alexine recails feeling very lonely and isolated in the hospital. She felt that 

everybody else was crazy, that she didn't really belong there, and that her problems were 

not really being addressed: 

I felt like everybody eise was craq  and I was definitely diferent. Z just felt so 

isolated. I felt so lonely. 1 didn 'r feel like my problem was really addressed 

because initially I kvas s~rpposed to go into the kitchen, and I just had my tray 

there. 

Alexine also expenenced the hospital environment as anxiety provoking because 

of the cues and reminders of why she was hospitalized: 

Lonely, thut's une thing, I felt really lonely, and one of the big nzotivators was 

when you talked about negatives like getting scared and getting anxious, that was 
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like getting weighed once a cveek and talking about it al1 the time. I found that I 

cotcldn 't get my mind off it. Here I tvas in the hospital and there cvere cues 

everywhere, reminding me of why I was there, so, I couldn'r escape, corrldn 't 

escape the thought of it. So, that kvas anxiey provoking. 

Another problem Alexine had with the hospital environment was fact that it was 

popuiated with many young children at the time because there was no teen unit: 

I was getting annoyed because everybody it seemed tu me, except for two, were al1 

yorcnger than me, and I kind of felt at tirnes like al1 the patients were younger 

becarcse they didn 't have the teen side then, it was al1 young kids. They had very 

dcfjrerent problerns, and I tho~ight 'why am I here of al1 places?' Isrz 't there 

somewhere else I could be, because going into the little lounge there-- 1 felt like I 

wus babysitting or sornething. I didn ' t  have anybody to talk to- I focrnd it strange 

becactse I thottght rny problerns aren 't reaiiy being addressed and I am just being 

punished. 

Alexine was expected to follow a treatment protocol, which controlled such things as her 

diet, activity level and various other pnvileges. These were managed according to how 

much weight she gained or  lost. Basically, if she gained weight she gained certain 

privileges such as more up-time, or a short walk with her family or staff. However, if she 

lost, or didn7t gain the expected amount of weight, then such privileges would be 

revoked. She viewed this pnvilege-based system as a form of punishment. Alexine 

believed the protocol was more to satisfy the staff than to treat her eating disorder, 

stating: 
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It )vas ifyuri do this for us--because I didn ' t  feel like it was for me--it really didn 't 

seem like it kvas for me, it was for somebody eise out there, by being able to do 

that I could get my mind off of some of my other problems. 

Aiexine descnbes her feeling of being punished and not having her problems 

addressed by the treatment staff dunng hospitalization: 

I 'm pttnished because this is terribly boring and it ' s  anxiety provoking, and i 

don ' t  really feel like I'm resolving, or Zike I'm gerting tu the reasons why I do this 

and hell ifyou don't like this do something about it. It was jusr like ifyou don ' t  

get yow weight up, you're not going tu be allowed tu do this. 

Overaü, Alexine believes the eating disorder treatment protocol was a bad strategy for 

her: "They ivere bad strategies I think initially. Well, things got changed I guess, I meon 

everybody can ' t  be treated the same I suppose, but they were bad strategies for me and 

rnaybe they wouldn 't be for somebody else." 

Alexine experienced most of the nursing staff and mental health workers as 

supportive in terms of being attentive to her expressed needs. However, not al1 the staff 

would address, or initiate conversation about her eating disorder. There were usually 

only a few specific staff members that would spend any time going into these issues. 

Some members acted more as a social support-playing board garnes, or engaging her in 

extra-curricula activities when she was not engaged in any formal treatment. In some 

regards, Alexine found this a bit of a relief, or a freeing experience from her eating 

disorder issues, saying: "So it kind of did give me a little bit of freedom. " 

There was one nurse she felt was rather strict. Yet there was always another staff 

member whom she experienced as being the opposite, so overall she did not have any real 
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negative feelings about the way staff treated her. As discussed earlier, any of Alexine's 

negative experiences with treatment typically had to do with the treatment protocol 

versus the treatment team. However, because the treatment protocol was implemented by 

her health care providers, Alexine's negative experiences in treatment sometimes were 

experienced as negativity towards the treatment team, 

Concept of Mental Illness 

When Alexine was first diagnosed with AN she had great difficulty in accepting 

that she even had a mentai illness, let alone an eating disorder, seeing her eating habits 

and preoccupations as separate from her mentai stability. Her specific thoughts on this 

matter are expressed in a previous quote found in the middle of page 120. She admits to 

wanting some help at the time, but experienced great difficulty in accepting she had a 

mentai illness in the f o m  of an eating disorder, stating, "I  think I tvanted help of some 

sort, but I didn 't wanr the full-blown 'wow, you have an eating disorder and you need a 

fidl team of specialists surro~rnding you. " ' 

When 1 asked AIexine the specific question, "what does mental illness mean to 

you, what does it bring up for you?" she replied: 

lt means being detached frorn normal ways. I guess being unsure of how things 

should work, or the word you said before that--that I was really cornfortable using 

was "malaùaptive behaviour, "-- not being able to cope with dulies and work 

things through-- irrational, uncontrolled fears. It ' s  really, I guess, il's so 

arnbiguous and so widespread it ' s  really hard to Say. 

In reference to her own illness, Alexine States: 
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The biggest thing I think of is someone ' s  imagination running away with them. 

For me that is wltat it ivas. Irrational thoughts about blowing rrp and getting 

really far, or  dying because rny heart kvas clogged and that kind of thing. My 

imaginarion would run away witlz me and it wasn 't based on real life, or on facts 

of what is and what is not normal, what really does exist. ..your rnind gets away 

from.. .and ir S hard tu bring.. .jrrst like generally speaking, il's hard to bring 

someone who has a psychiatrie problern back to the real problem at hand. It's 

ahvays somehow clistorted. The rnind somehow distorts rvhat really is. 

Alexine viewed her anorexia nervosa as a misguided behaviour, or a bad way of 

adapting to things. She States: " I saw ir  as a misguided behaviour, but I didn ' t  see rhat 

there cortld possibly be underlying issues that led to that- I didn 't see thnt there were 

parts of me that were pe$ectionist. " In the developing period of anorexia nervosa, pnor 

to any acceptance of her eating disorder, she perceived her eating disorder thoughts and 

behaviours as a health-conscious thing: 

There kvas a sense that for the longest tirne I thought that I could control my 

eating and my weighr, but not have it control me, or not have any kind of serious 

problem. Ir would just be a healthy awareness of my body and food and that kind 

of thing ... so 1 was still kind of rhinking well, 1 don 't have an eating disorder, I'm 

j~cst very healtlz conscious. So, it starts to creep in and it gets worse, su d i en  

they 're saying okay, you're here, itjust kind of crept up on me while 1 was 

sleeping. Well, I wasn 't sleeping, I was still thinking that I was here ... I am trying 

to think of another word for it, but it was like defeat. It was like giving into, okay, 

well, I did mess up. 
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Shortly before Alexine was hospitalized for her AN, she actually managed to eat a 

little, prompted by her mother's request. Because of this, she thought that since she had 

eaten something, then how could she possibly have an eating disorder like anorexia 

nervosa because people with AN can't eat at dl. Her extreme dl-or-nothing thinking 

contributed to this perception: 

I c m  remember thinking three days before I went into hospital, 'I'd had a good 

supper, ' althorrgh there rvere times when I hadn 't been eating. So it kvas jrist kind 

of n break in there- I felt OK about that, which I think was partially because i 

was jmt su starved thnt this seemed okay. I thorcght maybe, yeah, I can eat, and 

hvo or three duys later I kvas in the hospitnl aayway. Sa that made me think, 

'well, this can 't be, becnuse people who have anorexia can 't eat period'. That ' s  

what I thought. 

Alexine's perception of her body and weight also interfered with her ability to 

accept her mental illness: 

And there were a lot of things thnt made me deny what kvas going on. The fact 

that I had eaten supper three nights before, the fact that 1 wns 105 pounds and I 

didn 'i really look sick, but I didn 't look like what 1 thought someone who ivas 

anorexic was supposed to look like, or someone that was hospitalized- But one of 

the things that really hit home was having to take Pedialyte und being told that I 

kvas jacrndiced. The fact that I was messing up rny liver and stuff was erzough for 

me to say, okay, something is going on here. 

Alexine's initial experience in hospital influenced her ability to accept the fact 

that she had a mental illness. Observation of abusive, violent behaviours in one of the 
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patients as well as unusud behaviours in others fed into her denial patterns because her 

symptoms were so different from those other patients. Obszrving such behaviours made 

it difficult for her to categorize herself as being men tdy  iil: 

I thought, what? I jrcst couldn't see the connecrion, I couldn't see how it (AN) was 

nt al1 related ... 1 was thinking 'mental henlth, mental illness. yeah I have trouble 

ivirh food and yeah Z have these craq  thoughts about getting fat, but what the hell 

is this? ' 

To gain a better understanding of what mental illness is and what it entails, she 

adopted the attitude that it is an iilness of the mind versus an iIlness of the body. 

Nonetheless, she s a 1  has trouble totally accepting that she had a mental illness: 

So I started to get a betrer understanding of what mental illness was and what it 

kvas composed of and how varied it can be. A mental illness is almost like saying 

like, if1 han a physical disability, it could be so di'eerent, there are so many 

diflerent things. It doesnlt mean that one co~rld be more severe or less severe, but 

dzflerenr. That's what it is, i f s  obviously not an illness of the body. It  can lead to 

an illness of the body, but it is an illness of the rnind. Su therefore, what else are 

you going to call it? I just kept thinking that I was maladjusted, or I wasn 't 

adapting to the world or I couldn 't cope, 

Alexine still asks herse1 fi "Did I really have an experience with anorexia, or did I 

j~cst have, you knotv, whnt wns it--but I should probably view it as anorexia--thatls the 

tizing-- its just downplaying- do you know what I mean?" 
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Reflections: Mental Illness 

Self Concept and Perceptions 

Alexine experienced a lot of negative feelings towards herself as a result of her 

illness. One experience that was panicularly bothersome for her self-image was tbat of 

going to the gyrn. She spoke of gyrn cues, like a scale, posters, or a sense of cornpetition. 

making her feel badly about herself as if she didn't measure up. She also spoke of the 

constant affirmation she needed from others. For exarnple, having a boyfnend to her 

translated into her not being fat. She often derived self-acceptance of her body based on 

the acceptance of others. Nonetheless, she resented needing this outside acceptance in 

order to accept her own body. 

Another area of difficulty was the extent to which Alexine ailowed her body 

weight and appearance to control how she felt about herself. In other words, if her body 

and weight met her standard for the day she could feel good, relax and maybe even eat 

more. If her body and weight did not meet her standards, she would punish herself with 

self-loathing staternents, food deprivation, and a strenuous exercise regime. 

She aiso struggled with comparing herself to her mother, whom she described as 

petite enough to Wear a size two. She described feeling both jealous and angry toward 

her mom, constantly asking herself why she couldn't look Iike her. She recounts an 

experience in which her mother gave her a pair of jeans because they were too big for 

her. Her feelings about this were: "She gave me these jeans, and I couldn ' t f i  into a pair 

of my Mom 's jeans ... I remember feeling '1 am gross' 1 can 'rfit inro [my mother's jeans] I 

must be fat--1 couldn 't cope with that. " 
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Initidly, Alexine thought of her illness as something separate from herself. 

However, upon reflection, she now believes that her eating disorder or illness was 

intertwined with her personality. With this insight she now has the desire to examine the 

underlying issues related to the development and course of her illness, saying, "I tlzink 

thar is one thing that I'in looking for now." She believes her inquisitive and "borderline 

nosey" personality is a motivating factor in seeking answers to her illness. Being a 

"why" type of person she hopes to find the answers to her illness in an effort to get on 

with her life. She often wonders where life is going for her and what her future holds. 

Lack of self-trust is another area where Alexine struggled. S he spoke of her 

insecunty, and lack of trust in her body to manage itself, and she ofien deferred to others 

to validate her weight: ''1 have starred to rhink.. . I shoulàn 't look outside at others to see 

what they are seeing of me." She believes her lack of self- trust (in her body) has played 

a significant role in the development and perpetuaûon of her mental illness, making it 

very difficult for her to reach full recovery from an eating disorder syndrome. 

When Alexine reflects on the time and energy consumed by her illness, she 

cannot imagine her life with it. Nevertheless, she cannot imagine going on like this (AN) 

forever: the stniggle between the selfwith food and weight issues and the selfwithout 

food and weight issues is obviously stili very much an issue for her. 

Losses and Frustrations 

One significant symptom of Alexine7s illness was how much of her life was 

consumed by her illness. She describes it as taking up a lot of brain space Ieaving little 

space for persond and social activities and other positive experiences: 
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I didn 't really face the fact that I kvas losing all rny interest, dreums, ubilities and 

everything  vas being traded for the [eating disorder]. I thought, gosh, there's 

nothing but the eating disorder now. Alrhorigh I might never get rid of the 

tho~ights cornpletely, I cvant tu be the kind of person that I'd like to meer. to have 

interesting things to say, so that  vas a big cvake-up cull for me. 

Nonetheless, she admits to being preoccupied with the details of her food and weight 

issues. Because she still struggles with these issues, technicaily she is not fully recovered 

from her mental illness. This is another source of frustration for Alexine because she 

wants to be living a normal life without the eating disorder symptoms. She reports that 

her mother and sister have to remind her of progress made because she herself becomes 

discouraged so easiIy. 

Alexine denies projecting blame for her eating disorder onto her mother. Instead, 

she wishes that her mother wouId understand how certain events served to influence her 

in the direction of an eating disorder- She feels that her mother and sister think she has 

tried to use her eating disorder to control them. This is not her experience, and she feels 

great frustration with her mother's negative perceptions. 

As with the other participants, Alexine felt the stigma of her illness. She 

described her fnends as being 'weirded' out by the fact that she had a mental illness that 

warranted the attention of a psychiatrist. An interesting sidenote she shared with me was 

the fact that some of her friends were also seeing a psychiatrist. Initially, she expressed 

some concem over her friends thinking she must be weird, or crazy, with respect to her 

eating disorder thoughts, but this was eventually resolved. 
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Alexine's most fmstrating experience with a stiogna was during her 

hospitaiization. She was embarrassed that she was on a psychiatric ward and by the other 

patients' behaviour: 

I felt embnrrassed tu have my friends corne in and stufi Just [O tell rhem that 1 

was on the mental ward and that kind of thing, because it seemed su d~jcferent- I 

felt everybody else was craw and I was definitely diflerent. 

Relationships and Isolation 

Alexine experienced relationship difficulties as a response to her illness. Because 

eating is very much associated wiîh social events, she had no choice but to avoid social 

situations that involved food. This left her feeling isolated and disconnected from others. 

Nonetheless, she believes her angst and self-consciousness about eating and weight are 

completely responsible for her social avoidance. She admits to letting her friends slip 

away, allowing herself to "drop out of the loop", making herself feel even more like an 

outsider and a loner: 

Well, it (AN) kvas chnnging rny life around and avoiding situations where I might 

be forced to eat with a grorip of people ... or not going out with friends who were 

going out on a Friday night to get a pizza.. .so. therz I kvas missing out on a whole 

bunch of things.. . it was rnissing out on the social aspect of it.. .like going to the 

rnovie that might follo~v just because I didn ' t  want to do the first pari. 

The impact of Alexine's illness on her relationship with her mother and sister was 

similar in ternis of avoiding social events so that she could also avoid food. She started 

to feel disconnected from her mother and sister for this reason. Initially, Alexine reports 

that her mother and sister would pass off her eating disorder behaviours as being lazy, or 
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shy, or having anxiety around other things unrelated to food. Aiexine was able to conceal 

her food issues for a while because of her ability to make innocuous excuses for not 

wanting to do things, like go to the movies, or out for dinner. 

Eventuaily her ability to conceal her eating disorder failed, and her mother and 

sister began to react to her with great frustration. This resulted in much conflict and 

frequent arguments that she now reaiizes were a direct result of her eating disorder. 

AIexine describes a typical scenario between her and her family over her food issues: 

Initially, they [mom and sister] would think I have anxieîy around other things, 

so-..they wouldfigure that's what it was.-.now they know it could be caused by 

not wanting tu go (anywhere) because they might get popcorn and it rnight make 

me feel anxious because we 'd just had supper and that )vas making me feel 

apurious, or something like that ... of course, my mom alcvays cornes back with 'you 

can 't control what other people do' and 'stop trying tu control tvhat they do, ' and 

I'm saying 'No, tizat's totally not it--I'm not trying to control what you do and I 

would never try to do that ... I'rn just trying to tell you that thnt kind of situation 

makes me feel nnxious and 1 just won ' t  go--so tlzen I get offended and rny back 

goes up and I'rn trying to tell her that this is making me anxious, so i just won't 

go.. .but she wants me tu go, so there ' s  a conflict. 

Scenarios like this were cornmon between Alexine and her mother, creating a great deal 

of strain on an othenvise healthy supportive relationship. She eventually realized that her 

eating disorder was the culprit in these conflicts and is now able to work with these 

situations when they arise. 
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The last point of discussion regarding the impact of Alexine's eating disorder on 

relationships pertains to her feelings of isolation when hospitalized. Interestingly 

enough, this speaks to the underlying close bond between her, and her mother and sister. 

Four months in hospital away frorn her mother and sister's support left her feeling very 

lonely and strange. She spoke of the importance-of their Company, which always gave 

her some sense of support and comfort even in the worst of tirnes. The hospitalization 

made her reaiize how much she valued and needed supportive relationships, especially 

the support of her mother and sister. 

Insiohts and Awareness 

Aithough Alexine continues to stmggle a lot with her eating disorders symptoms, 

she shares a lot of insight and self-awareness regarding her experience with anorexia 

nervosa. In particuIar, she is insightful about the thoughts and feelings she experienced 

in response to cornments made about her body. She could rarely accept any feedback 

frorn people about her body, especiaily if it was positive, because she often interpreted 

this as meaning she rnust have gained weight: 

Because my grandfather's girlfriend act~lally as recently as this summer said to 

me rvhen we were ~p at her cottage, i o u  look so good, you look su healthy, ' and I 

went over tu my rnom and I was just like ...fo r me, I knew thar rnearzr you're eating 

better. I didn 't want to know about i f ,  I didn 't want tu think about if. I kind of 

wanted to go back tu beirzg itz a cave where you know you 're eight years old and 

you don 't even think about whnt you ear. You know, and people don 't comment 

on your body. You know it is going to happen, and I knew thar it was going tu 

corne at some point and people were going tu Say things. 
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She coutd rarely tnist feedback from anyone, especially strangers, and still stmggles with 

compliments when they corne from anyone other than her mother, or close farnily 

members. 

Alexine also spoke about the false sense of security, or confidence that her EDO 

gave her. Although controliing her intake and weight provided a sense of control and 

confidence, this was typically short-lived and quickly dampened if things becarne 

dismpted in any way: "Restricting what I are gave n false sense of confidence ... it offérs 

false hope, sometimes the opposite d l  happen. " 

The opposite for Alexine would be a slight gain in weight. Consequently, she 

experienced extreme fmstration and anger because she couldn't understand how her body 

could betray her by not losing weight, and even worse, gaining weight, especially after al1 

her efforts to control it. It took her time to accept that she cannot control her body 

forever and that attempting to do so was not o d y  a waste of energy, but was taking away 

from getting on with her life. 

Alexine speaks to the irrational thoughts that accornpanied her EDO and how this 

affected her reality: 

One thing, I was so deep into my thoughts, I didn ' t  think they were irrational, I 

didn 'r  think that I was distorting the facts. I didn 't think I was O ut of touch with 

ivhat really was. f didn ' t  think I wns out of touch with reality because I really 

believed thar these things would happen, thnt if1 ate I would blow up, and al1 

these fhoughts that I had in my head, 1 didrz't realke that they weren 't  rational ... 

So it was kind of like I would like tu get rid of these irrational thoughts and I 
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know that the way that I handle myselfaround food and my weight wasn't normal 

and wasn 't like most people, 

After many efforts to control and conceal these specific issues Alexine eventually 

realized that the EDO was controiiing her: ". . .I can 't hide what I'm doing anyrnore, but 

tvhat I'm doing is something that I'm not controlling anymore really, it's more like it's 

controlling me, and I kind of felt like a victim, like something came up and bit me. " 

She spoke of how much work was involved in challenging her distorted body- 

image thoughts. What worked best for her were concrete visual exercises that 

specifically challenged these misperceptions. During her hospitalization she recalls one 

specific exercise that was very helpful, This involved examining a poster of bodies 

arranged in various shapes and sizes and cornparhg them to her own body by selecting 

the one that was most reflective of her body: 

I rernember one time-seeing Dr. X and she had these posters with al1 different 

shapes and sizes, . . I had to point to the one that most looked like me.. - to look at it 

and judge for rnyself.,. things like that were recrlly effective for me. 

She now believes that many of her efforts to control her weight, and food intake 

was like a Iost cause: "It's a lost carise trying tu control yow body, I can 't control what 

its does, it's like trying to not go to the bathroorn, " In tems of trying to manage her 

weight to unreasonable extremes, she soon realized that she just couldn't do this forever: 

I c m  stay at this end for su long and I can stay at that end for so long, but it 

won 't last forever is tvhat I am saying. I have frnally corne to realize that I guess. 

1'11 feel bad about myselffor doing this for too long, and then 1'11 do that for too 

long. I_frnd it really Izard, and I'rn uhvays tvondering. 
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Alexine spoke of how the EDO consumed so much of her thoughts and energy 

that there was little space for rnuch else. This is elucidated in conversations she had with 

her psychiatrist: 

And even tnlking with Dr. X about other things inter on made me realize that it 

takes up so much of yocrr life and so many of your thoughts, like I was thinking 

one tirne how many of my thosights--because that takes wuy from other wondetful 

thoughts that I could be hnving, that are n part of me, thut make up my 

personality, that make me interesting. It's almost like-- it takes away p a r t  of your 

personality, becnuse yolc only have cnpacity for so much, and the more of it you 

allow in there, the less you 'il have for other things. 

She described her realization of the impact of her illness on her time and energy as a 

wake-up call. She spoke to this earlier in a quote found at the top of page 141. 

Initidly, Alexine always thought that her eating issues had nothing to do with her 

state of mind. In fact, in the beginning stages of treatment she was reluctant to tallc to 

doctors about her thoughts and feelings around food and weight. Her rationale for this 

had to do with the sense of comfort and control her eating disorder provided for her. She 

spoke to this experience in a previous quote found in the rniddie of page 130. 

Alexine still plays with the idea as to whether she really had an eating disorder, or 

was it just a preoccupation with food and weight. This will always be an issue for her 

because of her concept of mental illness and her problems with the anorexia nervosa 

label. This sense is reinforced by the fact that she now feels quite different about herself 

compared to the beginning stages of her illness: 
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Do I have anything to Say abolit this (AN)-- because I am totally diflerent now 

and that's the thng  I think I am totally clifferent, but I still have a lot of the same 

thought patterns and once I get talking I realize that I am not and I still have that 

in me. I try to talk about my experiences, try to be objective.. .try tu separate it, 

well, from what happened, and hotv 1 felt about it then to how I view it rzow, try to 

see those as different. 

She went on to say that the interviews themselves added to her insights because they 

helped to legitimize her eating disorder: 

You are interviewing me because I did have problerns, I denied that ... I am coming 

in to be intervieived for a real thing. It's wonderftrl hoiv the mind plays trich and 

p~rshes things out that it doesn *t ivant tu think about. The fact that you are 

intervietving me about information about this r-eally legitimizes it. 

To surnrnarize Alexine's insights regarding her eating disorder, she believes it 

was very much a form of procrastination, or postponement of facing other things in her 

life. Things like what she wants to be, or where she wants to live, or what type of 

relationships to have. Being focused on the EDO allowed her to delay decisions about 

life that she was not ready to make, yet still maintain some sense of control: 

Thnt 's  only a recent thing. I have only started to recognize that recently. I knew 

that the eating disorder problem was that, well, at least I have control over this, 

bcrt by taking action and not procrastinating--1 would procrastinnte on a lot of 

things because I was too scared to do this--1 would feel more cornfortable--1 have 

started to rhink that about nzy weight and about how I eat. 
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Reactions: Others 

Aithough Alexine's mother and sister were the two people she confided and 

tmsted the most during her illness, they too had their struggles in relating to her i h e s s .  

She speaks of their frustrations in thinking that she was trying to control the farnily with 

her eating disorder habits. When she began to avoid farnily outings because of her fear of 

having to eat, she evoked a response of fmstration. This is spoken to as part of a quote 

where she describes a typical scenario between her and her mother over food and weight 

issues found on page 143. 

Alexine herself experienced great difficulty with her mother's impressions, and 

felt hurt that her mother would think such a thing: 

I rvould never say that, and it bothers me that she thinks I would try and 

manipulate her. So, then I ger ofended and rny back goes up.. . slze thinks that 

I'rn trying to change the plan su that it will suit me, but that's not it. And so we 

come to an impasse, i.ve can 't really talk about it anymore, and she goes ofJ 

feelitzg mad nt me. Trying to get my own rvay, that's what she thinks--that I'm 

trying to get rny own way and I'rn totally not. 

Even though these conflicts did exist between Alexine and her mother, she was 

confident about how much her mother and family cared for her. She believed that they 

always had her best interests at heart. She recalls that the few days pnor to 

hospitalization it was her mother who put the most effort into persuading her to eat 

something: "For the last couple days my inom rvas begging me tu have anything, like you 

know, just anything, because thnt ivas one-on-one with someone, someone I trust more 

than nnyone else in the whole world. " 
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As far as Alexine was concerned, her mother could only be there as a support 

person, not as someone who could help her resoIve her eating disorder. She did not 

believe that her mother, or any other non-professional, could really help her with her 

mental illness issues since they were not experts in the field. 

She also received a lot of support from other family members. She recalls one 

incident where an uncle gave her a message card that was very helphl for her on one of 

her bad days: 

1 write things down in a Iittle book-- inspirational messages. One day my uncle 

Zefr this neat Zittle quote on the fridge: 'cal1 if you rneasure your self- esteem by 

c~lories. ' He drove al1 the way out tu my place tu give tu me. 

She went on to talk about how meanin,@l simple things like this were for her in terms of 

offering inspiration, and she would collect her own little message cards as a means of 

self-motivation for getting well. 

Although Aiexine did not confide in a lot of her friends about her illness, she did 

speak a bit about it to some. She recounts her expenence in telling one friend: 

I told a friend that I was going to see a psychiatrist and they said, wlzoa, really ? 

You seem su happy and together! And I said, weU, I am happy and most of me is 

rogerher, but that doesn 't mean I don ' t  have problerns, you know ? It ' s  normal. 

She often had the experience of others asking her why she needed to talk to a psychiatrist 

versus just a friend or family member. This eventually deterred her from confiding in 

people other than her family and mentd health professionals. 

In contrast to the reaction Alexine received from the friend described in the above 

quote, she recalls a more positive reaction from her very best friend. She described this 



friend as quite sociable, as someone who was always dragging her to parties, and various 

social events. Even though this friend did not fully understand the details of her eating 

disorder, she recalk her being aware of some problems early on. In response to this, her 

friend did try to help her as much as possible: 

She noticed me going downhill and she ivas really trying to help me. but I think 

that when I tvas really on the cusp andjust about to go into hospital, nobody 

really knew.. .she was supportive and everything, and she tvas always really 

outgoing and would just drag me out, and I'd end up feeling better when she did 

that, bur she really didn ' t  know that I was going to end up in hospital. 

When she finally did end up in hospital she recalls three other close friends telling her 

they had seen it coming: 

But then the funny thing is that when 1 was in the hospital, three of my good 

friends said that they could see it coming. I Say I underplayed it, but maybe they 

saw more than I thought they did. They probably did see more than I thought they 

clid because I thought I was pretv good at being secretive and prrlling away tvhen 

I had my awn troubles, but I guess what I thought they sarv and whnt they really 

did was difSerent. 
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CHAPTER 9 

DISCUSSION 

The primary purpose of this study was to gain a better understanding of the 

experience of diagnoses and treatrnent of a mental illness. This was to occur for both 

researcher and participants. As discussed earlier in the methodology section, the "life 

w o d d  or "world of daily living" concept, refers to an "intersubjective world" that 

describes and defines lived human experiences exactly as experienced (Wagner, 1970). 

He believed that "...the content and sequence of [individuals] experiences are unique and 

that.. .no two persons could possibly experience the same situation in the same way" 

(Wagner, p. 15). Given Schutz' s phenomenological philosophy in unders tanding lived 

human experiences, 1 believed that a phenomenological approach was suited to this study. 

The in-depth individual interviews allowed each participant to dialogue and describe the 

uniqueness of their personal experience with a mental illness. 

The meaning that participants' consuucted from their experience with a mental 

illness was also a focus in this study. In speaking to the ways meaning is constructed 

within phenomenologicai philosophy, Sc hutz States that "acts of reflective attention" are 

a "...major importance in the study of meaning" (Wagner, 1970, p. 63). He believed that 

only a past event experienced is thought to be meaningful, or that ". . .only the already 

experienced is meaningful, not that which is being experienced." (p. 63). In the current 

study participants talked about their mental illness as experienced in the past. This 

reflective approach in speaking about their illness helped constmct meaning for their 

experience as aiready lived. 
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Participants identified a nurnber of themes in reflecting on the impact and 

meaning of their mental illness: sti,gna; self-concept/ identity, Iosses and frustration; 

isolation, and relationship dynamics. Lastly, each participant discussed personal insights 

and awareness gained as a result of their participation in this study. 

The literature reveals that mental Uness, in the form of depressive 

syrnptomatology, is a cornmon psychological disturbance experienced in youth and adult 

populations (Beck, 1976; Kandel & Watson, 1988), and that the past decade has 

witnessed an increase in the identification of adoIescent depressive symptoms and suicide 

(Dr. V. Kusumakar, personal communication, October 21, 1998). The impact of a mental 

illness on individuals' personal and professional lives is also documented. Poor 

acadernic performance, impaired interpersonal relations, impaired social functioning, and 

difficulties with family relations are associated problems observed in adolescent mental 

illness Barnett & Gotlib, 1988; Harrington et al., 1990; Kandel & Davies, 1986; Kutcher 

& Marton, 1989; Pinto & Whisman, 1996; Stein et al., 1982). In discussing the 

experience and meaning of a mentai illness, each participant experienced problems in one 

or another of these areas. 

Self-Concept 

Hughes and Brand (1993) speak about adolescence as a period of identity 

formation in pursuit of understanding their place in the world, questioning who they are 

and how they fit into their world. This is cocsidered a major developmental task for 

adolescence, described as a transitional period for adolescence that can result in much 

ambivalence and uncertainty about their role and place in society. In speaking to the 
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subject of identity formation and role identification, it is interesting how much each 

participant associated their self-concept and identity with their illness. John stated that: 

In a general way, its sort of defined, ah, rny being in a tvay since I was young ... the 

people I know and the cvay that I think tzns been molded somewhat by the 

experience thnt I have hnd with the mental illness system, and with my otvn sort of 

trials wirh my illness itself: Ir had decfrnitely had an eflect on the way that I think 

and the way that I acr. 

When Peter was first diagnosed he recalls feeling very low in self-esteem; feeling 

weak, worthiess and as if he was not going to make it in life. When his depression was at 

its worst, he recails feeling like a different person undergohg a major personality change 

whereby he lost complete interest in things he once enjoyed. His negative, or self-cntical 

evaiuation of himself at the time of his illness is a cornmon psychological disturbance 

associated with a mental illness in youth, particularly in cases of depressive 

symptomatology (Beck, 1976; Kandel & Watson, 1988). 

Although Alexine believed that her illness was very much separate from her 

person, she also believed that it was intertwined with her personaiity. S he descnbed her 

eating disorder thoughts and habits as being "chipped into her brain," making it difficult 

to separate herself from them. Eventually, she becarne aware of how much time and 

energy her illness consurned and eventually began the process of asking her self, "what 

am 1 doing? 1s this al1 1 am doing." From a phenomenologicai perspective, she was 

attempting to ". . .understand what it means to be who [she isj in the world.. ." wishing to 

becorne someone, or  something other than her eating disorder. Wanting to separate from 

her illness and be the interesting person she believes she can be is also congruent with the 
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philosophy of phenomenology in which a person aims for "fulfillment of [their] human 

nature so they can become fully who they are" (Van Manen, 1990, p. 12). 

S tigma 

Initially, al1 participants expressed difficulties with their diagnostic label, 

expressing concem about the stigma associated with the diagnoses of a mental illness. 

Each believed others would judge them because of their illness. Consequently, 

participants remained protective and selective in sharing details about their illness. 

John was very concemed that others would think he was messed up, which left 

him feeling quite bad about hirnself because he had no control over his OCD symptoms. 

This is similar to the negative, self-criticai feelings Peter experienced in response to his 

illness. However, as cited in the literature, and stated above, this is a common 

psychological disturbance experienced in youth and adult populations (Beck, 1976; 

Kandel & Watson, 1988) in response to a mental illness diagnosis, particularly in the case 

of depression. 

In speaking to the s t i p a  associated with a mental illness, Peter States, "Well, it 

tvns ernbarrassing.. . tvhat others would think ... I wouldn 't open up to others. ..they 'd think 

'what a weirdo ... couldn 't tell friends ... I fearedfnendsjudging me, sa 1 didn't really go 

into details with them. " 

Alexine was very concemed about her friends judging her, stating: "Tlzey're going 

to laugh or they 're going to think I am jrrst weird. " 

Although each participant had dificulty with their mental illness label, eventually 

they were accepting, believing this to be necessary in receiving the help they needed. 

John believes that he would not have made progress towards wellness had he not received 
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a diagnostic label. In his opinion, the label was necessary in order to receive the 

treatrnent needed to alleviate his symptoms of depression and panic disorder. 

Although Peter had great difficulty in receiving a psychiatrie diagosis,  even 

more problematic was the need to see a psychiatrist. He believed that he was as low as 

he could go mentally, and womed that maybe he was going crazy. He recalls feeling 

worst upon f i s t  receiving his diagnoses focusing on the stigma; however, he later 

changed his attitude towards both the stigma of a mental illness and the attention required 

by a psychiatnst. In asking Peter about the issues of stigma and treatment by a 

psychiatrist, he responded by saying: "No stigma, that is what they (psychiatrists) are 

there for--trained to do what they do.. .I woulci tell people to go for help, rhat's what they 

are there for." 

Losses and Frustrations 

There were many frustrations and losses experienced by participants as a result of 

their illness. Some specificaily to do with each participant's syrnptom experience and 

others to do with the impact of  their illness on their personal and professional lives. 

Not feeling understood by family, friends, and mental health professionals were a 

cornrnon frustration for al1 participants. They had great difficulty in describing and 

explaining how they experienced their illness so others could understand and be of help 

to them. 

John was particularly fmstrated and irritated with the treatment he received as an 

adolescent and young adult, feeling he wasn't helped as much as he expected. He felt the 

psychiatrist spent more time taking at him, versus with him. He felt like they really 

didn't listen. Except for John's experience with his latest psychiatrist with whom he has 
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a very good rapport, and who has helped him beyond expectation, he experienced a 

similar feeling of not being Iistened to by psychiatrists that treated him in hospital. 

However, he feels that the nurses in the hospital were quite responsible and responsive in 

listening to his concerns and queries related to his illness and treatrnent protocol. 

J o b ' s  experience in hospital was that the psychiatrists were more concerned with 

treatrnent regimes related to a medical model of practice focusing on symptoms rather 

than exploring underlying psychological issues. He states, "But what can hnppen I guess 

is rhat rhey get into ro~itine about ... they are not Zooking for other avenues of; or  maybe 

more approprime avenues of trying to treat the problem." 

John's experience with the medical rnode17s focus on symptoms in treatrnent of 

mental illness is con,guent with the literature. Within the medicai model, the 

phenomenology of adolescent mental illness has focused mainly on clinical 

characteristics, epidemiology, comorbidity, and treatment factors (Carlson, 198 1; Geller 

& Luby, 1997; Hornstein & Putnam, 1992; Lewinsohn et al., 1995; Riddle et al., 1990) 

often attributed to biological and genetic factors (Duman et al., 1997). 

Peter's most fmstrating experience (with depression) was the fact that it took so 

long to completely recover. Othenvise, he had complete confidence and respect for the 

treatment he received from his psychiatrist. Aside from his initial difficulty with the 

stigma of his diagoses, his experience in treatment was positive, he experienced very 

few frustrations except for the time that it took to completely recover from his illness. 

When in hospital, Alexine experienced frustration with the medical staff and her 

treatment protocol. Sometimes she felt that the staff were more focused on getting her to 

eat and gain weight than talking about underlying issues related to her illness. 
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She believed the treatrnent protocol was more to satisfy the staff than to treat her illness, 

and was inappropnate and unhelpful in gaining an understanding of the ongins of her 

iiiness. 

When John was quite ill, he experienced decreased concentration, memory 

function, and cognitive abilities, causing him a great deal of frustration. He believes a 

combination of his illness syrnptoms and the treatrnent he received in the form of 

medications and ECT served to limit his cognitive abilities. Even more frustrating was 

losing his ability to perforrn his teaching responsibilities as a school teacher during the 

penod of his illness. In speaking of his feelings of loss and frustration with having to 

leave work he States: 

Very frustrating, being a tencher, 1 guess it was part of my personality I like to 

read, I think about things, and I Like îo think of rnyseZf as a fairly bright individual 

ut most times, but not being able to have thatfitnction.-.it sometimes becornes 

very, ver= flustrcrting. 

One of Peter's frustrations was trying to understand and figure out what was 

wrong with him, and why he was experïencing the syrnptoms he did. He struggled in 

both accepting arid talking about his illness with others, feeling they would not 

understand, or be able to help. Another frustration was not getting better as fast as he 

wanted. He recdls it took almost a year before he was completely recovered from his 

illness. 

Also frustrating for Peter was his loss of interest, and abilities in academic 

performance. Due to the intensity of his syrnptoms, he was unable to concentrate 

sufficiently to complete acadernic assignments, and consequently reported failing grades 
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in his first year of school. Decreased acadernic performance is a cornrnon occurrence in 

those experiencing a mental illness (Barnett & Gotlib, 1988; Harrington et al., 1990; 

Kandei & Davies, 1986; Kutcher & Marton, 1989; Pinto & Whisman, 1996; Stein et al., 

1982). 

Aiexine's greatest frustration was her realization of the time and energy her eating 

disorder consumed. She felt this took away from personal and social activities. The 

negative impact of a mental illness on interpersonal and social relations, affecting one's 

interest and ability to properly function in social situations, is supported by the literature 

(Barnett & Gotlib, 1988; Harrington et al., 1990; Kandel and Davies, 1986; Kutcher and 

Marton, 1989; Pinto and Whisman, 1996; Stein et al., 1982). 

Alexine also experienced frustration in not being understood, or others not 

understanding her illness. She felt others often misunderstood, or misinterpreted her 

symptoms. She spoke about others' belief that she was trying to control them with her 

eating disorder symptoms, which she presently denies. 

Relationships and Isolation 

Al1 participants experienced a sense of isolation and relationship difficulties as a 

result of their illness. John recalls feeling quite distressed by his OCD symptorns as a 

child, which caused him to withdraw from others. He also spoke about the toll his illness 

had taken on his farnily. John expressed concems about the impact of his illness on his 

son, worrying that it would negatively affect their relationship. Part of this has to do with 

the genetic vulnerability, or precursors of mental illness. Some of his concern is 

Iegitimated by the medical mode17s claim that mental illness is often attributed to 



biological and genetic factors (Duman et al., 1997) predisposing family members to 

mental illness symptoms in the future. 

In terms of John's personal relationships, he acknowledges the negative impact of 

his illness on fiis interest and ability to socidize and interact with others effectively. 

Consequently, he often avoided large crowds, prefening the Company of srnall groups 

typically including farnily and friends- However, as an adolescent, he often resorted to 

dmgs and alcohol as a means to deal with his discomfort in crowds. 

Related to John's experience, it is documented that substance abuse is another 

difficulty associated with mental illness, particdarly in the case of depressive 

syrnptomatology (Kutcher & Marton, 1989; Pinto & Whisman, 1996). Nevertheless, it is 

important to mention that John believed his personaiity was that of a loner, ana thus his 

discomfort in crowds is not to be pathologized, or considered an absolute symptom of his 

illness. 

Peter dso  recalls isolating himself more from farnily and friends when he was ill. 

He denied having any interest, motivation, or tirne for people. In fact, he began to resent 

any interest or attention from others, feeling he neither deserved nor wanted it. He recalls 

having to break up with a girlfriend at the time of his illness and believes his depression 

was partly to blarne. 

As Alexine's eating disorder worsened, she reported difficulties in socializing 

with others. Since her biggest fear was eating and gaining weight, she avoided situations 

that rnight involve eating. Consequently, she rnissed out on parties, movies, and special 

dinners, increasing her sense of loneliness and isolation from others. 
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She recalls experiencing some relationship difficulties with her family, especially 

with her mother. She feels that had to do with her illness and how it expressed itself in 

her relationships. Since she often felt misunderstood by her mother they would 

frequentiy argue. 

The literature supports the detrimental consequences of a mental illness on 

interpersonal relations (Bamett & Gotiib, 1988; Harrington et al., 1990; Kandel & 

Davies, 1986; Kutcher & Marton, 1989; Pinto & Whisman, 1996; Stein et ai., 1982). 

Relationship difficulties in the form of conflict, misunderstandings, isolation, frustrations 

and sometimes separation were comrnon expenences for research participants during the 

course of their illness. 

Fears 

Fear was another major issue for participants. One fear already discussed was the 

sti,pa associated with a mental illness. Initially, this was a strong fear for d l  

participants. However, this lessened during the treatment phase of their illness. 

In the beginning stages of iIlness, each participant expressed fear regarding k s  or 

her psychiatrie symptoms. Because their symptoms had not yet been defined or narned, 

they did know what was wrong, fearing something terrible was happening to them. This 

was particulady true for John and Peter in their panic attacks. Neither knew what i t  was, 

or why they were having this expenence, which further increased their sense of fear. 

Each participant feared losing control, or not having control over their illness. 

This was particularly true for Alexine with her eating and weight issues. She felt as if she 

had to "control, control, and control" in order to avoid gaining weight. Although she has 
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better control over her irrational thoughts regarding this, she still stmggles with the fear 

of losing control of her eating and becoming obese from the least bit of food. 

Another significant fear expressed by participants was the fear of relapse. This 

was especially true for John who has had relapses in the past with his depressive 

episodes, one of which occurred during the course of this snidy. Peter d s o  expressed 

concem about this, since his psychiatnst warned him of the possibility of a recurrent 

depressive episode in the future. Both John and Peter's fear of relapse is legitirnized by 

the fact that experience with a mental illness in the past, particularly with depression, is a 

risk factor for the development and chronicity of future depressive disorders or  future 

mental illness episodes (Han-ington et al., 1990; Stein et al,, 1982). 

Insights and Awareness 

As mentioned previously, the current study employed a semi-stnictured "life- 

world" in-depth interview format to investigate participants' lived experience with a 

mental illness. Kvaie (1996) describes the "life world" as it pertains to 

phenomenological research and in-depth interviewing as ". . . the everyday lived world of 

the interviewee and his or her refations to it" (p. 30). As stated in the introduction of this 

thesis, the purpose of the "life-world" concept and in-depth interview method for the 

current study was to "'describe and understand" (1996, pp. 5-6) participant's experience 

of diagnoses and treatment with a mental illness. 

As a resuit of the interview process, participants believed that they gaïned more 

insight and awareness regarding the impact of their illness, and how much it afTected 

their lives in generai. In relating their insights, participants identified a number of 

themes, including self- concepthdentity, stigma, fears, Iosses, and frustrations. As stated 
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earlier, the impact of illness on relationship dynamics was also a major theme in 

participants7 experience. 

What benefits did participants gain from inclusion in the current study? As stated 

in the purpose of this study, the pnctical significance expected for each participant in the 

current study was that something positive would corne from his or her participation. That 

the sharing of their "personal [stories] and interpretations of mental illness may lead to 

new and helpful insights such as . . . hope, increased awareness, . . . insight, a sense of 

liberation, [or a] certain thoughtfulness.. ." (Van Manen, 1990, p. 162). Evident in 

participants' data presentation, 1 believe this occurred for each participant. 

Participants spoke of corning to gain a better understanding of their illness, which 

served to help them in their recovery process. Although neither John nor AIexine were 

fully recovered from their illness at the end of the research interviews, they nonetheless 

believed that the interviews helped them to redefine their goals and needs in terms of 

what they needed to do too h l ly  recover. 

John believed the interviews gave him the opportunity to discuss both the good 

and bad mernories of his youth. This provided a vehicle to revisit those times in his 

mind, allowing for reflective thought that he now attributes as one factor in resolving 

some of his issues. Although he expressed some difficulties with the emotions stirred up 

by the interviews, he believed he benefited from having the opportunity to reflect on 

things he hadn't thought about for a long time. 

Peter's appreciation of how much everyone cared and wanted to heIped him in the 

recovery process was the most important benefit derived from his participation in the 

current study: 
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When I wasfinally henled, I guess I had no iden, but nothing wns brought to my 

attention to Btll appreciate them, but no w with these interviews I cnn look back 

and say, wow, they renlly tried hard, Z can see thnt. They tvanted me to get better. 

Peter believed there was great benefit in talking about his mental illness 

experience. The interviews allowed hirn to get his feelings out, helping hirn to better 

understand his experience enabling hirn to better help himself. He believed the insights 

gained from the interviews might help in preventing future episodes of depression and 

panic attacks because he now knew the signs of illness, and where to get help. He also 

believed that the knowledge and insights, gained through his own experience with 

depression and panic attacks, might allow hirn to help someone else sornetime in the 

fùture. 

Peter felt that the interview process was therapeutic. He believed that it gave hirn 

a chance to reflect back on his mental illness experience, and provided hirn with an 

opportunity to realize how far he has corne, He described this as an unloading of 

everything and a weight taken off his shoulders, cornrnenting on how helpful the 

interviews were and how much he actually enjoyed doing them. 

Aiexine believed that the interview process was helpfui to her in many ways, 

resuiting in insights and awareness absent before her participation in this study. She 

talked about how much the interviews legitimized her experience with anorexia. She 

expressed the difficulties she experienced in talking to friends and Family about her 

mental illness, and how beneficial and easy it was to talk in the interviews since they 

were just for her: "This is my experience, my story, sort of Zikefeeling Zike I'vefinished 

my autobiography. " 
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Alexine expressed a feeling of reciprocity in the interview process. In a laughing 

tone she remarked "it 's not jtrst me helping you rvith yow- thesis-" Her feeling is evident 

in the following passage: "Oflering some of yo~tr orvn feedback, about your own 

background, that tvas nice ... helpful, good for me to heur. " 

In surnrnary, 1 believe the thesis claim that the participants would benefit from 

reflecting and talking about their experience with a mental illness was accomplished. 

Congruent with the concept of "life- world", and in-depth interviewing as it pertains to 

phenomenologicai research, 1 believe the current study allowed each participant ". . .to 

describe and understand their 'life-world' within the context of their mental illnesses" 

(Kvale, 1996, pp. 5-6). Participants' personal stories, descriptions, and interpretations of 

their mental illnesses provided meaning, insights, and increased awareness not present 

prior to their research participation. 

Im~lications for Counselling 

The research interview has been described as an interpersonal situation between 

two individuals who speak about a subject of mutual interest (Kvale, 1996, p. 125). In 

contrasting a research interview with a therapeutic interview, Kvale differentiates 

between the role of a therapist engaged in an interview with a client (or patient) and the 

role a researcher interviewing research participants. The dialogue and content shared in a 

research interview should not be as personal as that of a therapeutic interview nor should 

if be as "anonymous" and impersonal as "survey-questionnaires" (Kvale, 1996, p. 125). 

A researcher rnust develop a trusting rapport with participants as a therapist would with a 

client, but in order to allow for the exchange of research data, he or she must avoid 

building a therapeutic alliance. 
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In conducting this research, balancing empathy with objectivity whiie 

interviewing research participants was the core of my experience. It has been said that 

the "personal frames who we are, how we see the world, and thus constitutes an 

important contextual framework for the work we do" (MacKinnon, personal 

communication, September 1998) and that "in research as in conversation we meet 

ourselves" (Morgan, 1983). I mention these two quotes to elucidate my experience as the 

investigator of this thesis. 

At times, 1 stmggled to bdance, and separate, my role as researcher from that of 

therapist. This was a struggle for two specific reasons: 1) My professional role and 

practice as a clinical psychiatric nurse produced a tendency to want to slip into that role; 

2) The personal and sensitive nature of the content shared by participants predisposed me 

to responding in a therapeutic role as I would with patients in practicing psychiatnc 

nursing. Although the latter did not pose a problem, it was a concem that required 

constant aiertness on my part. 

Having talked about the importance of separatirig the role of a researcher 

conducting in-depth research interviews from that of a therapist engaged in therapeutic 

interviews, literature supporting a phenomenological approach in both the study and 

treaunent of mental illnesses is documented in the literature. For exarnple, Jaspers (1968) 

discusses the difference between the subjective and objective expenence of "psychic 

events," clairning that the subjective expenence of psychopathology is best studied by a 

phenomenological approach. He thinks of this as "...an approach which only wants to 

see, not to explain" (p. 13 18). 
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In examining the phenomenology of psychopathoIogy, Varghese (1988) 

investigates the efficacy of a phenomenological approach in psychotherapy. He 

concludes that a Husserlian phenomenological approach to psychopathology and 

psychotherapy allows for a phenomenological understanding of the essence of one's 

being and existence (p. 40 1). This is believed to occur as a result of the therapeutic 

relationship between a client and therapist in which the therapist remains opened-minded 

relinquishing ". . . preconceived ideological notions.. . by [getting into the patient's [mind], 

be where he is, and indeed share his paradiaam" (p. 401). 

The "corrective emotional experience" of psychotherapy that allows clients to 

experience themselves differently, resulting in therapeutic change, is a function of the 

therapist's ability to maintain this open, non-ideoiogical frame of mind. Varghese States 

that ".. .change results not merely from experiencing anew but rather in the experience of 

error" (1988, p. 401). Since an individual goes to a therapist for help in resolving 

personal difficulties, it is necessary for the clients to be open and honest in articulating 

their issues. More importandy, clients need to be able to describe the personal issues 

causing them distress in a way that helps the therapist to understand and interpret their 

expenence. In relation to counselling, 1 support a phenomenological approach as one 

aiternative, and effective therapeutic strategy, that will enable clients to describe their 

problematic experiences in a way that is helpful to both the client and the therapist. 

Understanding a client's experience as he, or she experiences it, can only enhance 

the therapeutic relationship, in which both the client, and the therapist work together 

toward effective therapeutic interventions to benefit the client. Consideration of the basic 

tenets of phenomenology as a research methodology discussed in chapter three, some of 
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which have been rnentioned by Varghese (1988), elucidates the value of applying this 

approach in a counseling relationship. Specific implications for adopting a 

phenomenologicaI approach in counseling are discussed. 

In an attempt to understand and help a client with personal difficulties, a therapist 

must first be open-minded in Iistening to the description and meaning a client attributes to 

his or her issues (Varghese, 1988). The therapist must relinquish judpents ,  or biases 

that may rnisrepresent a client's expenence. As with a phenornenological researcher, a 

therapist must ask a client, "what is this or that kind of experience like?" (Van Manen, 

1990, p. 9). 

Phenomenological research purports that consciousness is the only path accessible 

to humans in order to be connected within their world (1990, p. 9). Within the 

therapeutic relationship, although a client's state of "consciousness" may be their first 

way of presenting their personal difficulties, therapists are often challenged to be attuned 

and responsive to clients' unconscious state of &airs. Thus, with respect to the 

counseling relationship, consciousness is not the only path for humans in connecting with 

their world. This is evident in the contribution made by traditional psychoanalytical 

therapy that acknowledges the importance of transference and unconscious operations 

within ones psyche (Greenspan, 1993, p. 233). 

In phenomenological research, connecting with one's ''e~sence'~ is believed to 

occur if it ". . .reawakens or shows us the lived qudity and significance of the experience 

in a fuller or deeper manner" (Van Manen, 1990, p. 10). In counseling, a therapist helps 

the client to gain increased insight and awareness of the2 being, their essence, with 

respect to the personal difficulties that brings them to therapy. Attempting to understand 
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whom the client is in their world, and in the context of their ernotional and psychological 

distress, a therapist must give and receive meaning that helps provide clients with 

appropriate solutions to their problems. Furthemore, by providing clients with an 

opportunity to completely describe and explain his or her "essence" c m  be the first step 

in aiding counselors to know and understand how to be most help in a therapeutic 

relationship. 

Another implication of counseling has to do with the therapeutic relationship 

itself. The therapeutic relationship includes a relationship between therapist and client in 

which both persons are considered to be equal participants. It is cornrnon knowledge, and 

my experience as a psychiatrie nurse, that if either a client or therapist is not an active 

participant in a therapeutic relationship, no progress can or will occur. 

In "A New Approach to Women and Ther-apy", Greenspan (1993) states that 

"therapy is always a relationship between two persons" whereby the input of both the 

client and therapist impact strongly on the therapeutic change, or outcorne of therapy (p. 

234). Who the therapist is as a person in the counselling relationship is as important as 

the therapeutic techniques she or he employs in their work. In fact, "the therapist's most 

essential tool is herself as a person" utilizing her personal skills to hrther the interest, 

motivation, and desired changes of her clients (Greenspan, 1993, p. 243). 

Greenspan states "just as the dancer must develop her body, so the therapist must 

develop herself as a person who can be usefùl to others" (p. 234). She speaks against the 

traditional "expert-patient" model of therapy advocating for a more equalized relationship 

between "women working together" (p. 234). Although her principals of therapy corne 

from a ferninist model of therapykounselling, 1 believe this equalized attitude in the 



relationship between a therapist and client is equally applicable to both genders, and to 

different models of therapy. 

In relating this to phenornenological research, this would be similar to the concept 

of  the "intersubjective" that appreciates the need for the "other" (e-g., the therapist and 

client) in fonning a "dialogic relation" with the phenomenon [of study], thus.. . validating 

the phenomenon as described @y a participant] (Van Manen, 1990, p. 11). Thus, in the 

case of counseling, there must be a "dialogic relation" between therapist and client if the 

client's issues (e.g., phenomenon) are to be know, understood, and validated by the 

therapist in such a way that ailows the client to benefit from therapy. Since both seeking 

and accepting professional counseling c m  be difficult for individuds, 1 believe therapists 

have a responsibility to both themselves, and their clients, in attending to the work to be 

done in a therapeutic context. 

In surnrnary, 1 would like to say something about what has brought me to this 

research that speaks further to the implications of a phenomenoiogical approach in the 

practice of counselling. As previously mentioned, the "personal frames who we are, how 

we see the world, and thus constitutes an important contextual frarnework for the work 

we do" (MacKinnon, personal communication, September 1998). 1 beiieve my personal 

experience as a psychiatric nurse has frarned who 1 am and my interest in a study of this 

nature. This personal experience, combined with the lirnited research in adopting a 

phenornenological methodology to investigate mental illness, becarne the impetus for my 

work here. 

In working with a mental heafth population 1 discovered patients often had rnuch 

to Say about their experience with a psychiatric illness: how their Iives were affected by 



their illness, both personaily and professionaily. This posed many challenges and 

difficulties for patients as they attempted to normalize their lives in the rnidst of a not- 

so-normai experience, living with a mental illness. 

Although patients were open and willing to divulge the trials and tribulations 

associated with their illness, this was shared on an informal basis: the content shared was 

not necessarily included in the ueatment process. This reality alerted me to the 

invaluable information patients had to offer about their experience with a mental i h e s s .  

1 had the idea that attention to this rnight prove beneficial to both patients and mental 

health practitioners: beneficial in the forrn of increased insights and awareness of the 

unique experiential aspects of a mental illness. 1 thought that research into the depth and 

essence of this phenornenon might contribute additional knowledge in both the diagnoses 

and treatment component of psychiatrie illnesses resulting in improved care for 

patientsklients, or mental health consumers. 

Consideration of the primary tenets of a ferninist approach to therapy: an 

individual is considered an expert of their own experiences; discovery of one's own voice 

within a therapeutic relationship is empowering; responses to, and insights about one's 

therapeutic process has muc h to teach counselors/therapist about the dynarnics of therapy 

and the therapeutic relationships; and patients insights about their therapeutic process 

provide a better understanding of the contributions of therapy and therapist bear 

sirnilarities with a phenomenological ideology in human studies: maintainine the 

uniqueness of an individuals' experience as an essential component to understanding 

human phenornena (Greenspan, 1993, Laidlaw, Malmo, & Associates, 1990, p., xiv). 

Borrowing from a ferninist and phenomenological ideology in the practice of counseling, 
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I believe is both relevant and appropriate in assisting counselors to gain a better 

understanding of their client's experiences, and thus has much to offer the mental health 

field in terms of clinical practice. 

In conclusion, presenting arguments for a phenomenological approach in the 

research of mental illness, this thesis argues for the utility of a phenomenological 

approach in the practice of counselling. Specific to this study, 1 propose a 

phenomenologicd approach in working with a mental health population at both the 

diagnostic and treatment level of care. I believe this approach could assist practitioners 

to better understand and respond to the "essence" of one's experiences, aiding in the 

diagnoses and treatment of psychiatrie illnesses. After d l ,  patient's experiences form the 

content in both the diagnoses and treatment process, providing ches  and direction to 

better service their needs. Thus, the experiential components of an individuai's mental 

illness should be included in the overall assessment and treatment plan as part of the 

therapeutic process. 

Reflections on Methodology: Strengths 

The open-ended, serni-structured interview style employed in this study allowed 

research participants to speak freely to their expenence, resulting in rich and valuabie 

data. The "participant developed" themes that evolved from the research interviews 

provide direction for issues of focus in future treatment and care of a mental health 

population. This format is congruent with qualitative research methods using a 

phenomenological framework in which a researcher discovers what emerges from the 

data rather than "pre-selecting aspects of desire" or "those he wishes to manipulate," or 

defining the phenornenon in terms of his manipulations (Giorgi, 1994). 
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For example, in the current study, participants identified a number of themes in 

discussing the personal and professional impact of their illness including stigma, fears, 

relationship difficulties, and poor work performance associated with their iliness. These 

themes emerged directly from the information participants shared in the interview 

process. AlIowing one to identify, and nane their experiences in the process of a 

therapeutic relationship, provide counselors with an opportunity to attend and respond to 

their clients needs that is both helpful and meaningful. 

An in-depth exploration of the "essence" of participants' experience proved 

beneficial in assisting participants to gain a better understanding of their illness and their 

treatrnent process. This provided an opportunity for each to reassess and redefine their 

goals in terms of future work, and prevention of future episodes of symptoms associated 

with a mental illness. For example, Alexine discovered that she has never dealt with the 

underlying issues related to her eating disorder, and that this is an area of interest in 

future work with her therapist. Peter attested to the therapeutic advantage of talking 

about his experience with depression and panic disorder from start to finish. He believes 

that the "talking about it" in its entity contributed to his overall understanding of his 

iIlness experience. He voiced his willingness to use talk therapy again should he ever 

become mentally il1 in the future, 

This study offers an alternative approach to the diagnoses and treatment of a 

mental illness in a youth population that, to date, has received minimal attention. 

Because the phenomenological approach applied in this study proved to be a positive 

experience for research participants, it might have similar benefits in treatment of other 

individuals suffering from a psychiatric illness. Since feminist theory of therapy bears 
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similarities with phenomenology in honoring an individuals' experience, 1 suggest that a 

phenomenological approach might be useful in a counseling/therapeutic relationship, just 

as feminist therapy is useful in a therapeutic relationship. 

Limitations and Recornmendations 

Although not a limitation, it is important to note that results from this snidy 

cannot be generalized to any other population other than to the three identified 

participants. It would be interesting to conduct a sirnilar study with a larger population in 

making a comparison and/or contrat  between participants. Considering the volume of 

data produced by this study, with the inclusion of only three participants, 1 suggest the 

need for modification in the methodology andlor methods in future studies including a 

large population sample. 1 wouid even suggest methodological changes in future studies 

with a srnall population utilizing in-depth interviews as a method of study. 1 recomrnend 

this because of the size of data produced in the current study that required a lot of time 

and effort to analyze. 

One suggestion to limiting data size for future studies of this nature, is 

substitution of a serni-structured open-ended interview format for a more structured 

format. In the current study, the interview questions were so open-ended that digressions 

sometimes occurred. This resulted in irrelevant and unusable data for the purpose of the 

thesis. Yet these data still required reviews and consideration before discounting its 

potential use in data presentation, resulting in a labor-intensive exercise. Nevertheless, 1 

caution against a complete structured interview using a phenomenological methodology, 

as this may sacrifice the quality and purpose of a phenomenological research approach: to 

explore the essence of individuals' experiences in an open and non-restricting manner. 



Another recomrnendation to accommodate a Iarger population sample or 

management of large data sets is to apply additionai control variables for participant 

inclusion. In this study, participant criteria were few: presence of a psychiatric illness; 

contact with a psychiatrist; outpatient, or post-acute status; and absence of active 

psychotic, suicidal, or acute depressive syrntomatology. Although a11 these variables 

should be included in future studies in participant selection, 1 recornrnend the need and 

control of additional participant criteria as one method in data condensation. 

For example, selecting participants with a single diagnosis illness is one 

suggestion in condensing data size in future studies- However, it is important to note that 

most individuais diagnosed with a psychiatric illness typically have CO-morbidity 

diagnoses, or dud  diagnoses, and this may be difficult to fulfil as a criterion variable. 

A more effective and realistic recornmendation in seiecting appropnate 

participant critena is to control for length of time with illness. In this study, the length of 

illness varied for each participant. Thus, the size of data varied with each, some 

producing large quantities of data and others smaller quantities. More specifically, 1 

suggest a lirnit of one to two years from time of diagnosis to time of participation. This 

was the case for one participant, Peter, who was il1 for one year. Data produced from 

Peter's interviews was half the size of the other two participants, and thus more 

manageable to analyze. 

One last consideration recomrnended for research utilizing a phenomenological 

methodology, and an in-depth interview method, is the application of a qualitative 

statistical program in performing data analyses. A manual coding procedure analyzed the 

data from the current study, which required numerous hours of work. I suppst the 
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application of analyses progams such as Altalis/TI, NUD-&Te, or Ethonograph in future 

studies which will be generating interview related data. 
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CHAPTER 10 

INTERVIEW PROCESS 

The methodology framework in the current study, phenomenology and 

hermeneutics, are important concepts in the discussion of participant's reflective thoughts 

in living with a mental illness. Briefly stated, phenomenological hermeneutic research 

concems itself with ". ..lived experiences" as experienced by persons (Van Manen, 1990, 

p. 9) in which meaning can be derived through "acts of reflective attention" 

(Wagner, 1970, p. 63).  This provides an opportunity to examine the depth of the 

experience under investigation. Aiso important to the research methodo10~7 is the 

definition of "experience" and "meaning" in accordance with a phenomenoIogicai 

frarnework. Review of the definitions of these terms, as they relate to phenomenological 

research, was discussed earlier in the methodology section (pp. 17- 18). 

Schutz's (Wagner, 1970) phenornenological frarnework for understanding lived 

human experiences, lets us examine participants' reflective thoughts concerning his or 

her mental illness in an effort to gain a better sense of this phenornenon. An 

understanding of the meaning and the impact of a mental illness for research participants 

are spoken to in their personal reflections. 

Participant's Personal Reflections 

A serni-stnictured "Iife world" in-depth interview employed in this study 

describes the "life world" as it pertains to phenomenological research and in-depth 

interviewing as ", . . the everyday lived world of the interviewee and his or her relation to 

it" (Kvale, 1996, p. 30).  This type of interview "...is defined as an interview whose 

purpose is to obtain descriptions of the life world of the interviewee with respect to 
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interpreting the meaning of the described phenornena" (1996, p. 5-6). Relevant to the 

current study, the purpose of a "life world" concept with an in-depth interview method 

"describes and understands" participants' expenence of diagnosis and treatment with a 

mental illness (p. 29). 

Reflecting back to the purpose of this thesls, to investigate and describe the 

phenomenological experiences of participants who have been diagnosed and treated with 

a mental illness, suggests a practicai significance. The practical significance expected for 

each participant was that something positive would corne from his or her participation. It 

was hoped that sharing of ". . . [their] personal [stories] and interpretations of mental 

illness may lead to new and helpfül insights such as ".. .hope, increased awareness, 

* - . . . insight, a sense of liberation, [or a] certain thoughtfulness . . ." (Van Manen, 1990, p. 

162). 

Following the completion of data collection, I felt a sense of in-completion. 

Some afterthoughts revealed the fact and necessity that each participant shouid have an 

opportunity to provide feedback about the experience of going through the interview 

process. My question, "how c m  1 venfy the practical significance of the study: to benefit 

participants in a positive manner--without investigating the effects of the interview 

process?" 

The following descriptions and verbatim quotes elucidate the interview process as 

experienced by each participant. My findings are categorized with the follows subtitles: 

Preconceptions; Experience in Beginning the Interviews; Reactions from Others; and 

Personal Benefits, al1 derived from the interview process. 
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Preconceptions 

Two research participants, Peter and Alexine, discuss their preconceptions of the 

interview process prior to their participation. Peter's initial reaction to recruitrnent into 

the study by his psychiatrist was: 

Well, he (psychiatrist) called me on my parent's 2.5"' wedding anniversary and 

there was about 100 people at my house, and he called, and asked me if1 wanted 

to do these interviews. And I said, without a doubt, I didn ' t  hesitare. I just said 

yes right away. Cause I had no fear of it (depression) coming back and obviously 

he didn 't, or else he wouldn ' t  have called. 

Peter expressed complete cornfort and sense of control, expenencing no fears or womes 

about negative effects frorn his participation. He did express a concern about stepping on 

the wrong toes: "1 kvas tvorried about stepping on the wrong toes.. . i had some 

reservation about that. b~ct I j~wt  thought about that on yow part.'' Peter wasn't exactly 

sure what I wanted, but saw the interviews as an opportunity to help someone: "So if1 

can help, like the cliché, i f  I can just help one person. " 

Tn describing her preconceptions of the interview process, Alexine envisioned a 

pre-stmctured format with specific questions. She felt it might be difficult to answer 

open-ended questions because of her tendency to go off on tangents, &raid she would not 

answer the questions adequately- Alexine, like Peter, wondered and womed about giving 

the researcher what was needed stating, "1 was worried a bit. 'Am I going to give what 

you need?' But it came to me just getting st~~flout--wondered if1 wo~dd give what you 

want in comparison to other participants, " 
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Pnor to starting the interviews, Alexine envisioned herself as a subject of the kind 

of exploratory experiment a medical student might do on pigs, or something of that 

nature. This preconception created feelings of vulnerability for her. She expressed great 

relief in learning of the study's semi-structured interview method. 

She expressed concerns about having something to say in the interviews. She 

attributes this to her ongoing tendency to minirnize her illness. She never completely 

accepted that she was diagnosed with anorexia nervosa, and she often rejected the phase 

"anorexia nervosa," referring to her mental illness as "my problems", or "my irrationd 

thoughts." However, she believes that the interviews helped to legitimize her illness, 

stating, " I  am being interviewed for the real thing." 

She said that not talking about it in an experiential rnanner allowed her to deny 

the reality of her illness. She spoke about how the ~ n d  c m  play tricks on one, and that 

the interviews helped her to realize that her thinking processes had not changed much 

since the acute stage of her illness. She felt the interviews helped her realize how much 

the eating disorder experience was a part of her, and will always be with her. 

Alexine also womed that she rnight be intimidated, because she believed she 

would be the only one sharing: 

I thought i f  ~.vould be intimidating becnuse ir would just be me sharing and I 

wo~ild feel kind of vulnerable in a tvay- right-- that's what I pictured. I didn 't 

have any q~ralms or problems doing it-- thought that would be fine, but I thought Z 

would kind of feel vulnerable sharing this with sornebody I didn ' t  know, but I 

didn 't feel that way at all. 
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Alexine was flattered by her psychiatrist's encouragement to act as a participate in 

this study: 

It kvas nice to hear Z would be a good candidate. My psychiatrist thought Z could 

handle it and that I am articulate and would be a good person for the study. That 

stuck with me. I found that really flattering, aper ail, my psychiatrist heard al1 

the irrational things I have had to say--see me through the whole thing, and I still 

have my head haifscrewed on, hey, maybe I don't look so strange from the 

outside (in a laughing tone). 

Beginning Interviews 

Participants shared a range of thoughts and feelings about beginning the interview 

process. Starting with Aiexine, she believed there was some unexpressed, or mysterious 

purpose to the study chat was intentionaily hidden from her, and subsequently felt the 

need to figure this out. S he says: 

When beginning the interviews, I wasn't sure where you were Izeaded-- like with 

al1 your interviews, qyorr were trying tu get one thing-one theme; but Z kvas 

curious too- jrrst wanted tu see $1 couldfigrtre out what it was. After thefrrst 

couple--maybe even afier the second one-- said you didn't really have one theme. 

Than 1 thought you were ttying to trick me (laughs). Seriously, because I thought 

y o ~  had other people to interview, that );ou tvere j~rst t ~ i n g  to see ifthere was a 

cotnmon link, you know-- so then, I was wondering if... so then I think, isn ' t  that 

great- just research for researclz sake. 

Alexine described the semi-stnictured in-depth interview method as a form of 

dialoguing, as opposed to stmctured, or straightforward type of questions. She was able 
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to talk about her mental illness experience in an open rnanner that allowed her to move 

easily into other topics. She reported having this nice feeling at the start of the 

interviews. She often wondered what she would Say in the next interview and what 

questions she rnight ask. Nevertheless, there were difficult times for her with the 

interview process. For exarnple, she was at a loss for words about such things as the 

origins of her illness. In spite of her hesitations, Alexine found it helpful to think about 

things discussed within the interviews, stating that the interviewer, and the process itself, 

offered interesting feedback 

Peter expressed complete comfort in doing the interviews. He tmsted both the 

interview process, and me as the interviewer, believing no harm would corne from his 

participation. His comfort and fearlessness regarding the process is evident in his own 

words: "I renily wanted to do the interviews, I knew there was nothing to be concemed 

aborrt. fike I told you. From day one, there was nothing that could happen ro me." Peter 

perceived my role as one of listener, as someone who would just sit and listen to him in a 

non-threatening way. He denied this as being a precarious situation for him. 

Reactions: Others 

Peter was the only one whose participation elicited negative reactions from others. 

Initially, his farnily tried to stop him, fearing that the interviews might trigger another 

depressive episode, or panic attack. Especially with the knowledge of the potential for a 

relapse of symptoms as cornmunicated by Peter's psychiatrist. He recalls a female 

colleague expressing concem, and questioning the safety and benefits of his participation: 
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When I told a lady at rvork--cause they al1 knew what happened tu me, I had 

mentioned it in the past-- and I told a lady at work and she described it as just 

talking about a person's death the entire time. 

Peter's family and close fnends aiso womed that the interviews rnight cause 

another depressive episode. Peter recalls them expressing their concerns many tirnes 

foilowing the interview sessions: 

They would look at me in a fun- way asking i f1  was alright? Thefirst qi~esrion 

they rvould ask me rvhen I'd corne through the door would be, "how are you doing 

today?" I'd say, I'rn nll right. " I'd just be sitting there and they'd al1 be looking 

at me like I had ten hends, or something like thut. 

Peter goes on to Say how he wanted to have fun with their reactions, and tease them in 

some way, but declined thinking this would be cruel and further fuel their already 

concerned minds. 

In spite of other's concem, Peter remained adamant in his decision to participate 

in the interview process. He opine that his mental illness experience will always be with 

him and believed talking about it would be of benefit to him, and rnaybe to others in the 

future. He States: "lt will alrvays be with me and wky shouldn't I take it-- and put it to 

work and receive some benefit out of i f ,  whether it be for health cnre. or other patients or 

whatever." 

He believed that if he just put it behind him, it would never be  brought out in the 

open and talked about. Having received psychiatrie treatment for one year, and having 

recovered from his illness, Peter felt ready to talk about his experience stating, " I  was 

ready to look back on it when I was cione with Dr. ZZ. I didn 't not want to talk about it! " 
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Benefits 

Al1 participants believed themselves to have benefited from their participation in 

the interview process, gaining insight, and increased awareness. The following quote 

best surnmarizes John's experience in participating in the research interviews. 

It's been a positive thing overall- I tvns talking about rhis tvith my wge, ah, over 

the week-end, and she knew we were going to have this session in the morning, 

um, and overall it has been a fairly positive experience for me because it has 

given me the rime to talk about some of the things, ah, that have gone on, and has 

had some therapeutic value in thnr respect ... l t  has been interesting to go son of 

through the time line and it 's  something that has made me think more about the 

d~ferent stages of my life. 

The interviews gave him the opportunity to discuss both the good and bad mernories of 

his youth. This provided John with a vehicle to revisit those times and provoked 

reflection, helping hirn to resolve some of his personal issues. 

John believes that the difficult ernotions raïsed during the interviews served to 

further his work with both his psychiatrist and psychologist. Although he encountered 

some negative thoughts and feelings following some of the interview sessions, overdl it 

was a positive experience for hirn: 

Its been worrh rvhile to refect back on [my experiences] and it's been good to 

sort of talk about more recent times as well because rvhen we were going through 

the d@erent stages and different aspects of my experiences, ir helped me to sort of 

put things into a context. Put things into a time and place. Being able to reflect 

on things has helped me to rernember some things and its not always when we are 
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doing the sessions, but sometimes days larer, or even weeh later. I cvill be 

thinking about something thnt we may have talked about, or may have talked 

about with sorne other professional, ah, things, connections start to be a little 

more su. It helps me make connections and it has been thei-aperctic in that way. 

Peter's first revelation in terms of interview benefits, was how much his family, 

friends, and psychiatrïst had helped in his journey from illness to wellness, stating: 

When I cvasJTI2ally healed, I guess I had no idea, bcit nothing was brought tu my 

attention to full appreciate them, but now with these interviews I can look back 

and Say, wow, they really tried hnrd, I can see that. They wanted me to get better. 

He spoke of his need to talk about his mental iIlness after recovery. He believes this 

enabled him to better understand himself, and that the knowledge and insights gained 

through this experience, might better prepare, or prevent a future episode of depression, 

or panic attacks. He also believed that the knowledge and insights gained frorn his 

experience might enable hirn to help someone in the future suffering a similar disease. 

Peter also found the interview process to be therapeutic, giving hirn a chance to 

reflect back on his mental illness experience: 

A chance tu go fronz stan to finish of the entire N O  and halfyenrs-- just to get it 

al2 out there and talk about the enrire thing. Because I've never really tnlked 

about the entir-e thing from stnrt tofinish, ri&! I've always talked about bits and 

pieces, how I kvas, nocv I'm better, so let's move on. But now, cvith these 

interviews, I got to talk about the entire thing. 

He described this as an unloading of everything, and a weight taken off his shoulders. He 

cornrnented on how helpful the interviews were, and how much he enjoyed doing them. 
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He believes that the interview process provided an opportunity for him to see how far he 

has corne in terms of his recovery: 

Yeah, like over the two days last week, I went home and just shook my head. I 

cortldn 't believe it. I didn ' t  h o w  myselfback then when I was suffering from 

depression, and to see myselfnow, and just look back nt everything I've done, and 

how far I've have corne. 

Alexine believed that the interview process was helpful to her in many ways. It 

provided new awareness and an opportunity to talk. She talked about how much the 

interviews legitirnized things for her. She spoke of the difficulties she experienced 

previously in taking to family and friends about her mental illness, and how beneficiai 

and easy it was to talk in the interviews since they were just for her: 

This is my experience, rny story, sort of like feeling like I've finished my 

atrtobiography. Initially, I didn 't bzow where I was going to start, but than it kind 

of came all nround into a nice little package. Feel like I've gotten it all out, 

didrz 't leave nnyrhing ottt-got a lot ofimy chest--cleared up a lot of things-came 

arolrnd into a nice Iittle package. 

Alexine expressed a feeling of reciprocity in participating in the research 

interviews. In a laughing tone she remarked, "it's not just me helping you with your 

thesis." Although she did not always have the answers, some of the questions and 

feedback were profound and thought provoking: 

OfSering sorne of your own feedback, about your own background, that was 

nice.. . helpful, good for me to henr. Maybe thnt is why 1 initially thought the 

interviews would be intirnaring, because I thought it would be just me sharing and 



I would feel kind of vulnerable in a way-right, that is what I pictured, like I didn 't 

have any qualms, or problems about doing it--thought that would befine, b~rt 

tho~rght I would kind of feel vulnerable sharing this tvith sornebody I didn 't how ,  

1 didn 't feel that way Ur ail. 

The o d y  doubt Alexine expressed early in the interview stage was her uncertainty 

about my real goal or purpose in the study. Her thoughts on this matter are expressed an 

in earlier quote found in the middle of page 18 1. 

Interview Structure 

To close the discussion on the interview process, 1 asked each participant to make 

a few bnef statements about the specific interview method (i-e., serni-stmctured) 

employed in the current study. They offered the following comments. 

John: The open-ended s ~ l e  made it easier to talk 

Peter: I felt this has been very well organized. Weil done! 

Alexine: Being able ro talk openly, like a discussion, dialogue, made it easier to 

talk. 

John: Interview setting--ven, comfortable atmosphere. 

Peter: It was very well put together--1 would have conducted it the same way. 

Alexine: Nice not to have to explain selfso much in terms of "why's. I t  

John: Felt you ran things smoothly. You informed me well. 

Peter: hrst had an open discussion. Worked for me. I wouldit ' t  have changed a 

thing. 
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APPENDIX A 

Letter of Consent: 

This study is in p d a l  completion of the degree of Masters of education in counselling, 
Acadia University, Wolfville, Nova Scotia. 

Purpose: The purpose of this study is to investigate and describe participant's experience 
with a mental illness as identified, diagnosed and treated by a formai psychiatric service. 
ïdentity, self-concept, personal development, Iife meaning and lifestyle changes are 
suggested topics in explonng this experience. The value in such a study is twofold: 
1) That each participant will gain a deeper understanding and awareness of their 
experience which is of personal benefit and 2) That mental health researchers and 
practitioners wili too enhance their awareness, thus their practice, in serving mental 
health consumers. 

Participants: Individuals between 18 and 35 years of age diagnosed and treated with a 
psychiatric illness are welcomed. Participation critena include informed consent, formai 
diagnoses by an official psychiatrist or mental health service, and absence of any acute 
psychotic, suicidai, or depressive syrnptomatoIogy. Parental consent may be necessary 
for those under 19 years of age. 

Method: Data will be collected and processed via in-depth tape-recorded interviews 
between principal investigator and one interviewee per interview. Time of interviews is 
expected to range from one and a half to two hour. Tape-recorded interviews will be 
heard and transcribed by an appropnate transcriber selected and approved by investigator, 
supervisor, and thesis committee member. No other persons will have privilege or access 
to tape-recorded interviews or transcriptions unless requested and authonzed by 
participants. Interviews will be of a reflective and explorative nature between 
interviewer and interviewee. Three to four interview sessions over a one-month period 
conducted in a place mutually agreed upon by both participant and interviewer will occur. 
The audio-tape recorder will be stopped at any time during the interview when and if 
requested by participants. 

Participation is completely voluntary in which case you may withdraw at any time 
without enduring any consequences. Information gleaned from this study will be held in 
the strictest confidence, knowable only to your self and investigator. Identity and self- 
identifjhg information will be protected as within the researchers' control ensuring 
anonymity. A fictitious narne of your choice is suggested. Your approval will be 
requested before any excerpts (from interviews) are used in the final thesis to ensure 
accurate representation, documentation, and final approvd. Additionally, data gathered 
from interviews (Le., audio tape-recordings, transcriptions, logs and notes) will be used 
strictly for the purpose of this study only and disposed of upon completion of the study 
and degree program. 
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Ethical consideration: Based on the sensitive nature of the current study and the possible 
affective responses, it is suggested that aü participants have available to them a support 
person or formal counselor. 

Participant signature: 

Investigator signature: 

Date: 
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APPENDIX £3 

Interviews: Guiding Ouestions 

Experience of Treatment and Dia, onoses 

Tell me about how you felt upon first receiving a psychiatric diagnosis? 

How did others (Le., farnily, friends, and significant other) react to you? 

Tell me if you felt treated differently by others as a result of your diagnosis? 

Tell me about how this may or may not have changed your fife style? 

Overall, how has this experience been for you? 

Contact with Mentai Heaith Svstem 

How did you corne know or learn of your diagnosis? 

How was this cornmunicated to you and by whom? 

Tell me about how you perceived being treated by your psychiatrist? 

Were there any differences in how you were treated depending on the mental health 

professional (Le., nurses, psychiatrist)? 

Did you receive al1 the information you requested and wanted? 

Were you satisfied with what was provided to you? 

Tel1 me if you felt supported by psychiatric staff and how? 

Describe your feelings, thoughts, regarding the time and attention paid to you by 

staff! 

Overall, how would you describe your contact with mental health services? 

What have been the consequences, if any, of this experience? 



Participant Demomaphic S heet 

Fictitious Narne: 

Ape: 

Sex: - 




